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oung Wild West and the Government Detective
--OR-

TRACKING A TRICKY THIEF
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER I.
THE TENDERFOOT SHOWS HE CAN SHOOT.

When the old-fashioned stage-coach of the Overland Line,
plying between Silver City and Bedford, stopped a.t the Hall/lYaY House about two o'clock, one afternoon in September, a.
few years ago, when there were many less mlles of railroads
1n that section than at the present time, one of the passengers
t.o alight was a good-looking, athletic young man who carried
a. brown leathr.r grip.
The stage had stopped to change horses, and also to give the
passengers a chance to get something to eat at the hostelry
that was run by an old pioneer named Jack Hudson.
'l'here were four passengers beside the young man referred
to, aucl, unlike him, they were all either natives of the region
known as the Wild West, or had lived there long enough to
wear off everythlng that alluded to a "tenderfoot."
The young man, however, had all the appearance of being a
genuine tenderfoot, though it must be said that he seemed
perfectly at his ease, as he paused before going Into the house
and took a critical survey of what was to be seen of the surrounding country.
What he saw was principally hills that were well wooded,
with the trail winding between them.
The Half-way House was the only structure that resembled a dwelling that he. had seen since nine o'clock that morning. The trail had led him through a very wild part of the
country, indeed.
When he passed inside and stood in line to pay for his dinner in advance, as a notice read behind the little bar at one
end of the room, he looked around curiously, and presently
his eyes fell upon a placard that contained the photograph
of a man wanted for robbing the mails.
The tenderfoot walked over to this and studied It closely.
"Interested in that placard, stranger?" a man asked, as he
stepped up and grinned broadly, evidently because he took it
for granted that the young man was not used to reading such
notices.
"Not particularly," was the reply, and then a questioning
look was turned upon the speaker.
"That's Bunco Jake," and the rough-looking man pointed to
the reproduction of the photograph that was printed on the
I placard. I s'pose you read that."
"Oh, yes, I certainly noticed that. The letters and figures
are large enough, I'm sure," and the tenderfoot laughed lightly.
"There's been quite a lot tryin' to ketch Bunco Bill. First It
was only fivo hundred dollars reward what was offered. Now
it's got up to two thousand, an' they ain't caught him yet.
Stranger, I reckon Bunco Bill is a mighty tricky thief. He'sstole more mail than any other man livin'. Leastwise, that's
what I've heard said. Why, only a week ago he cleaned up a
neat fifteen thousand dollars, all from registered mall, too.

You see, the men over at Bedford have been doln' mighty
well, an' they've kept sendin' money in registered letters to
their folks. Bunco Jalte found this out somehow, an' he
worked at it for all he's worth. · But he had been doin' the
same thing in other places before he come up here on the trail
what runs from Silver Clty to Bed.ford."
"Rather odd that no one has been able to catch the tricky
thief," and the young man turned a.gain and studied the
placard.
The Westerner who had seen fit to address him laughed.
"'l'hink so, eh?" be said. "Well, that's all right. I've been
tryin' it myself, an' since I'm mighty well acquainted with
this part of the country, I oughter know the ins an' outs of
things. But I ain't ashamed to admit that I ain't never set
eyes on Bunco Jake yet, so that shows putty well that I ain't
made any great headway toward ketchln' him. Another thing,
young feller," and the man laid a hand on the tenderfoot's
shoulder as if he was warning him, "it wouldn't be healthy
for a feller to meet Bunco Jake an' try to take him, not if
the tricky thief was lookin' at him at the time. He's a dead
shot, he is. W-hy, he kin beat me or any of the boys ·around
here, an' that's sayin' a whole lot. I kin plug a silver dollar
at fifty feet nine times out of ten."
"With a rifle?" the young man asked, showing no little Interest.
·'Rifle! Why, any one could do it with a rifle. I mean with
a gun. This here thing."
Out came a long-barreled Colt's revolver, and the Westerner
held it oµt somewhat proudly.
"Good- shot, I should say," and the tenderfoot then turned
and went over to the bar to pay for the dinner he had ordered.
The man who had been talking to him smiled pityingly, no
doubt because he thought the stranger was so ignorant of the
ways of that part of the country,
Meanwhile, the young man went into the dining-room and
sat down with the other passengers and ate heartily of the
substantial meal that was placed before him.
When he flnish,ed he came out anq., after lighting a cigar,
strolled leisurely outside, stopping near the door.
He noticed that there was some fixing being done to the
stage-coach and, stepping up, he made inquiry and learned
that one of the springs had been broken, and that it would
take fully an hour to repair it.
This meant a llttle longer stop at the Half-way House than
usual.
"Sorter disappointed, I s'pose. Most likely you want to git
to Bedford afore da.rk."
The speaker had stepped up unknown to the tenderfoot, and
as he turned quickly he saw the m~ who had been talking to
him while he was looking at the placard.
"It doesn't matter," was the rather cool reply. "I'm used
to delays, you know. I simply take things as they come."
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"That's a good way to do it, young feller. Goin' to stake II lesson in shooting I wlll be much obliged to you. Probably I
may decide to stay in this part of the country a month or
out a claim over at Bedford?"
two, and as you say, it will stand me in good stead to know
"I don't know yet."
· how to shoot quick and straight."
"Maybe you're goin' there on a business trip."'
I "All right, come right along."
"Maybe," was the laconic reply.
The pn.osengers who had come over in the stage with the
"Got any friends out that way?"
young man bad heard much of what was being said, as well
"No, not that I know of."
as the proprietor of the place.
"Never been in these parts afore, I take it?"
They were all rather interested, and as the two turned to
"Neve1· in my life, though I have put in a few years in the
go out the proprietor st.epped up and, touching Gregory on the
mountains of Kentucky."
"A few years, eh? Why, you can't be more than twenty- arm, said:
"I reckon you couldn't find a better man anywhere in New
five."
Mexico to show you what good shooting is, stranger. Sim How"Twenty-seven."
ler has been a dead shot ever since he was a boy, an' I happen
"\Vhat was you doin' in Kentucky?"
"A little· of everything," and the young man shrugged his to know it."
"Thank yon," was the reply. "I'm sure I like Mr. Howler
shoulders, while just the vestige of a smile played about his
very much. His easy-going way just suits me."
lips.
They all went outside, and picking up a tin can from a heap
"Might I be goin' too far if I was to ask your name?" the
near the corner of the building, Sim Howler walked over to
Westerner asked.
the stump of a tree a few yards distant and placed it in posi"Crrta.inly not. My name is Gregory-Harry Gregory."
"Gregory, eh? I know a feller by that name over at Bed- tion.
Then he came back, pacing of! the distance as he did so.
ford. He's made a heap of money since he's been there, too.
"There you are, kid," he said to Gregory. "I reckon that's
l\;ight be that he's a relative of yours."
just about sixty feet. I'll make it sixty feet when it comes to
"I hardly think so."
"Well, you're a likcly-lookin' feller for a tenderfoot. Know shootln' at a tomato can. Now then, I'm goin' to show you
how I kin make that old can jump off that stump In a jiffy."
anything about shootin'?"
Out came his revolver, and, taking a quick aim, he fired.
"A little."
Sure enough, the can leaped from the stump.
"You do, eh?"
tGood!" Gregory exclaimed, nodding his approval.
This was said with a start.
''Good, eh? Do you think you kin do it?"
"Yes, I have handled a revolver quite a let in my time."
"Well, I rather think I can."
"Huh! You heard what I said afore you went in to git your
At this those standing about showed no little surpris<".
dinner, didn' t you?"
•· See h ere, Gregory," Howler sai~, stepping up a little closer
"What was it ?"
"About me bein' the best shot of any of the boys around to him. "Maybe I'm ma.kin' a fool of myself. It might be
here, yet I couldn't hold a candle to Bunco Jake, the tricky that you kin beat me shootin', after all."
·
"I wouldn't say that. But I'm pretty sure that I can hit a
thief."
tin can at this distance."
''Yes, I remember you said something like that."
"·All right, s'pose you try it."
"Well, since you have got to wait a little while, s'pose I
"I'm willing."
show you what I kin do with a gun. Might give you a lesson
One of the passengers quickly found another can and placed
or two. If you're goin' to stay out in these parts any length
of time, maybe it will come in handy for you to know how it upon the stump.
Then the tenderfoot pulled back the blue serge coat he was
to shoot straight an' quick."
"Thank you. I would be very much obliged to you if you wearing, and they all saw a holster hanging from a belt at his
·
would give me a lesson. But who am I talking to, anyway, right hip.
if I may not be too Inquisitive?"
He coolly drew a rC'volver from it, and when they saw it
"Whafs that you say. 'Quisitive? Oh, you 'lll·ant to know they looked at each other and nodded. for there was no quesmy name."
tion a):lout it being an up-to-date wea.pon, quite equal to the
one Sim Howler had just displayed his sk!ll with.
"Yes."
"Got a good gun, anyhow," the latter said, r.howing that he
"I'm Sim Howler, an' I was born in Silver City. I reckon
·was rather pleased. "Go ahead an' shoot."
that's enough recommendation, ain"t it?"
Up went the revolver until the muzzle pointed rather high
Sim Howler then d,ew himoelf up proudly, and thrust out
into the air.
his chest.
Then down it came until it was on a line with the target.
"Quite enough, I should say. I am real glad to meet you,
·
Crac)r!
Sim Howler."
As the sharp report rang out the can fell from the stump,
"I reckon any one livin' within a hundred miles of here
knows n,e, •· went on the man, smiling complacently. "It ain"t exactly as it had done when Howler had shot.
The little shooting match that had started attracted the atl!kely you would hear many say anything that was real bad
about me, either. Of course, I've got my bad habits. I like tention of those working upon the stage-coach, and they quit
to drink whisky an' raise a. ruction once in a while. I ain't and stood there watching.
"Jest as good as 1 clone," the native of New Mexico deas old as I look, either. I'm only forty-one, though maybe
you would take me for fifty."
clared, after he had picked up the C:ln. "Now then. Mr. Greg"I'm sure I wouldn't take you for a day older, Mr. Howler." ory, I'm goin' to tell you that I'm somewhat surpi-i£ed in you.
"Is that so? vVell, I reckon if I was to git my whiskers I'm goin' to make my very best shot now, an' if you kin do
trimmed up an' my hair cut' a little, an' if I put on clothes as much as that, then I'm willin' to take off my hat to you, an'
l!ke you're wearin', I'd look a heap younger."
I'll excuse myself for havin' sorter pitied you when I seen you
"Undgubtedly you would," and the tenderfoot laughed readin' that notice of a reward what's offered for the tricky
lightly,
thief."
"I've took a sort of interest in you, young feller. Let me
"Is it as bad as all that?" and the young man laughed
see, what did you say your name was?"
lightly. "You re,clly pitied me, eh?"
"Harry Gregory."
"Yes, jest 'cause I knowed you was what they call a green"Oh, yes, Gregory. Well, Gregory, as I jest said, I've took a horn, or tenderfoot, more properly puttin' it."
sort of Interest in you. Now you come inside an· we'll have a
"Well, I'll forgive you for anything you may have thought
drink, an' then blamed if I don't shO\v what I kin do with a about me. Now then, go ahead and show me your very best
gun."
shot. I am going to try hard to duplicate it."
Sim Howler quicl,ly produced a silver dollar.
"Ali right, I'm agreeable to that," imd Gregory followed
He stepped over to a good-sized tree that was not far distant
him to the bar.
"Plzen, Bill," Sim Howler eaid, nodding to the man behind from the stump, and, finding a protruding knot, easlly placed
the coin so it loomed up conspicuousiy.
the ba.r.
Then he paced off the distance, and stopped at what he
"A small glass of ginger-pop will do me," the young man
·
thought was exactly fifty feet.
said, quietly.
"Watch me. young feller," he said, as he drew his gun.
Howler laughed at this, but since he was pretty sober, he did
"The rest of you kin watch the dollar."
not insist upon making the stranger take something strong.
"I'll watch the dollar, too, Mr. Howler."
They had their drinks, and then Harry Gregory bought the
"All ri;~ht; her(' she goes."
cigars.
Up went the gun, and down it came.
"Now then, Mr. Howler." he said, "if you will give me a
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There was a short suspense, and then-Behind them came a. tall, dark-complexioned man with long,
Crack!
black hair and mustache, and a young woman; and close 'after
The bullet hit the silver dollru· ' and sent it spinning away them were another boy and a girl, while bringing up the rear
to· the left.
· were two typical Chinamen leading a l)air of well-loaded pack~ne of the r,tage-coach passengers ran and picked it up, and horses.
there was the mark of the leaden bullet close to the edge of it.
Right here we may as well state that the party consisted of '
"That's what I call shooting pretty straight," Gregory de- Young Wild West and his sweetheart, Arietta Murdock; Cheyclare::l. "You are a fine shot, Mr. Howler:"
enne Charlie and his wife Anna; Jim Dart and Eloise Ga.rd"Do you think you kin hit that dollar?"
ner, his sweetheart, and Hop Wah and Wing ·wall, the two·
"I am going to try."
Chinamen who were employed as handy man and cook.
"All right, I'll put her up for you."
The Champion Deadshot of the West was simply on one of
Ba.c k he ran to the tree, and soon the coin was in position his adventurous trips in search of excitement in the wildest
n.gain.
narts of the West, and had left Silver City that morning fo r
'!.'hen Gregory toed tli.e mark and, after taking a quick aim, t\1e purpose o-f ha.ving a look at Bedford, a mining camp which
fired.
he had not yet visited, since it was a comparatively new one.
The dollar went spinning from the tree.
.
Cheyenne Charlie, the scout, and Jim Dart, the Wyoming
"Hoo!·ay!" crieg ,T::tck Hudson , the proprietor of the Half- boy, were known as Young Wild West's partners, and they
way House. "Sim, I sorter reckon you have found somethin' certainly were in more ways than one, for they stuck together
like your :natch."
like brothers, and even though Wild, as he was called for
"Looks t hat way, don't it, Jack?"
short, was fully ten years the junior of the scout, he was the
Then they all crowded around the young man and congratu- actual leader, just the same.
lated him for the skill he had shown.
But he was very modest about it, however, and merely
Gregory smiled slightly when he noticed that Jack, Hudson
smiled.
,
and several of the men were cheering for the boy who was
"Kin you do It ag'!n?" Howler ask ed, after waiting a few riding th e sorrel st alllon.
minutes.
"Is the boy the one you refer to as being the Champion
"r think so."
Deadshot. of the West?" he asked, turning to Sim Howler. ·
"AJ-1 right, go ahead,"
· "I reckon so," was the reply. "I ain't never seen Young
'l'he young man did not have to be coaxed.
Wild West, but Jack has. He's told us heaps about him, an'
The coin was placed upon the tree again, and then he fl.red I reckon if half what he says is true, YoUilg Wild West is a
and hit it for the second time.
genuine wonder with a gun."
Sim Howler was thoughtful for a few seconds, and then he
"He looks quite dashing, I must st.1.y," Gregory answered,
took a silver quarter from his pocket and, holding it up, said: with a shrug of the shoulders. "Pretty girls,- too. That tall
"J. ain't goin' to say it for sartin, but I think I kin hit this man appears to be something of a dandified Westerner, too."
at the same distance."
"That's Cheyenne Charlie," spoke up Hudson, quickly.
"Try it," Gregory spoke up, quickly.
"That man has been through more haitbreadth escitpes than
'I'hE' quarter was put upon the tree, and then Sim Howler any other fourteen men I know of. He's one of Young Wild
tried it, but missed it by the fra.ction of an inch.
West's pards, an' the kid ridin' behlnd Wm is the other. I
A laugh went up from the proprietor of the Half-way House, know 'em all putty well, 'cause I had the pleasure of meetin'
for even though he had been willing to admit that Sim Howler 'em in Silver City less than a year ago, though I wasn't exwas the che,mpion shot of that part of the country, he was actly intrcduced to 'em. I happened to be in the party when ·
r eady to laugh when he made a miss of it.
t hey· was there. But I know what I'm talkin' about. Now you
Harry: Gregory did not laugh, however,
jest wait. I'll take pains to let Young Wild West know that
He acted as if he felt slightly sorry for the man, and when there's been a little shootin' match goin' o,n here, an' then I'll
he came over he touched him on the arm and said:
tell him that you're the champion. You don't mind if I do
"You came so near it that it really couldn't be called a miss. that, young man?"
I know you could do it as many as three times out of five."
"Certainly not. I don't mind trying my skill against his
"I might, but. mind yer, Gregory, I didn't say nothin' about either."
'
shoo tin' at a silver <r,1arter. It was a dollar I told you about."
Gregory had changed his manner now after having so easily
, "Yes, that's right. Now then, suppose I try a shot at the defeated Howler.
·
quarter."
Before that he had acted as If he did not consider himself
"Go auead."
anything great at shooting.
·
Gregory coolly took aim and pulled the trigger,
But now it was different. He had shown those gathered
1
Crack !
·
there that he was a splendid shot with a revolver, and the Ice
As the sharp report rang out, the quarter disappeared.
having been broken, he was now ready to meet all comers.
"You hit it all right," Sim said, shaking his head. "Put her
The party of riders soon came up.
there, my tenderfoot friend. You're a heap better shot than I
"Hello, Young Wild West!" the proprietor of the Half-way
am, an' I ain't ashamed to admit it right afore every one House ca-lied out, as he ran over to meet them. "Maybe you
here."
don' t know me, but I seen you some little time ago in Silver
Just then the clatter of hoofs sounded, and all eyes turned City. I'm runnin' this hotel."
toward the trail.
"I remember of having seen you somewhere, but I have forA party of riders rounded a turn just then and came on at a gotten your name," the boy answered, as he looked sharply at
canter toward the Half-way House.
the spealter.
"Great rattlers!" cried Jack Hudson, the proprietor of the
"Jack Hudson is my name."
hoiitelry. "Here comes Yoµng Wild West, boys. Now then, I
"Oh, you're the proprietor of the Half-way House, then?"
r eckon we'll see some real shootin' done. Tbat kid is the
"That's jest what I am, an' I'm tryin' to run it as straight
Champion Deadshot of the West."
as a string, too."
"Good! How about furnishing us with something to eat?"
"I reckon I kin d·o that all right, an' I'll only be too glad
to have your order."
"All right. Dinners for eight."
CHAPTER II.
Hudson gave a nod, and then hurried to the house, so he
might give the cook and Ws wife the order.
YOUNG WILD WEST SHOWS HIS SKIT.L.
The riders dismounted in front of the hostelry, and after
Hany Gregory showed considerable surprise at what the tying their horses they started to go inside.
Just then the proprietor came out.
proprietor or the Half-way House said.
"Say, Young Wild West,'.' he said, "I don't want to Interfere
He, like the rest, lcept h.is eyes fixed upon the party of riders
with you at all, but there's jest been a llttle shoo~ti1i' match
that was .now quite close to the spot.
The party numbered exactly eight, and they were riding here, an' a tenderfoot has carried off the honors. He's a crack
shot. He jest beat out Sim Howler, who is r3'posed to be the
two abreast.
In the lead was a dashing-looking boy with a w ealth of champion of these here parts. When I seen you comin' I told
light chestnut hair hanging over his shoulders, and a young him an' the rest that you was the Champion Deadshot of the
West, an' most likely you would show 'em all what real
girl who was very pretty and a blonde.
'l'he young fellow was riding a splendid sorrel stallion, while shootin' was when you got here."
"I don't know a,s I care a.bout doing ILll.Y &hooting j11&t now,
the girl's mount 'f\'as a cream-white broncho.
·
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Mr. Hudson," was the smiling reply. "But introduce me to
the tenderfoot, will you?"
"I sartinly will . . Come. right on."
Gregory did not offer to move a step, but waited until they
reached him.
Then Hudson quickly introduced them, and they shook
hands.
"I am certainly pleased to meet the Champion Deadshot of
the West," the young man said, smilingly. "I just. had some
fun here a little while ago. You see, I really am quite an expert with a revolver, and after listening some little tin1e to my
friend here," and he pointed to Sim Howler, "I consented to
let him give me some instructions in shooting. It happened
that I got a little the best of him."
'
"I see," and the young deadshot laughed ' lightly. "That
thing happens occasionally . . I have experienced it myself
quite a few times."
.
"Can you stand here 1:>,nd hit a silver dollar on that tree?"
and Gregory pointed out the spot.
"l think I might if I were to try very hard."
"It's a putty good shot, though, ain't Lt, Yo:rng Wild West?"
Howler spoke up, eagerly.
"Yes, -•I suppose you can call it a very good shot. It isn't
every one who can do it, of course."
"Do you think you could hit a silver quarter at the same
distance?" Gregory ventured.
"See here." and Young Wild West turned to him, laughing
heartily. "Wha.t are you trying to get at, anyway?"
"Excuse me if I'm offending you by asking so many questions. But I don't mind telling you that I -just hit a silver
quarter after having tied Mr. Howler by shooting at a dollar."
"Did Mr. Howler take a shot at the ,q uarter?"
'"les, but he missed it."
"Oh. Well, that's pretty close shooting to hit a silver quarter at that distance," and the boy acted as if he reallY, believed
what he was saying."
"You are not sure you could do it, then?"
"I won't say that I am sure about doing anything. But I
reckon if I made up my mind I could hit a dime at the dis·
ta.nee."
Gregory gave a start of surprise.
"With a revolver?" he asked.
"Yes, with my gun," and the boy quickly pulled a longbarreled Smith & Wesson from the holster at his slde.
"I could do it easily enough with a rifle," declared Gregory,
speaking slowly, and looking at the boy somewhat doubtingly.
"But I won't say that I could hit a dime as far away as that
with a revolver."
"Ever try shooting at a dollar when. it was thrown into the
air?"
'
"Yes, I have tried it, but I never hit one yet."
"Well, you can't exactly call yours(ilf a crack shot, then."
"It takes a lot of practice to -do anything like thp.t."
"Of course. I repkon you must havp practiced a whole lot to
be able to hit a silver quarter at fifty feet ."
"Oh, yes," and Gregory shrugged his shoulders. "I suppose
I have been practicing off and on for five or six years. at shooting with a revolver."
"Try your luck at this, anyway," and the young deadshot
quickly drew a silver dollar from his pocket and held it in
readiness to toss into the air.
"That is out of the question. I couldn't hit It if it were
tossed into the air, and I know it."
·
"All right, try it, anyhow. If you miss, I'll fire right after
you and see if I can hit it."
"I never back down at anything lilte that," and, so saying,
Gregory drew his gun.
Young Wild West dropped his own revolver back into the
holster, and holding the silver dollar until the tenderfoot was
ready, he gave a nod and then fiipved it high Into the air.
Crack!
Gregory fired and missed.
At the same Instant the boy's hand flew to his side, and then
up went his gun.
Crack!
The coin was falling straight downward, and was within ten
feet of the ground at the time, and as the rep,>rt sounded it
went spinning twenty feet away, landing clear a.t the other
aide of the road.
"Easy enough, my friend," the young deadi,)lot said, in the
cool and easy way that had helped make him famous. "All it
requires is considerable practicing, you know."
"I think you have got it on me, all right," Gregory declared,
looking at him admiringly. "But I would like to see you take
a shot at a silver quarter. A. statlonar;y m"l-rk, ;you know."

"All right; anythil).g to please you."
One of the spectators ran and picked up · the dollar . arid
brought it back, and Wild, a,fter showing the mark of the
bullet, put it in his pocket.
Gregory now walked over to the tree and put up a quarter.
"Go a)l.ead and take a shot," he said,
.
"All right," and the young ., deads~ot coolly raised his gun.
Then he _quickly brought it down on a line and, taking a
quick aim, pulled the trigger.
Crack!
As the report rang out the coin was flipped from the tree.
"That's an easy one, my friend," he said, laughingly. "Put
up a dime, and I'll see what I can do with it."
Gregory now admired the boy for the skill he was showing
more than ever.
"I will excuse you If you don't hit a dime at the first shot,"
he said.
"All right, I want you to. It isn't an easy thing to do, and
sometimes I have to shoot three or four times before I can
do It. It's a pretty small mark at fifty feet, you know."
The tenderfoot was not long in placing the dime upon the
tree so it showed quite plainly.
Then Young Wild West seemed to talre a little more pains,
for he did not shoot quite as quickly.
But when his gun cracked the little coin disappeared as if by
magic.
"By jove!" Gregory exclaimed, running to him and seizing
the boy's hand. "I did think that I was going to carry off the
honors every time I did any shooting at a mark here in the •
West and ·surprise the natives. But that nonsense has been
knocked out of my head right away. I will never think such a
thing again as long as I live. Young Wild West, you are
rightly named the Champion Deadshot of tho West."
"All right. Mind you, I am not claiming the title. I am
willing to meet all comers, however, and if I can manage to
beat them as fast as they come along, I am quite wllling to be
called the Champion Deadshot, or anything else they please."
Gregory now turned to the proprietor of the hotel.
"I don't take much s.tock in what you said when the ladies
and gentlemen showed up down the trail," he observed. "The
fact is, I rather thought I was going to have the chance to
make the Champion Deadshot of the West, as you call him,
look small. But it has turned out just the other way. I consider myself very small, indeed."
"What's that?" cried Sim Howler, stepping up and acting as
If he was somewhat angTy. "If you think you're mighty small
in the way of shootiu', where do I come in?"
"That's all right, Mr. Howler. Forgive me for saying it. I
certainly didn't mean to cast any insinuation upon you. I
only meant to explain the lesson I received just now. Young
Wild West completely convinced me that he was far my superior at shooting with a revolver, when I actually thought, as I
stated a little while ago, that I would be unable to find a man
who could compete with me."
"Oh! I s'pose It's all right what you're sayln', though I
don't know jest what it all means. But I'm willin' to let it go
at that. I'm somewhat of a dead shot myself, an' I'm' satisfied.
I know I kin beat most men that comes along, an' that's worth
a whole lot."
"Let's go In and have a drink. Come on, Young Wild West,
and fetch your partners with you."
The girls, who had remained outside the building watching
the brief display of Young Wild West's skill, now turned and
entered the dining-room.
Wild walked beside Gregory into the bar-room, his two partners and the little crowd of men following.
As they got inside they found one of the Chinamen belonging
to the party that had lately arrived standing before the bar
with a bottle and glass before him.
.
It was Hop Wah, who was called Young Wild West's Clever
Chinee because he was a sleight-of-hand performer of no mean
ability and a born practical joker.
,
''.Velly nicee day," he said, bowing to those who came in
just as if he had not seen them a few minutes before.
"Shet up, heathen," came from Cheyenne Charlie, somewhat
curtly. "V/e don't want none of your blamed nonsense now.
We've got a right smart tenderfoot here what kin shoot mighty
fine, I call it, an' he's goin' to treat us. I'm goln' to take a
little drop o-f tanglefoot with some water In it to take out the
tacks."
"You're welconfu to anything you want," Gregory answered,
quickly, as he turned from the Chinaman, whom he had been
looking at somewhat Interestedly. "I don't drink anything
strong myself. But that don't mean that others can't do 1t,
when they feel like it ··
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"I reckcn you're in the rnmc boat with me. then," Jim Dart
spoke up, as he gripped the young man's hand;
"And me, too,•· the young dead shot added. · "Jim and I
never take anything strong, The fact is, I don't know what
liquor tastes like.''
"That is a little mgre than I can s'ay," Gregory answered,
smilin·gJy. "I ha;ve t1rsted the stuff lots of ti1nes, and I'll admit that I have takrn a little of it now and then. But for the
past three years I haven't touched a drop of it, and unless I
change my mind, I doubt if I ever will again."
"Me likee ·tanglefo<lt, •· the Chinaman exclaimeu, as he pushed
h!s ,Yay Up close to the tenderfoot.
"You do, ch? It seems to me that you are sor::ieth!ng out of
th€' ordinary when it comes to the heathen race."
"Me velly smartee Chinee, so be. Me gottee uncle in China
whattee velly muchee smartee, and me allee samee likee my
uncle."
'' Is that so?'' and Gregory laughed heartily, for no doubt he
could imagine that there was plenty of fun to be had from the
heathen. "You're a very smart Chinee, eh?" he went on.
"Yes, lat light."
"All right , then. .Toin us In having a drink. What w1ll 1t be,
Mr. Heathen?"
"l\!e talrce lillee dlop of tanglefoot. Me l!kee lat velly
muchee."
All hands were supplied with what they wanted in the way
of drinks, even to the men who had been repairing the broken
spring of the stage-coach, for they had left the job and seemed
to haYe forgotten all about it.
Thrn Gregory cheerfully paid the bill.
"Now Jen," Hep V?ah said, steJjl}lng to the center of the
floor, "evelybody watchce. Me showee velly nlcee lillee tllck.
Me allee samee gleat magician, so be."

I
CHAPTER IIJ.
Ct:EOORY 'l'ELLS WILD HIS MISSION T'o THE WEST.

Young Wild West was informed by the 1andloru that the
d!nner would be ready in about twep.ty minutes, so when the
Chinaman announced that he was going to perform a slelghtof-hand trick, he le&.ned against the little bar and said nothing.
Certainly the Chinaman was what might be called a clever
magician, but the tricks be performed were all stale to the
young dead~hot and his friends.
However, when there were others about who had never seen
much In that line . he could find amu~ement in watching the
effect of what the Chinaman did.
Hop was ever ready to perforl)'l his magic tricks, and it was
seldol!)., indeed, that he did not do something in that line eacll
timo he came in contact with strangers, and had the time to
·
do it.
Gregory took a position rJlose to ·tlw young deadr..hot, while
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart sat down at a table a short
distanc:'e away.
Sim Howler and the nst of tho men gathared there moved
up close to the heathen and watched him In silence.
Jack Hudson had taken his station behind the bar with the
man who was employed by him, and they, too, looked on expectantly.
After making a few pass('s and moves that were intE>nded to
be mysteriaus, Hop pulled his big yellow dlk handkerchief
from under his jacket and. after flaunting it in the air, eYidently to show h:s a ndience that there was nothing concealed
in it, he fixed his g:.iz:;, upon the face of Sim Howlei·, and said:
"You velly smadce Ivfollcan man. so he."
"Who told you anything like that, heathen? I was ·l!Gtenin'
one ni;?;ht when a coupl<: of fellers. what belongs down in Silver
City was tn.lkin', an' one of 'em said that I was about as ignorant Jookin' a galoot as he !lad ever met. It made me mad to
hear him say that., too. but I jest allowed that there tnust be a
whole lot of truth in it, an' I decided not to maka any trouble
about it., so I let it go at that. Now then, you have got the
nerv€' to tell me that I'm a very smart Amerl:::an man."
"Lat whattrn mnthlinkee . RO be. Me likee you velly muchee.
Maybe you no vclly muchee smart, bu( you velly nicee Melican
man."
·'Tilat sounds a litth' better." and Howler lat:ghed goodnaturedly. '· But go ahead, heathen. I don't mind be!n' poked
fun at, even if it comes from a smart heathen. I knew enough
about things in general to feel putty sartin that you're a
blamed sight s.:r.arter than the general run of the pig-tall,
)Taller-faced, slant-eyed fellers what comes from China."
llop bowed as if he thought this a great (!ompliment.

"Maybe you gottee watchee," he said.
"I reckon I have, heathen. Won this playln' poker about
three years ago. That was down in Silver City, too. But I
was born down there, so it ain't nothin' strange ·that I should
be there a whole lot. in my time."
Howler proudly displayed the watch, which was an oldfashioned silver timepiece with a very heavy cai:!e.
"Me wantee lookee •at' um watchee, Me no hurtee," the
Chinaman said, smilingly.
"All right," and the man quickly unhooked it from the silver
chain that was attached to it and passed it to him.
Cheyenne Charlie grinned broadly when he ea.w the watch
change hands, and the proprietor of the place noticed it.
"Some.thin' funny goin' to happen?" he whispered, as h-e
leaned toward the scout.
"Most likely," was the reply. "But the heathen won't hurt
the watch any, so don't think anything like that."
"Whattee mattee, Misler Charlie?" Hop demanded, for he
saw the two whispering.
"Shet up, heathen. It ain'.t none of your business," was the
quick reply, "Go on an' smash up that watch if you want to.
I dop.'t care."
"Hold on a minute!" Sim Howler exclaimed. "Don't tell
him to do nothi11' like that, stranger. I don't care whether
you're one of Yeung Wild West's pards or not, but . I don't .
want you to let the heathen break that watch. That stands
me in to the value of about three hundred dollars, 'cause that's
the amount of money I stacked agln it when I won It."
"Keep your shirt on," advised the scout, somewhat tartly.
"I reckon the heathen ain't got to smash the watch, even if I
·
tell him to."
"He had better not, either. I'm a peaceable man, I am. But
when it comes to lettin' somebody smash my watch, I'm apt
to git riled. 'rhen I might forgit myself an' shoot."
"Easy, Mr. Howler," advised Gregory, who seemed to think
that there wa.s going to be trouble. "Probably you had better
.take the watch and put It in your pocket."
"Oh, I ain't afraid of anything happenin' to it," the man
replled. "The Chinee wanted to see the watch, so let him
ha Ye it an' go ahead an' do as he likes with it."
"Me no hurtee ytJu wa.tch," Hop spolce up, smiling blandly.
"Now l~n, eveiybody watchee me. Lis velly nicee tuck. Allee
samee magic."
· He spread the handkerchief upon a. table that was near at
hand, ant! then placed the watch in about the center of it.
Then he lift1;d the corners, one at a time, and raised it from
tho table.
There wa.s no doubt in any one's mind, with the possible exc.eption of Young Wild West and his friends and Gregory, but
th0 watch was hanging concealed in the handkerchief.
The Chinaman kept drawing Uil the ends of the hail<\ke;rchief, and finally he wound them about the watch.
Having done this, he looked around the room in a hesitaU~
sort of way, and then· suddenly, without the least warnmg,
hurled the handkerchief and 1ts contents against the wa!tl.
'l'he thud that followed as it struck against the boards
caused the majority of the spectators to give vent to a simultanecus cry ·of amazement and consternation.
Sim Howler was so astounded that for a moment he could
not speak.
But he recovered himself very quickly and, uttering an oath,
ho pulled his gun.
Bnt Gregory was watching for just such a move, and in a
twinkling he had seized him by the wrist and taken the
W~f POil from his hand.
. Fhsy,'' he advised. ''Probably the Chinaman hasn't in·
Jured your wn.tch at all."
"InjurE:d it!_ Why, I'll bet every wheel in it is busted. He
j
chucked it ag 1;1 the bo9:rd partition over there as hard as he
co_ul~. , What ao you thmk I am, you tend~rfoot fool? You're
st1ckm u~. for a low-down heathen after hes busted my watch
to pieces.
"Nothing of the kind. Now be easy, won't you?"
"l.\1y friend,'' Young Wild West said, stepping over to the
angry man, "watt and see if the watch is injured or not before
you do any shooting."
"All right. If you want it that way 1 will. But I'll bet
drinks for the house that my watch is busted, an' if it is that
heathen will have to pay me three hundred dollars for it, or
he won't git out of this place alive.·•
No one had offered to go and pick up the watch and handl;:erchler.
Hop stepped over near it, but Jet it remain upon the fl.oor.
'rhe handkerchief was wound about it in such a fashion that
!fhat w:a.s in it had failed to become loosened.
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"Misler Mellcan Man," he said, pointing· a finger at Howler,
"you coruee here and pickee uppee. Me bettee you flvee dollee
last you watchee no hurtee, so be. It allee samee go tickeet!ckee velly rnuchee goodee."
Howler gave vent to another oath, and then strode across
the room.
Stooping to the floor, he picked up the handkerchief, and
then unwrapped it.
What was his surprise when, instead of the watch which he
felt sure had been shattered, he found a fl.at. round stone.
A sigh of r elief came from his livs, and tllen he shouted, excitedly :
"Why, this ain't the watch·. It's nbthin' but a stone. What
do you think of that, boys?"
They all crowded around to verify bis statement, and the.n
the clever Chinee coolly held up the watch.
"Evelythling allee light, iVrisler Melican Man," he said, as
he ofi'eted it to the owner.
" I - I - - Thunder!" exclaimed Howler, as he took it from
him. "I reckon I sorter 1~1ade a fool of myself. The drinks
1s op me, Jack. Hustle 'em out."
"A clever fellow, that Chinaman of yours, Young Wild
vV"est," Harry Gregory said, laughingly. "I must admit that he
completeiy deceived me., and I ha:ve seen so much· of that sort
of th~ng that it is anything but new to me."
'· Hop is a mighty "clever heathen," was the reply. "Not only
can be put up a pretty good sort of entertainment, but he
very often does a. good turn through his so-called magic. Many
times he J::;i.s outwitted a gang of rufl:lans or rascally Indians
just through his cleverness, being the means of saving not
only his life, b:Jt. that of rnyseif and partners as well."
·'You have had qnite an experience, I imagine, from what I
have heard said about you since your ·a rrival here."
·' A preLty lively one, I reckon. Dnt I wr.s bor,: to look for
troubl e, I 1;;uppose, though I never i.nterforc with a:iy one unlHss I know pretty w.ell that they should be Interfered with.
Ftr instance, there is a rew ard offered for a fellow called
Buneo Jake. Now then, i:f I interfere with him, I consider
that I will be doing my duty, fc:r t,ll roa.d agentf:l ·and outlaws
should be rounded up for the beneiit of · the general ru11 of
the pecple, if for no other reason.,"
"Is that what brought you t11is way?" ~.nd Gregory looked
at him so fiha rply that the young deadshot paused before making a reply.
"I Ntn't say that it was exactly Bunco Jake that brought me
here. V/e happened to cl!'OP in at Silver City. and there I saw
a notice of reward. I spr,ke to my partners about it, but we
had alreM.Y decided to take the tra.!1 as far as Bedford, any1J.ow."
"T-hinking that you might possibly ru.n across the tricky
thief, eh?"
" '~\:""·es.,,

Gregory thought a moment.
"I should iike to speak to you alone," he said, after a pause.
"D'o you mind stepptng outside?"
"Certainly I don't mind. Come on, Gregory. I might as
weil tell you that I like you p·relty wl'li, even though yon
showed something in the way of animosity toward me when I
first arrived here."
"Oh, that was because I had an idea that you couldn't equal
me· at shooting at a mark with a revolver. But that's ail
right. I was foolish to have such a notion in my head."
"Never mind, Gregory," and the young deadshot patted him
lightly on the shoulder as be followed him from the bar-room.
They walked over to where the horses were tied, and then
after iooking around as if he was bound to be sure that no one
could overhe1.r what he said, the tenderfoot placed his lips
close to the boy's ear and said:
"Young Wild West, I am going to tell you something that I
wouldn't let any one else around here lrnow. I am a.fter Bunco
Jake. I came here for that purpose alone. I am a government detective."
"I am not a whole lot surprised at hearing you say that,
G1--0gory," and the boy put out his hand, which the detective
gripped heartily. "While you have all the a!)pearance of being
a detective, I could easily tell that you had been around somewhat among all classes of people, and would likely hold your
o wn with the best or worst of them."
Gregory smiled.
"I consider that a compliment," he said. "But you a.re the
only one who took me for anything but a greenhorn. The
fact is this is my first app-earance In the West. But I have
roughed it considerably in the mountains of Kentucky among
moonshiner., a11Cl cutlaws. It is hard to find more desperate
criminals than some of them a.i.ywhere in the world."

"I don't know about that. I have never· been to Kentucky,
But I do know that about the worst set of men that ever
breathed manage to come out this way. Few of them are
horn here, too, as far as I have been able to learn. It seem.s
th<tt the West, with its fure for gold, brings all sorts h~re.
But the rascals very often predominate in sections where the
search for the precious yellow metal is carried on."
Just then the bell rang announcing that the dinner Young
Wild West had ordered was ready.
'Wild would have lingered to talk a little further with the
detective, but Gregory would not have it '1.hat way.
"You go ahead and get your dinner," he said. "vVe will have
a cha.nee to talk this thing over a little lat!')r · on. I am inclined to take you in· as a sort of partner with me."
"All right, Gregory," and the boy smilingly left him and
went into the dining-room.
Arietta, Anna and Eloise were standing near the window
waiting for him.
They had seen him talking with the young man outside, and
the young deadshot's sweetheart promptly asked him what the
conversation was about.
"I am not at liberty to answer your question, little g'irl-not
yet, I mean," was the rather mysterious reply.
Clrn.rl!e and Jim came in, so they all sat down at the table
and were se!·ved with what ·the scout d1~c lared was "a goo<l,
.
square meal."
A little later they went out and found that the men were
just finishing making repairs to the broken stage-coaeh, and
that in a few minutes the outfit would proceed on to B:::dford,
ifa destinat1on.
Harry Gregory was waiting for the young deadshot to appear, and he showed signs of pleasure when the boy lfoally
walked out.
"F:rom the information I h11.ve mana ged to pick up, I b?l!eve
Bunce Jake has a hiding-place not far distant from Beciford, "
ho said, in a low 1.one of voice. "That Is why l am go"ir!g
there. I suppose you are going ovllr ·there this afternoon."
"I reckon so. I see no reason wh)• we should r emai n here
at the Half-way House. There is nothing going on here to interest us, that's certain."
"Unless some one might challenge you to do a little shooting
at a mark," laughed the detective.
"Well, even that would · not create any excitement. Of
course, the Chinaman might make a little fun, but th'.:l.t sort
of thing is old to us, and after the stage-coach kaves there
won't be over two or three here. We'll get ready right away
and hit the trail for Bedford."
Hop and Wing had been flervcd with their dinner ln the
kitchen, and at that moment they came out and looked questioningly at the young deadshot.
"G€t the pack-horses ready, heathens," Wild said, nodding
·
to them. "We are going to leave right away."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," came from the two almost as if
in one voice, and they quickly turned th ei r attention to the
horses.
It was now past one o'clock.
'fhe stage had been delayed a little, but the dri ver laughingly declared that it would make little differ ence, and that
he would get to Bedford on time unless there was a hold-up.
"You don't imagine that anything like that will happen, uo
you?" Gregory asked, acting as if he was somewhat afraid.
Two of the men who had come up from Silver City with
him as passengers laughed at this, and one of them winked
at the driver, adding:
"He don't know much about this part of the country, does
he?"
"I rec'kon not," was the reply.
Then the other man tapp.e d the butt of a revolver siguiftcantly and declared: ·
"Let Bunce Jake try to make a hold-up to-day. T.hat's 1est
what we're here for."
"Well, I'll try and do my level best to win the thousand dollars reward, if he does," Gregory answered, quietly. "I have
been reading that placard again. I saw one on the front of
the hotel in Silver City, and it interested me a whole lot. So
Bunco Jake is likely to 'hold us up, eh?"
"That's what's the matte,·."
"Well, maybe he wiJl try it this afternoon, so I'll be sure to
be ready."
A few minutes later the passengers got into the stage, and
then with four fresh horses It started off, the driver flourishing
his whip, and those inside waving their hands to those ' who
were standing in front of the Half-way House.
Wild waited until the outfit got a pretty good start, and
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then after settling the bm with Jack Hudson, the landlotd, he

"This is an outrage," the detective protested.

gave the word to mount.

·' rt is, eh? Well, you kin call it that ff you want to. But

Then there was anothPr adieu as the picturesque, not to say that don't make no difference to i,nc. I'll take what money you
have .got an' that watch an' chairl I see you·re wearin'."
There was no alternative but to obey, so rather reluct.'l.ntly
Gregory handed oyer his wallet as well as some change he had
in his trousers pocket, and then permitted the villain to take
his watch and chain.
CHAPTER IV.
meanwhile the two men on the other side had ralieved the
two guards of their money and valuables, and they now looked
WTLD IS OUTWITTED BY THE TRICKY THIEll',
inquiringly at the man without a mask.
"Everything all right, beys?"
The trail was rough and hilly, and the stage-coach could
"All !mt these two," was the reply.
not mako very good time.
"vvell, I'll take c-are of them. Now, you duffers, jest hand
This meant that Young Wild West and his friends could
easily keep up with it. for even though the pack-horses carried me over the money you 6 ot with you from Silver City to pay
rather heavy loads, they had been tra.ined to jog along steadily tbc men at the works."
up hill antl down.
Both began protesting and pleading, but the road agent
The st;igc went on without intenuption, and soon was with- merely laughed at them.
in a couple of miles of its destinaiion.
"Don't try to tell me you ain't got it," he said. "I don't want
By this time the afternoon was so far advanced that Harry to spill your blood, but I'm goin' to tell you right now that if
GrP.gory, the detective, was beginning to think of his supper. you don't hurry up I'll shoot the pair of you. Sich men as you
Ile had learned that two of the men in tho vehicle with him ain't for no other use than to furnish money for men of my
wf'rc not passengers, after all, but were in the employ of the stamp. Now then, give me th::'.t money, and I'll let you keep
stage line as guards.
what little change you have got in your pockets."
Hut he did not once tell tbPrn that he was a detective.
A small bag which contained gold and silver coins was
Ho,,;evc1·, he had convinced them that he was a bntvc young handed to the outlaws.
ma.n, e.nd that he would put up a fight if the occasion deThen a package of bills followed .
manded lt.
"That's all," one of them dec!nrcd, shaking his bead sadly.
The other two passengers were men who ownrd interests
"I don't know whether it is or not, but it seems to be a putty
in a smelting ancl refining pla.ni at Bedford, and long before good pile, co I r<"ckon I'll take your word for it. Now then,
they got to witbln a mile or two of their destination the de- maybe you don't know me, so I'll jest tell you that I'm Bunco
tective lc:.i.rncd that they had in their possession a large sum Jake, the 1:2un what's got the name of bein' a tricky thief.
oi money in currency 2nd bills to pay off the men at the works, I'll--"
Th"ly had armed themselves, of course, but the other two
That was as far as he got, for at that moment the clatter of
n\m1 had been s,;nt along on purpose to protect them from a hoofs sounded, and with a start the villain turned and looked
up the trail.
hold-up.
Grn;:?:ory appenrPcl dPlighteq rather than afraid when be
"Look out, boys," he called out, sharply. "Somebody is
karncd this, and this served to make him a welcome com- com!n'."
panion, indeed.
·
"Hands up!'' a ringing voice exclaimed, and then from
r
The ruiaing camp lay upon a :flat at the foot of a winding around a sharp bend Young Wild West appeared, his sorrel
descent, and jui;t as the stage-coach came to the point where stallion at a gallop.
then' was a sharp turn to the ,left and then a descent along a
The reins wcro held between the boy's teeth, and in either
crool:ccl strntch a horseman suddenly appeared from behind hand was a revolver.
the roC'kS and took hls place on the east side of the vehicle.
The road agents had been so occupied in robbing the pasHe v;as a man of middle age, rnther pleasant of face, and sengers of their money aud valuables that they had failed to
attired somewhat roughly.
hea.r the approa.ch of our friends.
But it happened that Wild and Arietta., who were ahead at
"Any n,ws, driver?;' be called out, in a friendly way, as he
the time, saw the stage-coach as it came to a halt, for they
lrn[)t his horse going along with them.
were at the top of the ascent; and could look down and see
"Not.hiu' much,·• was the reply.
"You oughte,· ltear sornethin' in the way of nP-ws down at what lay below.
Then the young deadshot had bade the girls come on with
Silver City. Maybe your passengers knows somf?thiu' worth
tellin'. I ain't se<.>n onybody to talk to in three days. Come their horses at a walk, while he, accompanied by ~ls two partnera, made haste to get to tho spot.
by the cross trail up in Arizona, you lrnow."
They had arrived just as Bunco Jake and his men h.acl sucTht>n h~: rlropped back a little until he was right close to the
ceeded in relieving their victims of the cash and valuables they
open window in the st.age door.
Gr(!gory w?.tched him sharply, and when the man began had.
At the command of "hands up •r the tricky thief raised his
questioning those inside about recent happenings in that part
cf lh\J country, he rernaincd silent and let the others answer. gun.
Crack!
Suddenly the driver reined in the lf'aders with wonderful
There was a sharp report, and the. weapon fell from liis
qu!ckucss, putting 0:1 the brake at the same time.
'·\Vbat's the matter?" cried Gregory, thrusting his head out hand.
er the window.
Young Wild West was ready to shoot when he appeared, and
'· A hold-up, I guess," anewered the man on horseback, act- when the detective saw the revolver drop he understood who
ing as if he was dismayed. "Great snakes! Sure enough, it was who had arrived so opportunely.
there's thre~ or four men with maslrn on their faces."
But the bullet had hit nothing more than the weapon itself,
Then suddenly he pulled a gun, and thrusting it squarely for Wild never injured even a thief if he could possibly
in thP detective's face, exclaimed:
avoid it.
"Ilold up yo.ur hands, stranger!"
What he always wanted to do was to take such men prisonAlmost at the same Instant two masked faces appeared at ers.
the other side of the stage-coach, and as many revolvers were
Bunco Jake gripped the bag and bunch of bllls in his left
pointed at the inmates; the five passengers were taken com- hand, and he held fast to them, at the same time making a
pletely by surprise.
move to grab the bridle-rein of his horse.
They h~d no chance whatever, and with a mocking smile
"Hands up, I said!" the young deadshot called out, as he
playing upon his face, the horseman who had first appeared swung around before him and stopped his progress in that
said:
direction. "Drop what you have in your left hand, or I'll put
·'Now then, just hand over what you have got in the way of a bullet through your heart."
"Vlhoopee, whoopee!" shouted Cheyenne Charlie from the
money and jewelry. "Be quick about it, because I ain't the
other side of the coach.
one as takes a heap of foolin'."
Crack, crack!
Gregory leaned just fa.r enough from the window to. see a
Two shots were fired, and then the clatter of hoofs sounded.
horsema.r. !eveling a revolver upward, and he knew that the
The rest of the villains were riding away.
driver wns covered.
One shot was fired by one of them, and the other by CharThen he drew baclc and affected fear .a.nd disroa.y.
"Come," the hors~man said, huniedly. "I jest told you that lie, and the result was that the scout lost a lock of his hair
I ain't ti.le man as stands any foolin'. Hand over what you and one of the road agents threw up his arms and fell from
tho saddle.
have got, an' be quick about it."
da.;hiug party rode off along the trail.
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_F or reasons of their owJ, the othe rs r efrained from shooting, but seemed bent upon ma.king their escape.
Anyhow, thry wer e quickly lost fr om view clown the trail,
for there happened to be a sharp turn just a few yards from
whe re the stage-coach had been brought to a halt.
Cha rlie a nd Jim galloped a long after them , leaving .W!ld to
take ca.re of the man without a mask.
Bunco Jake no dou!Jt was as brave as he was desperate, but
he mnst have r ealized that he stood no chance just then, so
he quickly obeyed the comma nds of the boy.
The bag of coin and th e bunch of bills fell to th e ground in
\
a twinkling, a nd then up went both his hands.
'.1'.his had scar cely happened when t h e door of the stage flew
open and out leaped the detective.
"It's Bunco J ake, Young W!ld West!" he shouted, excitedly.
"Don't let him get away."
Then the road agent showed how quick he was to think
and act.
The detective was pointing a revolver at him, but as quick
as a flash the villain reached out and grabbed it from him.
At the same moment he dug his spurs into the flanks of his
horse, and then he turned the revolver upon our hero.
But W!ld was close enough to prevent a shot being fired,
and h e quickly knocked the weapon from bl.a hand.
This, ho wever , did not stop the break for liberty.
The road agent's horse' lunged heavily against the sorrel
stallion and caused him to leap out of the way, and then down
the hill the villain went, ducking his head to avoid the shots
he expected to be fir ed a t him.
But the detective being without a revolver just then could
not fire, and Wild did not want to kill him.
He quickly swung Spitfire around and went after him.
Around the bend In the trail dashed the outlaw, and then
as Wild follo wed him scarcely a second later, he found he
could no longer see him.
Th er e wer e bushes to th e right, wh!le to the left was a steep
·
descent.
The boy checked the speed of his horse, and made sure that
the villain had not gone down, and then he turned to the
·
bush es.
Ch:i.rli c- and J"im were seen coming back just then.
"They got a way, blamed If they didn't, Wild!" the scout
called out , shrur;ging his shoulders and showing how angry he
was. "But I got cine of 'em."
"They got a way all right, Charlie. But they went this way.
The leader just gave m e the slip before my very eyes. Come
on."
Through the bushes they rode for perhaps a dozen yards,
and then they 15ot among some very sharp rocks and were
forced to come to a halt.
Wild held up his hand for his partners to remain still, and
then he listen ed.
H e ca ught jus·t the faint sounds of receding hoof-beats, and
then all was still.
"They went t hrough this way In some manner," he declared,
nettl e::! at hav ing been outwitted.
The det ective pushed his ·way through the bushes at that
mom0nt, for h e had picked up his r evolver.
" Where are they, where are th ey?" he asked, excitedly.
"They got away, Gregory," the young deadshot answered, in
his cool and easy way. "But it's all right. I'll admit that
Bunco Jake has outwitted me. I had him dead to rights, and
being bent upon taking him alive, I had to let him go after
all, it seems. I could easily have shot him dead."
"'fhat is just what I would have done If he hadn't -been near
enough to knock the revolver from my harid. I certainly
meant him. Tricky thief, eh? Well, I should say so."
'£he other vi ctims of the hold-up came tearing through the
busi1es just then.
Th ey wer e all angry and eager to ldll the road agents.
Wild dismounted and looked for some means of getting past
the rocky obstruct ions.
But there seemed to be no way, so reluctantly he led ·his
horse up to the trail, t he rest following.
"There's no use In trying to pursue them now," he said,
shaking his head. "We'll have to leave that until later. I
am quite sure we will have the pleasure ot meeting Bunco

The scout had made sure of him, and he was stone dead,
so the body was put into the stage and then off they went.
The girls and the two Cl1ina men had halted a short distance
np th e hill . and when the stage-coach started on its way again
they l'ode down a nd join ed the young d!ladshot and his partn ers.
"Too bad, girle;," Wild said, shaking his head. "\Ve got here
just about a couple of minutes too late. The road agents
d\dn't get exactly what they were after, but they robbed three
..
of the passengers, just the same."
"An' I got one of 'cm for doin' it," Cheye nne Charlie spoke
There
stage-coach.
the
in
up, proudly. "They've took the body
was five more of 'em, countin' the sneakin ' coyote what didn't
have no mask on him. H e was Bunco. Jake, the leader of the
gang. We'll git 'em yet, though, an' don't you forglt it."
"You can bet we will, Charlie," Young Wild West answered,
confidently. "Come on. We'll drop the matter for the present,
and go on down and see what sort of place Bedford ls."
CHAPTER V.
THE WAGEI! A.T THE HOTEL.

It might seem rather strange to some that Young Wild
West should give up the search so quickly.
But experience had taught him that whenever an escape was
ma.de where there were so many rocks and bushes that it was
difficult to find a way through them, it was advisable not to
continue, since those who were being pursued certainly must
know the lay of the land, and could easily hide themselves or
get around to some point where the traveling was e;tsy and
go on.
Another thing, it was rather dangerous, for when a number
of desperate mon get cornered so suddenly it would not be
strange if they should lie in ambush and wait to shoot down
those searching for them without a moment's warning.
Anyhow, the dashing young deadshot was content to let the
matter rest as it was, and once he expressed that opinion, his
partners and the girls were perfectly satisfied.
The party rode on down the winding trail, and found the
stage-coach at a halt before a long, roughly-constructed buildIng with signs upon the front of it declaring it to be a hotel,
store, post-office and office of the Overland Stage-coach Company.
"Looks as if there's a sort of monopoly here, little girl," the
young deadshot said, addressing his sweetheart, as they rode
up to the building.
"I should say so, Wild," Arietta a miwer ed , smilingly. "But
that certainly is a pretty large building, considering the
ground space it cover s. It must be over a hundred feet in
length."
"That's right, and lt shows t hat it has been built on a few
times," Jim Dii,rt spoke up. "No doubt the part wher e the
bar-room ls was the fi r st that w1:1,s built. It cer t ainly looks so,
for an improvement has been made In the wor k each time an
addition was put on."
No doubt J im was perfectly right In his idea of it.
But really it did not matter, so they gave no more attention to It, but halted close t o the stage-coa ch.
Ha rry Gregory, th e detective, was t here apparently waiting
for them.
Lying upon the porch of th e hot el w:i,s the body of the road
agent who had been shot by Cheyenne Charlie.
It was covered by a blanket , but there was no mistaking
the outlines of the gruesome object.
Around tll!s as many as a dozen men wer e gathered, some
of them looking very serious and others jubila nt . .
The two m en who bad r egained possession of the large
amount. of cash Bunco Jake had taken from them were nowhere to be seen, but the two guards and th e driver hung
around, looking dejected a nd cres tfallen.
'' Didn't ketch 'em, eh? " the driver asked, nodding to the
young deadshot.
"No," was the r eply. "They got the best of us tbis time.
But we'll corral them all right, see if we don't."
"That's the way to talk, Young Wild West," the detective
exclaimed. "You bad the trick thief dead to rights, and I
think If I had not interfered he would not have got away."
"Probably not. You certainly made him do something that
J;;,ke again."
The two men who had been robbed of the pay money- were was entirely unexpected. But that's all right, Gregory. Yem
beard what I just said, so we'll let it go at that. There's no
delighted at having recovered it.
But the guards and the detective had failed to get back what need of trying to find a bunch of scoundrels when they once
they had lost, and, as might be supposed, they felt anything disappear among the rocks and bushes in a part of the country
· that they know so well. We will have to look for them later
but plea:sant over It.
No one recognized the face of the man Charlie had shot on."
The driver and his passengers had been telling the small
after the mp,sk was removed fr·om it.
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crowd that happened to be gathered at the hotel when the
stage came up what hatl taken place, and the part Young Wild
West and his partners played in it.
.
Naturally, the men there wanted to get acquainted with the
young deadshot.
They flocked around as was usually the case under such circumstances, and Wild good-naturedly shopk hands with them
all, and then tumed them over to Cha.rile a:q.d Jim.
Of course, tho proprietor of the hotel had to shake hands,
too, and then with an eye to business he inquired if he could
do anything fer the party of rlders.
"I've got a mighty big place here," he said, pointing to the
long bu!Jdlng.
"So It seems," Wild answered, smilingly.' "But it seems to
be pretty well occupied just the same."
"Yes, that's so, too. But part of it has got an upstairs, as
you kin see. There's good rooms up there for them as wants
to stop here. I run the hotel, an' my wife an' son runs the
store. My wife is the post-mistress, you know. 'l'he office of
the Overland Company is hired from me. But as I'm one of
the company, that makes it all right. Built on this place three
times since I first put it up."
"I told you so," Jim Dart spoke up, laughingly.
"You could notice It, eh?" and the landlord of the hotel
nodded and looked pleased. "Anyhow," he added, with a shrug
of his sb.oulders, "1t sorter shows that business ha.3 been on the
Increase since I struck here, don't it?''
"It certainly does," Jim answered.
Wild thought it over, and decided that it would be just as
well if they were to put up at the hotel instead of camping
somewhere near by.
To all appearances the place seemed to be clean and tidy,
and certainly there must be rooms enough to accommodate
them, even though there were already a number of guests
thrre.
" \.Vell, Mr. Harris," Wild said, nodding to the boss of t~e
establishment, for he had seen that name on the sign, I
rerkon we'll stop here if you can accommodate us. Probably
we may remain all day to-morrow and until the following
morning. But l won't say as to that. There are eight of us,
counting the two heathens."
"Yes I counted you up. It will be all right for the heathens
to sle~p in the bu!ldin' back o! the house. That's where
my help sleeps."
"Yes, that will be all right."
"I kin fix you up, then, an' in proper shape, too. Take the
ladies to the middle door there. 1'11 run an'. tell my wife
about it."
No questions were asked as to the prices that were charged
at the Bedford Hotel.
Wild knew that the same prices prevailed almost throughout
the entire mining camp region. so he did not think much
about it.
'rile girls were escorted inside the house, and then a man
came out and told tbe young deadshot and his partners that
he would show them whore they could put their horses.
They led their steeds around to the place that was provided
for such purposes, and then after making sure that t_he camping outside and supplies the two pack-horses earned were
placed under lock and key, Wild and his partners came back
to the front of the hotel.
They found quite a fow more men there, for the time had
cl)rne to quit work for the day, and the miners were coming
back from the claims they we\c working.
"Young Wild West," Gregory said, as the boy cmne around
the corner of the building, " a man here has just recognized
the fellow your partner was lucky enough to shoot. He says
he saw him a number of times down in Silver City, and that
his name was Spooner."
"Well, that doesn't count for a great deal, does it, Gregory?"
the boy asked.
"No it doesn't count for anything, as far as I can see. But
I thou'ght I would tell you about it."
"Oh, certainly. So long as the fellow was not known here
In Bedford, no clew can be obtained from it. But what do
we want a clew for, anyhow, Gregory?"
"A clew ls a good thing to work upon," the detective answered speaking slowly and looking thoughtful.
"Yes: but we know that Bunco Jake and his gang are operating along the trail. It doesn't need a clew to give us that information.·•
"But suppose we had a clew as to where they were hiding?"
"That's different. A dead man certainly wouldn't furnish
one, though."
"No, there was nothing in the clothes of the fellow that
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would give the least information as to who he was or where
he came from. A few silver coins, a pocket-knife, and some
tobacco was about all that was found besides the weapons he
carried."
"The only thing to do then is to have the body burled."
"Yes, that's right. I believe they are going to attend to that
pretty soon."
The detective was right in this, for just then four men came
and carried away the dead man.
Later on our friends learned that the body waa duly buried
in the little cemetery a short distance out of the camp.
Bedford was just like the a.verage mining camp that wu
kept going by n big concern.
Nearly all the men worked !or the smelting company, but a
few had staked out claims of their own, and if reports went
for anything, they were doing fairly well.
Wild and his friends learned this at the supper table, ar!'l
they also learned that an additional reward of five hundred
dollars had been offered by the company for Bunco Jake, dead
or alive.
"Going up all the time, eh, Wild?" the detective said, in a
low tone of voice, as he leaned across the table, for he was
sitting opposite the boy at supper.
'·Yes, but the reward doesn't amount to much as far as I'm
concerned."
.
"Is that so? Pretty well fixed, then, I suppose."
"Fairly well. You see, we struck It rich .some three or four
years ago, and since that time we have been receiving incomes
that a great deal more than pay our expenses in traveling
about the country hunting up excitement and adventure.
Still," and the boy shrugged his shoulders, "anything in the
w11,y of a reward is always acceptable."
"But there Is no particular Incentive about it is what you
mean, I suppose."
·
"That's it exactly. We would just as soon try to round
up a gang of road agents for the glory tha.t could be got from
it and the good it would do the general run of people as we
would for the purpose of obtaining the reward In money."
There were other guests in the dining-room besides our
friends and the detective, and they listened as well as they
could to the conversation, showing great interest.
Finally a man arose from the table and, stepping over to
Wild, touched him on the shoulder, and said:
"From what I just heard you saying, you must be going to
try and catch Bunco Jake, the tricky thief."
"Yes, my friend, I am going to look for him a little. I believe I said that much right after we came into town."
"I didn't happen to be here just then, so I didn't hear you
say it. But I am very glad that you have taken an interest in
this, for it certainly needs some one who is skilful and daring
to get hold of Bunco Jake. Why, see how long he has been
hunted, and with no results yet."·
"There came very near being good results this afternoon,
though," the detective spoke up. "Young Wild "\Vest had him,
and if I had behaved a little differently I honestly believe the
villain would be in the lock-up now."
"That's where that little word 'if' comes in," the ma.n retorted, smilingly. "One of the greatest words in the whole
English language, isn't it?"
''You have got that dead right, my friend," Wild answered,
as he looked at him more closely, "You are living here, I
suppose?"
"Yes, I am the superintendent of the Bedford mine. My
name is Brinker-David Brinker."
"Glad to meet you, Mr. Briker. My name is Young Wild
West."
"You don't need to tell me that. I was told who you were
before I came into the dining-room. It's mutual, Young Wild
West. You are glad to know me, and I am glad to know you.
I wish you nothing but the best of luck, and I sincerely hope
you will manage to round up the road agents and take Bunco
,Take alive."
BrinkE>r was shaking the boy's hand as he said this, and he
seemed to be very earnest, though there was a rather peculiar
smile on his face at the time which told the boy plainly that
he was not as sincere as he tried to make it appear.
W!ld always made it a point to study men closely, and be
came to the conclusion as he let the man's hand drop that
David Brinker was not altogether straight.
As the detective might have said, this was a clew, provided,
of course, the young deadshot ma.de no mistake In his way of
thinking.
But Wild did not say anything to the detective or any one
else about his suspiciona.
·
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"Yfls, there is a whole Jot of need doin' it, Vlild." wr.>o the
He made up his mind to watch Brinker, however, for he
stubborn retort: "This feller wants to bet, an' I'm willin' tu
thought something would surely come out of it later on.
Probably the bar-room of the hotel was fitted up more elabo- bet with him. Let him put up or shut up."
"Oh, I'll put up the money all right," Brinker declared, and,
rately than the ones to be found in the ordinary camps. .
It Heemed that Pete Harris, the proprietor, liked to have walking over to the bar, he Quir.kly counted out a h1mdred
dollars and 12.id it down. "But, min4 you," he said, turning
things near and attractive.
As Wild, Ci1ar!ie and Jim walked leisurely into the bar- to 'Wild, "I am not do.ing this to cast any· insinuations. on -y our
room after finishing their supper, Harris was standi.ng before ability. The fact is, I don't belieye that any one can be luc:lt:t
the bar loolring admiringly at a good-sized mirror which enough to capture Bunco .Take. I don't mi.nd telling you right
here that I w!ll present the one :who does so with an exlra
seemed to be quite rtew.
It had b~;en placed behind the bar between two rows of hundred dollars the moment he proves that be has m~.ie the
shelves, and his hired man was busily arranging the bottles capture. 'l'hat shows plainly that I am as anxious as a,1y one
else to get rid of the tricky thief, who certainly is a scourge to
so as to make a neat effect.
.
.
"Come here. Young Wild West; come here, boyn," the land- th!s par~ of. 1;~e ~ountry."
All rig~,, Wild answered, m his cool and easy way, and
lord called out, beckoning to the three. "What do you think
.
.
of my new lookin'-glass? Jest had It put up. c·ome in on the j then nodding to th e scout, he added:
"Go ahead and m'.1ke_ the wager, Charlie. We ,nll do ou r
stage, you know. Mighty lu cky it didn't git broke. But I
s'pose it was packed so well that unless bullets got at it or it best to . make you wu;i. it."
So the money yras dulY: placed in the .?ands 9f the Fop!·!~fell off the top of the stage, It was bound to be all right."
" A rather fine mirror, Mr. Harris," Wild answered, smiling- tor, and then Brmker gripped the scou,s hana and s,1001' it
ly, as he stepped up and surveyed it. "But suppose some one heartily, _though it is saf~ to say that the grip wa,:; not rastat'ts a ·shooting match. Th~ mirror wouldn't be exactly safe, turned with the same feellng .
. would · it?"
"['ve figured on that happenin'. But It seems that we ain't
got sich an awful bad lot han gin' around Bedford. Most of
CHAPTER VI.
the men here is hard workers, an' when they git illuminated
with too much tanglefoot they generally git in a putty good
WILD AND THE DETECTIYK FIND A CLEW.
humor instead of startin' up f\g'htin' an' the like. I'il take
the 'chances of havin' my lookin'-glass shot full of holes. AnyImmediately after eating his supper the government detecthow, if any one smashes it he'll have to pay for it. rt cost ive lighted a cigar, and then strolled into tbe store where the
behind
me a little over forty dollal's to git it here an' put it up
·
post-office was kept.
the ba.r. It ain't likely anybody is goin' to smash it when he
the son of Harris, who was in
with
tallr
a
quite
had
He
knows he's got to pay that much for the damage."
at the time.
"No bad men around here, tl;Len ?" Wild asked, looking at charge
Gregory asked all sorts of questions concerning the different
him curiously.
robberies of the mail that had taken place in the past few
"No, none to speak of. Of Gourse, there's some few bluffers months, and though he did not let on that he l.Jad anyth ing
what will scare st.rangers if they're let do it."
to do with it, he managed to corroborate th e statmncntf; that
"Any dead shots here in town?" Cheyenne Charlie asked.
vvere contained in the documents he had .been given by one of
"Lots of 'em, if you'll believe what they say. But," and the officials bGfore he was sent to hunt clown the tricky thief.
Harris grew a little more serious, "I s'pose most of the men
'The mail-bag was on the coach when the !\.old-up warJ made
here kin handle a gun mighty quick an' shoot straight, too. that afternoon, but for reasons of their own. or _probably beBut I know what you' re askin' that question for. I .heard t he cause they did not have the opportunity, the roJ.d agents had
driver of the stage tellin' an about the little shootin' match let it alone.
you had over at the Half-way House. Don't thinl, for a minGregory had weighed all this up in his m ind, and his conute. Cheyenne Charlie, that you're goin' to git anybody to clusion was that the holtl-up was planned solely fer the pvr·
make a bet with you. It's got aroun<l purty well that Young pose of getting hold of the cash that was to be used irr ::?:tyiag
Wild West is the Champion Deadshot of tlie West, an' it ain't off the men at the big mining plant. ·
likely nobody would be, fool enough to stack up agin him in
But the fact that the mails had been robbed on previous ocsich a game. Then ag'in, the young feller what looks a whole ca.sions, and that sufficient evidence hud be,•n discovered to
lot like a ttnderfoot, but don't act t11at way when it comes to place the blame upo)l the outlaw known as Bt:nco Jake, h~d
the point, is somewl-iat of a dead shot, too. Oh, no, Cheyenne caused the officials to offer the reward, and then put a sped al
Ch~rlie, you ain't goin' to git no one to make a bet with you." man on the case after learning that th e sheriff and olhel's
'·T\1at's all right," Charlie answered, laughingly. " I thought failed to accomplish anything.
as how maybe somebody would be ready to dispute Wild's titre,
So far Gregory had toid no one who he was save Young
that's all."
Wild West.
"What's this I hear about betting?" a voice called out from
He ha.d not even told the boy to k eep it to himsclr, fer tha t
the door, and then in came David Brinker, the superintendent matter, but after he once got acquainted with the young deadof the Bedford mine.
shot, probably he knew that he could be trusted.
He w:.s puffing away at a cigar, and his face was wreathed
After writing a l<:!tter and mailing it at the po£t-on\ce, Gregin smiles as be put in his appearance and asked the question. ory went on out and strolled back along the front. of ;;he buiidThe proprietor quickly explained what they had been talk- ing until he ct.me to th e bar-room.
ing about.
He got there just as Cheyenne Charlie and Brink er had
"Looking for a chance to win a bet, eh ?" and Brinker turned made the wager.
The detective walked in, puffing away ::tt his cigar and lisand looked the scout in the face somewhat sneeringly.
"I didn't say nothin' like that, boss," was the quick reply. tening to the conversa,tion.
,
It did not take him more than a. couple of minutes to u,1der"But that was your intention , no doubt."
"I don't know as it was any of your business if it was," stand the nature of the wager that had just been madP.
'
Then he took it on himself to study Drinker clor;ely.
Charlie answered, becoming angry right away.
The fact that he could wager a hundred tlol:ars that Yom1:1:
"Don't get offended at what I said, my friend," and Brinker
laid a hand upon his arm coaxingly. "But I don't mind mak- Wild West would fail to ca-oture the lead(Jl' of the roacl ag<,nts
within forty-eight hours was enough to make him suspicious
.
ing n. wager with 'you."
"What do you want to bet?" came the quick query, as the of tho man.
But when he had listened a little furthor and heard the
scout thrust his hand in a pocket to get his wallet.
"vVell," and Brinker h esitated a moment, at the same time excuse Brinker was giving for having proposed such a thing,
looking at Wild, "Young Wild West claims that he Is going to it struck him forcibly that. the fellow was wurt.h watching a
get Bunco Jake. I hope he does, of course. But I have seen 1ittle.
He did not say anything to Wild about it just then, but
so much happen in the way ~f failures in this direction: that I
don't believe he will be able to do it. I'll jm,t make a wager merely looked on and Jiste::ied as thc,,:onversntion proceeded/
Cheyenne Charlie wanted to Ga:v a lot, but ,Vild curbed him,
of a hundred dollars that Young Wild West, or any ' one else,
for that matter, don't take Bunco Jake either dead or alive so it finally settled down to Brinker and a i:ew who seemed to
be close friends of his to do the talking.
within forty-eight hours of the present time."
But nothing was said In a disparaging way about the abili"I'll take that bet!" Charlie exclaimed, quickly, and out
ti es of Young Wiltl West to capture criminals and outlaws.
came his wallet.
If there had bec•n, the chances are a little excitement might
"Easy, there, Charlie,',. the young deadshot spoke up. "There
have come up in the bar-room of the hotel.
is no need of making such a. wager."
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After waiting a wbtle the detective cau~ht the yciung dead·
shot's eye, and then nodded for him to come on outside. ·
Wild followed him, and the two walked. on toward the office of the Overland Company.
"I want you to help me a llttle, Wild," Gregory said, in a
whisper. "You are the only one who knows what I am hore
for, and as I wish to keep my identity a secret as long as possible, I am going to aslt you to quest.Ion the people around
here a little, just as lf you were trying to get all. the information you could to assist you in capturing Bunce Jake.."
"Certainly, Gregory, I'll do that all right. But I don't know
as we can obtain much information here."
"'l'here is one man I am inclined to think is mixed up in It
a littir. But he is a pretty shrewd sort of fellow, and it may
be difficult to get anything out of him."
"You mean the fellow who ma<le the wager with Cheyenne
Charlie."
"That's right. You guessed lt at' the first shot. I don't
mind telling you that I have him under suspicion."
"The same here, Gregory."
"I rather think you would make a . pretty good detective,"
Gregory declared, as he stopped and looked admiringly at the
boy.
·'I don't know about that. I can't say whether I would or
not. But one thing is certain, I will never accept a position as
a regular detective."
"You are just the one. to help me, thoug'b,; and I know you
mean to <lo it; for certainly you are not going to let your partner Jose the wager he made, even though it is only a hundred
dollars."
"You can bet your life I am not going to let Charlie lo!le
the wager. If I can't 'capture the tricky thief inside of fortyeight hon rs, I'll give up the job."
"1Vh3re do I rome in, then'?" and Gre~ory lnugbed ltghtly.
"I <,;an't help that. But I mean to be tho one who actually
lays bands on the scoundrel, dead or allve, so I can claim the
reward. Not that I care about the reward, but just for the
glory there will be in It."
'
"All rl~ht. I'll be doing my beat at the same time, and If I
fail to be the lucky one, I sincerely hope that you wlll be the
winner."
"All right. Gregory, we'll shake bands on that. Now then,
you are· going in here, I suppose, and want me to ask a few
questionz."
'' That's it exactly. vVe want to find out about where the
ro~d agents are in the habit of making the hold-ups."
Wilri nodded, and the two walked into the office.
It happened that ihero were three men there, all of whom
ownPd ett,ck in the stage-coach line.
When they saw it was Young Wild West coming in, they
grel'ted bim in a very friendly way.
"Looking for a little information, I suppose, Young Wild
'\Vest," one of them said, smilingly.
"A little, I reckon. If I am going to undertake to corral the
ga:ig of road agen1s, I suppose I ought to learn something of
where they are in the habit of showing up when they stop the
stagB."

"That's it exactly. We are prepared to give you that infor·
m:1t.ion without delay. Here is a little map of the traU all the
way from Bedford to Silver City. Now then, if you will follow
me, I'll show you the different places where Bunco Jake hns
a.ppeared and successfully carried out his operations, g!v!ng
you the number of miles from the three point;.i on the line,
which are Silver City, the Half-way House, and this place."
As Wild took a look at the map of the trail the detective
leaned over his shoulder and studied it closely.
As many as seven different spots on the trail were marked
as being where different hold-ups bad talcen place.
Four of them were within a m!le of ea.ch other, two were
vary dose to Bedford, and another was about· half way between Silver City and the Half-way House.
· More information was given to the effect that four of the
hold-ups had been made by the masked men on foot.
'l'be other three places, which were those near each end of
the trail, the v1l!a.lns had appeared on horseback.
This was enough to satisfy Wild that the headquarters of
tbe gang was located between Bedford and the Half-way
House, a little nearer to4'the mining camp.
The seven spots mark'ed on the cha.rt did not include the one
where the hold-up had been made that day.
That was very close in to the camp.
But the villains had been mounted then, which told that they
could not have been very clo:ie to their secret retreat.
"Well, gentlemen," Wild said, aftor he had looked the paper
over thoroughly, "there doesn't seem to be much in the way of
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a clew here, though I think I !mow just about w'here to go to

look for the gang. I will strike out the first thing in the
morning and see what I can do."
"Do you want to make a copy of this?"
The boy smiled.
·
"I hardly think, it worth while," he answered. "I am quite
sure I can judge the distance well enough without that."
The men looked inquiringly at the detective, who bad £laid
nothing all the time he and Wild were study lug the chart.
"Going to settle down here?" one of them ventured.
"Not for good," was the reply. "I may stop here a few
days, or perhaps longer. I am interested in what Youn!;' ·wild
West intends to do. I mean to help him a littie, you know."
"Oh!"
The man smiled, and so did the others, no doubt thinkin!~
that the tenderfoot would hardly be of much assistance to the
young deadshot.
But for that matter they might have thought that Young
Wild West was not going to do much in the way of hunting
down the road agents.
However, nothing was said or hinted to this effect, so Wild
and Gregory bade the men g'ood-evening and vvent out.
It being dark by this time, the lamps in the shanties were
burning, .and the bright spots here and the.re made the scene
look somewhat pleasant.
There were two big oil lamps hanging in fr:mt of the hotel
building, and these were burning in full glare, making the ordinary ones look like fire-flies in comparison.
"Let's take a wallr- around the camp," Wild suggested, as
they stood hesitating as to which ·way they should go.
"Agreeable," Gregory answered., quickly.
"All right, we'll go up toward the smelter, then."
This plant lay on the side of a hill, probably thr:ee hundrerl
yards from the hotel.
'l'he only street to be found in Bedford ran straight to it,
the shanties being built on either i;ide, with here and there
a few scattered about.
The two walked slowly up the hill, meeting two or thr{le
men ·and a woman and some children, the latter heading for
the store. no doubt.
In ea.ch Instance it was a case of "good-evening" being said,
and of course '\Vild and the detective returned the salutation.
Instead of proceeding straight to the office of the big plant,
they turned to the left and started alongside a good-sized
shanty toward a flat piece of land below, where there
a
tent erected and a fire burning brightly.
Two men could be seen sitting near the fire, and it struck
both Wild and the detective that they might as well walk over
there and have a talk with the two.
All was dark in the shanty they were passing.
But suddenly a light flashed through the cracks between
the boards.
Gregory stopped instantly and laid a hand upon the young
dead.shot's arin.
"Some one has struck a match, I guess," he whispered.
The young deadBhot nodded, and then promptly stepped up
and peered through one of the cracks.
He saw a man In the act of lighting a candle, and when this
had been accomplished the man turned his face that waY. fo,r
a moment, and the young dead.shot quiclcly recognized him as
David Bl'lnker, the superintendent of the Bedford mine.
The detective had glued one of his eyes to a crack, too, and
had been In time to see the face of the man and recoi,'llize it.
Neither whispered a word, but watched to see what the fel·
low intended to do.
Brinke1· started toward a corner of the shanty, which was
used as a place to store broken machinery a,nd odds and ends.
He placed the candle on a box and then stepped out of, the
view of the two outside.
"Acting somewhat suspicious, eh, Wild?" the detective venturned, in a low whisper.
"I reckon so," was the reply. "We'll watt here untll he
comes back."
Then he waited, and though they could hear the man moving
about at the further end of the building, they saw no signs ot
him until fully ten minutes had passed.
Then he came into view and, picking up tho candle, started
toward the door, which was almost directly opposite to where
the two were crouching.
Brinker had a bundle in his hand, and dropping it upon the
floor, he took something from his pocket and spread it out
right in plain view of the two watchers.
It was nothing more or less than an ordinary black mask.
Wild and the tenderfoot knew this right away, for they
could see the two eye-holes that were cut in it.
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But Brinker acted just as if he wanted to satisfy them beyond all doubt, for he actually tried It on, and then gave a low
chuckle.
Taking off the mask, he folded it and slipped it in his
pocket, aud then picking up the bundle, be blew out the candle
light and made for the door.
Amazed and delighted at what he had seen, the· detective
slapped Young Wild West heartily on the shoulder.
"What a lucky thing that we happened to come up this
way!" he exclaimed, In a whisper.
"Take it easy, Gregory," the young deadshot answered, in
his cool and easy way. "I was born lucky, anyhow, so I am
never surprised at anything that turns up in my favor. Now
then, I r eckon we have got what you can call a genuine cle,v."
"We certainly have, and the only way to fix this satisfactorily is for us to form a partnership."
"You mean in hunting down Bunco Jake ?"
"Exactly."
"All right, Gregory, we'll shake- on that. iV"e'll be partners
until we have got the tricky thief."
CHAPTER VII.
TRACKING THE TRICKY THIEP.

Wild and Gregory did not go on down the hill to the cam])
they hi>.d started Ior, but waited long enough to permit f!rinke:r
to get away from the snanty, and then turn ed their steps back
to the hotel.
"You haven't a horse, I suppose, Gregory?" Wild asked, as
they were walking along.
"I have made arrangements to hfre one of the landlord," was
the reply. "Are you going out to-night?"
"Y'ep. But never mind about taking the landlord's horse. I
will furnish one for you."
"Oh, ·will you?"
"Certainly. But before we leave we want to find where
Brinker is going. I have an idea that he means to ride out of
town. Come on now, and we'll get the horses ready and put
them somewhere so we can get them in a hurry. Then if
Brinker leaves we can follow him right away."
"Good!"
The detec tive was elated, for he certainly felt that they
would stand a good show of locating the hiding-place of the
tricky thief, and that. too, within a short time.
Wild led the way behind the hotel, and they were soon at
the stable.
"Now then, Gregory," the yo·ung deadshot said, coolly, "I
am going to borrow Jim Dart's horse for you without asking
his permission. Walt, I'll put the saddle on for you."
"I can do that if you will show me which saddle it is," was
the reply.
"Never mind. I am more used to that sort of thing than
you are."
"Oh, I am qu!te a horseman, Wild."
"No doubt. But that's all right. You just i,tand outside
there and keep a watch."
The detective walked to the door and stood in the darkness,
while th e young deadshot proceeded to saddle and bridle the
two h"rses.
Just as Wild was about to lead the animals out he came back
and whispered:
"Walt a minute. That fellow we wanted to follow ls coming
right this way. I saw him as he ca.me around the corner of
the house, for the light is shining brightly there. We had
better hide somewhere."
"T~ke this horse and stand right at his head just as if he
was tied there," Wil!l answered, in a low tone.
The detective dli:l as he waa bidden, and the two bad barely
got into position when they heard some one in the stable.
It was a long shed with nothing .but poles placed upon posts
to divide off the sta,lls for 'horses. ·
twenty.
Probably it might have accommodated as many
Our friends had been !lllotted one end of, 1t in which to put
their horses, and when the -man who had entered did not come
that way, It was evident to Will). that he either had a horse of
h1s own there, or was going to borrow one.
Brinker was not long in sado.Ung a horse, and then he led
the animal outside and quickly mounted.
The detective slipped to the door and watched the direction
as he went away'. and when he saw that he was heading toward
the rough patch of la.n d that lay for some distance behind th<:i
shed, he quickly notified the young deadshot to that effect.
"That's all tight, Gregory," Wild answered, a.s he led the
sorrel stallion from the stable. "He's going away on the quiet,
a.nd, of course, he wouldn't ride a.cywhere ne.ar the road, or
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P.ven close to the shanties. He is going out to meet Bunco
Jake, and you can bet on it."
Wild looked in th e direction th e detective pointed, aud
caught sight of a hors<' man riding away.
Feeling sure that he. would take to the trail a little further
down, the boy mounted Spitfire and then set out to get away
from the hotel without being noticed.
Gregory followed him, and though thl')y did not continue on
in the same Wl.l.y Brinker had gone, they managNl to · avoid
the shanties and str.;ck the trail a couple of hundred yards
away from the last one.
The ground happened to be quite soft in that vicinity, so
they could not hear the hoof-beats of Brinker's horse.
But they rode along the trail at an easy canter and, r eaching
the foot of the ascent, brought their horses to a walk and went
on up as quickly as possible.
They barely got to the top when they h eard the clatter of
hoofs, und then they knrw that Brinker must b:ive been letting his horse walk, but had started off at a gallop.
Wild and the detective rode on after him, halting now and
then to listen.
But It was evident that' Brinker wa.s going faster than they,
for the fourth time they did this they could no longer hear
the hoof-beats.
'"Now then, come on, Gregory," tl.te young d eadshot said,
nodding to his companion . . "We'll put up a go od pa<:e until we
get close to the place where the hold-up was made to-day. I
have an idea that It may be nea.r that place where Brink2r will
meet those he is looking for."
"If he really is looking for any one," came the reply.
""Why, what do you suppose he would take a bundle out this
way for if he didn't intend to meet some <me?"'
"That's true enough. But it might be that the bundle contains clothing, and he means to wear it himself. Io that case
it would mean that he m ea nt to stay away."
"He will hardly do that. No, you can d epend on it. he means
to deliver that bundle to some oue. As to the mask, I don't
know whetl..tEJ" he intends to use it himseir or not. I am not
going to· speculate about it, either."
''You are a cool one, Young Wild iVest. Nothing seems to
·
flust er you at all."
"What's the use of letting anything flust er Dlf', Gregory?"
"That's true. But selmetimes I get worked up to such an extent that I don 't know which way to turn."
·
·' I never do that."
"I wish I were like you, then."
"'rhat's all right. You just stop and think every time you
feel excitement coming on you, and I r eckon. you will soon
master it."
They rode along the trail until they were within two or three
hundred yards of the spot. where the hold-up had taken place,
or as near as they could judge about it.
Then Wild threw up his hand and brought his horse down
to a walk.
Greem-y did the same, and in this way they proceeded, k eeping both eyes and ears open.
Even though it was dark, Wild had no difficulty in distinguishing the place where the road agents had disappeared
late that afternoon.
When he came to it he dismounted, and leading his horse
behind some rocks, he waited until the detective joined him,
and then said:
"Now then, I may be wrong, but I think if we work our way
through the bushes and around among the rocks there, we
will find our man."
'' It wouldn:'t do to light a mat.ch to see If he continued on.
The hoof-prints of the horse would show, you know."
"Nonsense, Gregory. There are too many hoof-prints there
for them to show, a.nd you must remember that the trail is
very dusty. We have got to take a chance at, this thing. and
I am In favor of doirig as I just said."
.
"All rlg·ht, then, that settl~s it.''
When the detective had tied his horse close to Wlld's they
stepped softly a<;ross the trail and were soon moving about In
the bushes.
Wlld went to the exact spot where he had last seen Bunco
Jalre tbat day, and then he began searching about.
But It was not more than a minute before he gave a violent
,
start.
He heard low voices somewhere· close at hand.
Beckoning for the detectivf, to come to his side, he told
him about it, and then they both lis tened.
• Gregory heard the voices, too, and he looked around in a
mystified manner, for he-co·uld uot judge to save his life the
dil'ectlon the sounds came from.
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Wild could not at first, but he gradually satisfied himself
that there was some one hidden within a few feet of them, and
to the left.
He crept over this way, and found there was an almost
straight wall of rock there, which was split and broken in
places, though there was not an aperture there large enough
to permit a man, much less a horse and rider, to go through.
Lying upon his side, the boy placed his ear to one of the
openings in the big rock, and then he had the satisfaction of
being able to catch the words that were being spoken by two
men.
One of them was undoubtedly Brinker.
The other l1e could only guess to be Bunco Jake.
"You needn't be afraid of my being discovered, I tell you,"
were the first words he caught.
"What did you bring the disguise here for if you didn't
think I'd use it?"
Then Brinker answered, speaking slowly:
"If I hadn't bi:ought It to you you would have been mighty
mad, I suppose. 'fhere's a suit of clothes that I'm blamed
sure nobody will ever recogn'ize. But the wig and false beard
are old ones, and you w!ll have to be very careful how you
put them on to make it look as if they were real."
"You leave that to me. I've got a few things tn that line
myself. I'm mighty sorry that I didn't wear a mask to-day
when I made the hold-up. This is the first time l've done ft in
a long time, and now unless I disguise myself well, I :won't
dare to go dov;n into Bedford again. But I am going there
just the same, and that's why r ·· wanted you to be sure and
bring this outfit to me to-night. ! ·have got to be the.re between
now and morning, for I don't feel that I have got a man I
can depend upon. not even you, my own brother."
"You had better let it go this month, Jake," Brinker said,
and by die tone of his voice the two listeners could tell that
he was uneasy.
"Let it go! I reckon not. I had the money to p·a y off the
men in my hands a few hours ago, but was compelled to drop
it. I am going to have it in my hands again before morning,
or I'll never be called a tricky thief again. It's up to you to
help me, and I reckon you're not going back on your own
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"I wouldn't go back on you, Jake. you lmow that. But I'm
running an awful risk. Listen. and I'll tell you somethtng."
Then he proceeded to tell the vlllainous road agent of the
wager l:!e had made at the hotel, declaring that he really
thought that Young Wild West would prove more dangerous
than any one who had yet attempted to earn the reward that
was offered for Bun.co Jake.
But the tricky thief merely laughed at his ·brother's fears.
"I got the best of the kid to-day, and that means that I can
do 1t again. Anyhow, he or any one else wouldn't think of
such a thing as my coming around to steal the money tonight. I thlnk the best time to do it will be just before daybreak. Then just to get a little satisfaction on some of the
people over there I'll dynamite on-e of the buildings belonging
to the plant. That w!JJ create a little excitement, and while
everybody ls jumping around trying to find out what's happened, we can be r~ding away with the boodle."
"I wouldn't do It if I were you, Jake," Brinker said.
"You wouldn't, eh? Well, I'll tell you what you have got to
do, so don't say any more about it. You know just where that
money is to be found. It's pay-day to-morrow, but they don't
pay off till noon. I reclrnn this is one of the times when the
men will go without th-e!r month's wages. Now then, you can
go back as soon as you like. I'll meet you in the old shanty
where you had these clothes bidden. It will be just as well for
you to go there a little after midnight and wait for me. You
can go to sleep if you want to. When I come In I'll light a
match and call out in a low voice to you."
"Well, If I've got to do It I suppose I will."
"Of course you will. But say, maybe you can do a little
more. Just have a few dynamite sticks or a can of nitroglycerine there, too."
"I don't Uke to do that part of lt. You wm be Injuring me
if you make a big explosion and stop the work."
"That's all right. I'm going to give you a good share of the
boodle. Now you do aa I say."·
"All right, Jake. You're the boss. I always did give in to
you, an'd I'm w!lllng to do It now. But don't get me mixed up
ln this thing if you can help it. I'm believed to be au honest
man."
"I wish I was believed to be an honest man," and the villain
chuckled.'
Wild heard aomethlilg moving very cloae to him just then,
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and he barely had time to creep to the left when a flat piece of
rock slipped and fell to the ground with a thud.
The detective happened to be the other ,stde of him, and as
Wild caught him by the arm quickly, he stretched out flat upon
.
the ground and became as st!ll as a mous~.
Then the two watched and saw the head and shoulders of a ,
man appear through an opening.
It was Brinker.
Out ho came, and as he arose to his feet w voice from the
opening said:
"Be sure and find out just where the boodle is, Jake. I'll
meet you in the old shanty, antl as soon as you have told me
you can sneak away to the hotel and get to bed. I'll guarantee
you I'll wait till pretty near daylight before anything happens, so you can't possibly be blamed for any of It."
"All right, J akc."
Then Brinker reached down and lifted up the rock, letting
it fall back over the opening he had crawled through.
He sl!pped away among the bushes, but Wild and the detect!ve remained there.
Both were thinking of the chance they might have to capture
the tricky thief right then and there.
The tenderfoot was eager for it, and when he finally sug·
gested It, Wild had come to a decision.
"No," he said, in a whisper. ·'We might be able to catch
him, and w.e might not. We'll wait until the gang comes over
to do the robbery, and then we'll round up the whole bunch.
Just take it easy, Gregory. I reckon Cheyenne Charlie is go!ng to win that hundred dollars all right. Now we know why
Brinker was so willing to make the wager."
"That's right. What a villain he Is. He's worse than his
brother. Who would have thought that a man of that type
could be regarded as honest. Why, he holds a responsible positlon, too."
"Nothing strange about that," and the young deadshot shook
his head.
They waited a few minutes, and then rising to their feet,
soon made their way back to where they had their horses.
They feund them all right and then, mounting, proceeded
toward the mining camp.

I
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CHAPTER VIII.
BHIKKE& IS CLEANED OUT.

The horse David Brinker. t.he mln,i superintendent, had
taken from the shed did not belong to him.
But he had promised to meet his brother, the outlaw, that
night, and fearing to displease him, he took the risk of borrowing one that belonged to the hotel proprietor.
After having transacted his business with Bun.co Jake, and
giving• the promise that was demanded of him, he found the
horse where he had hidden It, and then mounting, rode back to
the mining camp with all possible haste, taking the same
route he had followed upon leaving It.
When the villain got back to the stable and found everythl ng quiet there, he felt that he had done something that was
rather clever.
He had used the horse unknown to the owner or any one
else.
It did not take him long to remove tbe saddle and bridle,
and then tying the horse exactly where he found it, he slipped
away,, and a few minutes later walked into the bar-room of
the hotel, just as if he had come straight from bis home.
There was quite a crowd assembled there, and many were
playing cards.
Brinker looked them over in a casual sort of way, and when
he saw that the partners of Young W!ld ,vest were there and
the young deadshot was missing, a feeling of uneasiness came
over him.
But he quickly threw it (l.ll!de and, nodding to the m11,n
charge of the bar, he said:
"Let me have. a cigar."
At that very moment Hop Wah entered by the back way.
For some reason or other the Chinaman ha.d not seen flt to
show up In the bar-room very early.
But he was bound to come there, for tt would have been
almost impossible to keep ·him away from such a place.
"Velly nlcee evening," he said, looking squarely at Brinker,
who was In the act of lighting the cigar he had just purchased.
The mine superintendent frowned and made no reply.
Hop stepped up and, smil!ng blandly, nodded to the bartender and chirped:
"Lillee tanglefoot, .so be. Me velly smai·tee Chinee. Likee
tanslefoot velly muchee."
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"You're Young Wild West's Clever Chlnee, eh?" was the re"Well, that's better than noth'ing. I'll take a cl.Janee at it,
ply, and the bartender grinned broadly as he put out a bottle anyhow."
and glass.
"Me likee play dlaw pokee."
1'he remark came from Hop Wah, who had started for the
"Lat light. Me velly smartee Chinee. Elvelybody 11kee me."
·
· ·
Then Hop looked at Brinker In a way'that might have been table.
called tantalizing.
Charlie looked at him warningly, but Hop paid no attention
"See here, heathen," the superintendent exclaimed, "I don't to him.
mind telling you that I don't like you. Now then, I don't
Jim Dart merely smUJd, for he rather ,liked the irlea of the
want you to even look at me, much less talk to ma."
Chinaman pushing himself In.
,
"What's tlje matter, :flop?" and Cheyenne Charlie arose im"You want to play, eh, heathen?" one of the men at the
mediately arl,d walked toward the bar.
table said, grinning broadly. "I don't know about that" and
- "Oh, excuse me," Brinker said, giving a start and changing he looked at the others. "Some one said a little while ago that
his manner at once. "I forgot that the heathen was a friend you was a sleight-of-hand performer, an' that you co1!ld handle
of yours, Mr. Cheyenne." ·
a pack of cards like a wizard. You're sure you wcn·t cheat if
"You kin bet your life he'11 a friend of mine, an' that's why we let you in the game?"
I'm takin' it up for him. Jest 'cause he said good-evenin' to
"We don't want a heathen in the game," said Brinker,
you, or somethin' like that, don't say that you have got to git angrily.
mad. The general run of heathens don't amount to anything,
"What's the matter with you, Dave?" one of the cth1ors
I know , b,ut with Hop it's different. He's jest what he says asked, somewhat sharply. " ..\¥hat are y:ou down
on the
ho is-a very smart Chinee."
heathen for? He must be all right or Ydung Wild West
"Very well. Don't be· offended. But the fact is I have no wouldn't hire him. I say the heathen kin play, but I'm only
particular use for a heathen. But probably you are a little in- one, of course."
terested because you think you are going to lose the wage.r
Then the speaker shrugged his sl~oulders and looked at the
we made."
other two.
"I ain't thinkin' nothin' . like that, Drinker," Charlie
"I'm will!n'," one of them said.
hastened to reply. "If you feel like puttin' up a,nother hun"So am I ," the other added, quickly.
dred, I'm right with you."
Brinker hesitated a moment.
"Oh, I hardly think it's necessary to increase the bet any. I
Then he turned as if to get off the chair he had placed near
only made it because in my opinion no one will be able to the ta,.ble.
.
.
catch Bunco Jake, not inside of forty-eight hours, anyhow. I
"Oh, well," he said, suddenly, "if you insist on it I 'll sit m a
only hope that he's caught, for I will feel perfectly content to game with the heathen. I like a five-l1anded game bett01·, anylose the hundred in that case. The tricky thief has been malr- how."
ing no end of trouble here. Suppose he had got away with
"Lat velly muchee light, so be. You velly nicee Melican
the money that's to be used to pay off the men to-morrow? man," Hop decla.red. "Me velly solly you no likE1c
m~. ".
Why, there would have been trouble here right a:way. The
"r like you about as well as I lllrn the rest your mfernal
men have worked a whole month, and they want their money." race " was the retort. "I never saw a good oneofyet.,.
"All right," Charlie answered, with a shrug of tb.e shoulCharlie was about to say something, for he had taken a
ders, though it was plain that he would have liked to 'say strong dislike to the superintendent.
something different.
But .Tim grabbed him by the shoulder and pulled him back
Then he turned to Hop and added :
in the chair.
"Now, heathen, there ain't no use in talkln' to any one as
"Keep quiet," he said. "Th at fellow is no good, of cour~e.
don't like you. Let this man alone."
1
·' Allee light, M!sler Charlie. Me no say somethling more, but ;just let them go ahead. Hop will very soon show JHm
that he don't know a great deal about the great Am0nc~u
!en. Me velly smartee Chi nee."
game, though probably he thinks he does."
.
Charlie was about to walk back where he had been watching
Charli e nodded, for it flashed upon him that Dart was n ght.
the game of draw poker, when Brinker touched him lightly
The three men who had been playing seemed to be much
on tho arm and said:
pleased at having the phinaman to join them. . .
"Where is Young Wild West?"
They insisted on starting it all over and cuttmg the cards
"I reckon he's in some other part of the house keepfn' the to see who should d-eal first.
company of the gals," was the reply.
Hop managed to get a seat directly opposite the mine su"Oh, I thought perhaps he had started out to look for perintendent.
Bunco Jake."
He took pains to shuffle the cards, and then dropping the
"What would be tho good of him doln' a thing like that in pack on the table, waited to be the last one to make the cut.
th ':) dark? He ain't acc1uainted with this part of the country,
It happened that Brinker won the deal.
an' he wouldn't know where to go."
.
'"!'en-cent ante, eh?" he sa.id, as the miner on h!s left
"Probably not. But if he is going to get him inside of pushed a dime to the center of the table.
forty-eight hours, I should think he would want to start out
"Yes, we're only playin' to pass the time away," was tbe
as soon as possible."
rep!,".
"He'll git him all right."
"Oh, a.11 right, then. Don't think that I'm trying to break
"I hope he does. You'll be a hundred dollars in then."
up the game."
"An' you'll be a hundred dollars out."
·
He permitted the man on his right to cut the cards, and
· "Yes, but as I just said, I will be glad of It."
then Hop noticed that when he picked them up he ·put them
"All right, Mr. Brinlter. You are say in' it tbat way whether back exactly as they had been before the cut was made.
you mean it or not."
But the clever Chinee said nothing, t)lough he was doing a
Charlie could not help making this remark, for his feelings lot of thinking just then.
got the best of him.
It dawned upon him that Brinker was a cheat.
"Say, Pete!" Brinker exclaimed, turning to the boss of the
But if he was, so much the better, for he would have the
hotel, "I'm sorry now I made that wager. Some mlght think opportunity
of going him one better.
· that I was in sympathy with the tricky thief."
The
cards
were dealt around, and when the Chinaman
"Oh, I don't know about that, Dave," Harris answered, with
· up wha_t came to him he found himself the posse3sor
a shrug of his shoulders. "I take it that you're a man what's picked
w1llin' to take a chance, an' if it's your idea that Bunco Jake of three jacks.
Brinker eyed him sharply as he looked at tµe cards, but not
ain't goln' to be caught very soon, I don't see why you don't
a muscle of the heathen's face moved to show whether he was
have a right to make a bet that way."
"That's just the way I felt about it. I am always willing to pleased or not.
They all came in, no one raising the ante before the draw.
take a chance in any sort of a game. I reckon I'll do it now.
Brinker had not looked at his cards at all.
How about It, boys?"
There was a pecu1iar smile on his face as he picked up the
The last was said to three men who were playing cards at a
table to the left.
· pack ready to deal out the number called for.
The man next to him drew three, and then }lop called for
"All right, Brinker," one of them said. "Come an' join us.
We're playin' somewhat of a small game, but it's more to pass two.
the time away than anything else."
The other two men each took two.
"A small game, eh?" and the superintendent picked UlJ a
Then Brinker coolly looked at his hand and, after hesitating
chair and started for the tabl!l.
a moment, discarded one <1ard, a.ud said:
·
"Yes, ten cents ante an' a quarter limit."
"I'll take one."
0
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He took it from the , top 9f the pack, and th en holding his
cards close to his breast, looked them over.
What .he now held was a hand containing four kings and
an ace.
. The ace he had drawn, and as at the time of which we write
it was seldom that straights were played, he helo the best
possible hand, since no one could hold four aces against his
four kings.
Of th'e two cards Hop drew, one of them was a jack, a very
good hand, indeed.
It happened that the three miners did not better their hands
any_, so when Hop raised it to a quarter they dropped out,
leaving Brinker alone in the game with him.
"You raise it, eh, heathen?" the superintendent said, with a
confident smlle. "All right. I'll make it a qua,rter better."
"Me makee quarter better, too, so be," and. Hop slipped up
th!' extra change.
Then it went on until the pot had been raised and raru.ised
half a dozen times.
Hop then acted as if he was suddenly growing cautious, so
the next time he called the superintendent.
"I've got a pretty good hand, heathen," the villain said, as
he laid down his carqs. "Four kings."
"Velly goodee hand," Hop answered, shaking his head in, a
disappointed way. "Me gottee four lillee jacks, so be."
"Ha, ha, ha!"
Brinker langh<Jd heartily and pushed the cards to the man
next to h!m.
No doubt he thought he was very clever, but he was soon to
find o"ut that Hop was far his superior at play ing dra-;v poker.
At the next deal one of the miners won the pot, which did
not amount to a great deal.
Hop was now looking for the aces of the pack, and he managed ,to get two of them this time.
'l'he two cards were concealed in the sleeve of his jacket.
Th e thing to do now was to get the other two aces, for it
was his turn to deal.
But that was easy for a clever magician, and after shuffling the cards and looking them over at the same time, un"
known to any one in the room but himself. he dealt them
around, taking care to give Brinker three kings cold.
Hop was not trying to fleece the other players.
He had set himself to the task of trimming the superintendent, and he was going to do it without much loss of time.
H e had the cards arranged so he could give the other king
when Brinker called for two cards, no r,riatter how many the
·
others chose to take.
For himself h~ had the four aces, and they were bound to
win.
Everybody came in, and the d!'aw was made.
Sure enough, Brinker, after e'\\incing just the least surprise
when he looked at his hand , called for two cards.
Hop gave them to him, and when he picked th0m up and
found he had drawn the remaining king, ,he felt that it was
simply a case of luck that he ·s ho uld get the same hand he
had held a short time before.
Hop saw to it that the other three did not get anything
worth while, and be settled down to buck the superintendent
until he had put up his last dollar.
It was just Ulen that Young Wild West and the detective
\
strolled in in a casual sort of way.
They bad returned after their lucky ride out upon the trail,
but appeared to have just come from another part of the big
building.
".Hello, Misler Wild!" Hop called out, smilingly. "We play
lillee gamee dlaw pokee, so be. "
"So I see," was the rE)ply. "Been at it very long?"
"Lis makee thlee hands, Misler Wild. Me no play velly
muchee long, so be."
The way he spoke caused the young deadshot to take it for
granted that he did not intend to play any longer than that'.
hand.
That was Hop's idea, of course, for once he got the other
three to drop out he was going to see to it that the ante was
raised.
HoweYer, he did not intend to suggest it himself, unless he
was compelled to.
Brinker nodded to the young deadshot and Gregory, and
then calmly raised it a quarter.
Hop went right a.long with him, and after it had gone that
way for four or five times, the superintendent gave an exclamation of disgust.
''Whattee mattee?" Hop asked.
"I was just thinking that it's a foolish game when you make
the small sum of twenty-five cents the limit," was the answer.
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"Lat allee l!gl.tt. M:aybe you wantee makee more, so be."
"Oh, for my part, I prefer to ;;>lay a no-limit game."
"Allee light."
"Count me out, then," one of the others said, shaking his
h ead.
·'Oh, no," Brinker said. "That will just be between the two
·
of us for this hand."
"Oh, if you want it that way, all right. Go ahead. Must
have a putty good hand."
"Me gottee velly good.ee hand, so be," Hop ansvvered, blandly. "Me ta.k ee one card, and me gittee whattee me wantee, so
be. Allee samee velly goodee hand."
Brinker eyed him -sharply fer a moment, and then said :
"Well, what's It going to be? It's your turn, heathen."
"Me allee samee malree laise of fifty dollee," was the q·ulck
reply.
"Fifty dollars, eh? All right. H ere she goes. I won't go
quite as high as you did, but I'll rc.ake it twenty more."
"You velly nicee Meli can Man," the Chinaman retorted,
blandly. "Me makee hundled dollee .more. Me velly sma:-tee
Chinee."
Then Hop leaned over and showed the man next to him two
cards of his hand.
One of them was the ace of bearts, and the other the nine
of the same denomination, and he ran his finger across them
and grinned.
"Allee samee flush." he whispered, just loud enough for
Brinke:· to catch the words.
'I'llus encouraged, Brinker was r eady to go the limit as far
·
as his money lasted.
He met the raise of a hundred, and put it up fifty more, and
tht·n began feeling in his pockets for more money.
But Hop was right there.
Once more he raised it a hundred.
Brinker was forced to search all his pockets in order to get
· ·
·
enough to m(:et the raise.
"Hey, Pete Harris," he cal.led out to the proprietor, "let me
have a thousand dollars, will you'!"
"I can't, Dave, " was the reply . . "l paid out.n!gh all the
cash I had yistenlay. I'd like to do it for you, but it's impossible. "
"Is there any one here who will loan me a thousand dollars?" and the man arose and looked around the room.
But it seemed that there was no one, for no reply came.
"See here, my fri end," said Wild, stepping over to him,
"take my advice and don't borrow money to use for gambling.
I don't mind telli!1g you that you are playing against one of
the most clever card sharps that ever existed. Probably you
may think you hold the winning hand, but I doubt very much
if it will turn out that way."
"I didn't ask you for your advice, Young Wild West. But
since you have given it, I think I'll tak,.e it."
Then he sat down and, nodding to the Chinaman, said:
"I call you, heathen. What have you got?"
Hop laid down his cards, and then without a word reached
over and sccop(i'.cl in the pile of money,
" How is that?" Brinker demanded, angrily, as he looked
at the miner who sat n.ext to the Chinaman. "I thought he
had a flush."
"So did I," was the reply. "But he's got four aces instead."
Brinker· did not show his cards at all, but promptly threw
·
them into the pack.
"All right," he remarked, as he arose from the table. "I
have been cleaned out. But my turn will come s.o me other
time."
Then without an0ther word he hurriedly left the bar-room.
CHAPTER IX.
WILD LAYS HIS PL.A.NS.

Brinker was almost bolling over with rage when he hurriedly left the hotel bar-room.
But he feared Young Wild West so much that he dared not
open his mouth, and had wisely decided to go to his shanty
without delay.
It happened that he lived alone, and the shanty, which was
a small one, was located very close to the smelting plant at the
mine.
A1'ter entering his abode he walked up ;ind down the little
room until he had cooled down somewhat.
Then he took a seat and began thinking hard.
Gradually he forgot about his loss In the poker game, and
frei~t~ {~f:ling of what he had promised his brother, the
"I'm dead broke, anyhow," he muttered, "and I'll get my
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share of the boodle. They don't think I know the combination i "Not just yet. We'll let him stay in .!Jere. The chances
of the safe, but I do, for I have watched it opened so many are he'll go to sleep pretty soon."
"And theu we can slip in and get the two boxes of money."
times when no one was looking at me that I've got it down
fine. I've already, opened it a couple of times," and he : "No. We'll wait until Bunco , Jalte comes. I am going to
chuckled softly to himself. "The money is in two tin boxes have my , two partners stationed right .around here, and it
stowed in the safe. The best· thing I can do is .to get them : might be well if we were to enlist the services of three or four
and put tp.em in tbe old store-room. I'll do that right away. ' good men. We needn't tell them exactly what we want of
I suppose I'll have to get the can of nitro-glycerine, too, though them, only that there is a plan on fcot to rob the safe of the
I don't like the idea of having anything blown up. But," and of the office up l1ere."
"All ·r ight, I'm leaving it all to you."
he shook· his head, "Jake is the boss. He always did rule over
"Come on, then. ·we'll go on back to the hotel. It won't
me, and I suppose he always -will as long as I live, unless he
1
take very long to make the ne_c essary ann.ngements." [
happens to die before me."
.
. .
Gregory nQdded;
He thought for a moment, and theµ going to a small cupIt was more than evident that the more he knew of Young
board found a bottle from which he took a drink.
This seemed to nerve him, and putting on his hat, which he Wlld West the more confidence he put in what he said.
The two slipped away from the shanty and made their way
had thrown upon the table, he took a. candle from the cupback to the hotel.
board, and then blowing out the light, slipped outside.
There was really no other place fot them to go but to the
Brinker stood there for fully a minute, looking in all direcbar-room if they wanted to mingle with the male residents of
tions.
.
Then he decided that it was safe for him to proceed, though the mining camp.
The room was ·pretty well filled, and everything was running
it was the biggest mistake of his life when he did so, for
Young Wild West and the detective had left the hotel imme- along smoothly.
Hop Wah was not playing cards, but he was sitting at a
diately after him, and had followed him to the shanty.
At that very moment they were crouching around the corner table with several of the miners who 'Showed by word and
look that 'they admired him greatly.
of the building within a few feet of him.
He was telling them what he called a story about certain
Wild had thought it advisable to find out just what the
villain meant to do to assist Bunco Jake in robbing the smelting things that had occur.red in China, but it is doubtful if many
plant of the money that was to be used to pay off the men the of them could understand much of what it was about.
Charlie and Jim had gone to the sitting-room of the hotel
.
·
following day.
Brinker went in a roundabout way to the office, avoiding tb.e to keep the company of the girls.
This Wild learned upon inquiry from the proprietor.
watchman who was supposed to be continually making his
"Been takin' a walk around town?" Pete Harris asked, smilrounds.
Having a key, it wa.q easy for him to enter the office, and ingly.
"A little," the young deadshot answered, in his cool and
once he got inside, he made his way to the safe, which was
quite a big one of the pattern In use in such places at the easy way. "My friend, Gregory, seems to like Bedford pretty
well. He wanted to see how it looked in the night-time."
time of which we write.
"There ain't much to see iri the night-time, not around here,
Knowing the combination, the villain lighted his candle and
anyhow," and the proprietor grinned as If he thought the boy
then quickly opened the massive door.
He had a key that fitted the inner door, a.nd this was quickly was joking.
Wild had sized the man up pretty well, and he thought he
unlocked.
_T hen the two tin boxes containing the big sum of money was one who could ~e t.rusted.
He decided to confide to a certain extent In him, so nodding
were exposed to his view.
1
He quickly pulled them out, and then blowing out the can- to Harris, he turned and walked into a small room that ad\
joined the bar-room. .
dle, closed the door, locked it, and was- ready to leave.
There happened to be no one there at the time.
Brinker was trembllng now, for it was the first time he had
There was a solitary table and four chairs in it, and that
ever engaged in any actual thieving, though he had lent his.
aid to his brother ever since he had been doing business along was all.
The detective followed as a matter of course, and when the
the Silver City trail.
Out he went, and then cautiously he proceeded toward the three were inside, Wild closed the door, while the proprietor
shed where he had obtained the disguise for his outlaw looked at him questfoningly.
"Sit down, Mr. Harris. I want to say a few words to you,"
brother.
Though he looked around several times before he reached it, the ·boy said.
"Go ahead, Young Wild West. I kin tell by the way you're
he saw nothing of the two who were following him.
Wild and the detective were right there, and the young actin' that you have got somethin' of importance to tell me."
"Rather, I should say, Now then," as the man took a ' seat
deadshot was pleased at tl1e way Gregory was acting, for he
certainly showed himself to be quite an expert in such mat- and leaned his elbow upon the table, "I take it that you 'are a
man who can keep a secret."
ters.
"Well, I don't know about that. I reckon if you tell me
Inside the shanty Brinker went, and then the two slipped up
somethin' that you don't want no one else to know about,
close and could bear him moving about.
.
But he did not see fit to light a candle this time, so they yo,rll b~ putty safe in doin' it." .
Thats it. Now then, do you thrnk you can p1~k out half a
could not observe what he was doing.
In a very few minutes he came out, and then he turned dozen men who have go~ plenty of nerve, and, like _you, can
ke.ep a secret a little while?"
toward a small building that was isolated from the rest.
·'Half a dozen?'' and the man looked thoughtful for a moWild knew what this was, of course.
It was where the dynamite and other explosives were kept. 1 ment. "Yes," he added, suddenly, "I rec,kon I kin ,find you
The superintendent ha<l a key, so 1t was e,iay for him to , a heap more than that right here in town. What is it, Young
·
unlock the door, and in a few minutes back he came, carrying Wild West?"
"I'll .tell you right away, Mr. Harris. We," nodding toward
a can, which the two watchers knew must contain the danthe detective, "made a little discovery to-night, and it means
gerous explosive called n!tro-glycerine.
"Pretty good, isn't it, Gregory?" Wild whispered, as the a whole lot. You are one of the owners of the Overland Stage
Company, I believe."
villain entered the shanty.
"I certainly am."
"!'don't like it, though," was the reply. "That stuff he has
"'I'hen you mu,st be interested in capturing Bunco Ja)te."
there ls mighty dangerous. I suppose Bunco Jake means to
"Why, of course I am. I'm willin' to put up quite a little
d(lstroy the machinery so operations will cease for a while. I
don't see why he sh.ould want to do that. If he could get that money to do it, too."
I "That's all right. You won't have to put up any more
big sum of money he ought to be satisfied."
· "Well, he won't get the big sum of money, nor he won't ' money than you have already invested for the purpose. Now
destroy the machinery at the plant, either," was the young '. then, to como right down to the facts in the case, we are going
· to corral Dunco Jake and his gang between now and seven
tleadshot's reply.
"W11at are you going to do next?" the detective asked, after o'clock to-morrow morning."
"Is that a fact, Young Wild West?"
a short silence.
"It certainly is a fact, Mr. Harris. I want you to pick out
"There's nothing' to do but to wa-it until Bunco Jake appears.
six good men for us, for we may need them to help us out."
He's the man we want most of all, you know."
"When do you want me to do this?"
"But don't you think It would be advisable to get the money
"In a few minutes from now."
and make Brinker a prisoner?"
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"All rl ght, I !tin clo that without goln' outside of my place."
"So much the better. We don't want to do anything that
w!ll attract the attenthm of the rest of the people here. There
is no n eed of letting <'Vel'y one know what ls going to happen. "
"All right, Young Wild West. I s'pose they've got to have
horses."
"No horses are ncedC'd.''
"No?" and the proprietor looked at him in surprise.
"They won't have to go out of Bedford," the boy went on,
smilingly. "Bunco Jake will be here between now and daylight to-morrow morning."
Amazed at this declaration, the hotel-keeper looked at the
young deadshot, and for the space of a full minute said not
another word.
Then he gave a nod, and pounding his ,fist upon the table
rather hard, exclaimed:
'
"By thunder! Here's where Cheyenne Charlie is goin' to
win that hundred dollars."
"He surely ls, Mr. Harris. But say, what sort of a man ls
Brinker, anyhow?"
"He's all right, as far as I know."
"Suppose I tell you that he's all wrong."
"Why, how ls that?" and the man looked startled.
"I am going to tell you that, anyhow. Brinker is nothing
more thah a scoundrel, and, what's more, he's th-a brother of
Bunco J ak e. He is h elping him out, too. Say, Mr. Harris,
Bunco Jake Intends to rob the office of the smelting company
to-night. He is after the money that was brought over by the
stage-coach to-day to pay off the men to-morrow."
"This is what I call amazln'," declared the hotel-keeper.
"What are you goin' to say next, I wonder?"
"Very little more on the subject, Mr. Harris. Now then,
you say you can find six m en who can be trusted and who wlll
not open their mouths about what is going on. Go ahead and
do it right away. Gregory will stay here till you fetch them
in, while I will go and find my two partners."
Harris was very curious, but evlclently he thought it best
not to ask too mr.ny qu estions. so after Wild assured him that
be meant all he said, he turned and started from the room.
ThC' young deadshot followed him, but went on to the sitting-room, while Harris was going about the room picking out
thfl men he thought best fitted for what Young Wild West required of them.
Charlie and Jim were simply talking with the girls and the
proprietor's wife when the young deadshot entered the sittlngroom.
"Wh ere have you been, Wild?" Arl etta asked, looking at
him inquiringly.
" Not very far this time, Et." was the r eply, "The first time
I went out I took qulte a little rid e, but this time it was
m er ely a short walk. Everything Is all right now."
The girl knew what he meant by this, for he had told her
as w!'ll a.s his partn ers how he made out when he rode out
upon the tf'all with the detective.
The landlord's wife did not take the hint that anything was
going to happen, and when she arose to get a chair for the
young deadshot he promptly told h er that he was not going
to r emain just then.
"Cc-m e on . boys," he s2.id. ;·we "\', ill go and bavC' a smoke in
the ba r-r oom , and then pr etty soon we'll go to bed."
Charlie and J im follo wed him to the bar-room, and they
were just in time to see Harris going into t he r ear room with
two men.
It happen ed th at they "·er e th e last of the six, and when
our fri ends got in they found them all assembled there, as
well as the detective.
"Now, Gregory," the young deadsllot said, "I reckon you
may as well let these men know who and what you are, and
what you came her e to do."
"Just as you say, Wild, ·• and tb e d2tectlvc then threw back
the lapel of his coat and showed the badge of the U. S. Secret
Service. "I was sent her e to get Bunco J ak e, the man who
has bcl')n robbing the mai1s, " he said, smilingly. "Through the
assistan c,e of Young ·wild West. very able assistance, too, I
might say, I am about to capture him. But I won't say no
more. Young Wild West Is bossing the job. and he is the one
who r eally ls going to have the credit of it all. H e will tell
you what you arc to do."
There was not r. great deal that Wild bad to tell them. and
after they had recovered from their astonishment at what the
detective said, he briefly outlined his plan of action.
After talking lt over for perhaps fifteen minutes, everything
was settled.
Jim Dart and three of the men who had been sworn to
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secr ecy by the detective were to keep a continual watch for
the road agents to appear.
The six were to go to bed as usual, and wait until they were
aro).lsed by one of the watchers, which would be promptly after
the arrival of the villains.
Wh!ln this had been understood thoroughly by all bands,
Wild arose and walked out into the bar-room again, just as it
nothing of importance had been transacted at the little meeting.
Cheyenne Charlie went with him, and a few minutes later
they joined the girls, leaving Jim for a rather long watch.
Feeling sure that everything would be all right, the young
deadshot was not long in suggesting that th,.ey turn in for the
night, so he and Charlie promptly sought their rooms to await
being called later on in the night.

CHAPTER X.
THE EXPLOSION.

Day was just breaking when Bunco Jake and his men rode
up to the mining camp.
They did not ride up the single street, however, but turned
off to the left and went around until they got to the foot of the
h111 closo to the buildings that were owned by the Bedford
Mining Company.
Bunco Jake had donned the disguise bis brother had brought
to him the night before, and he noW' looked very much like a
prospector who had been gone a long- while, only to return
pretty well used up,
The clothing he wore was rough and torn, and with a false
beard and wig, and a dirty, ragged hat, he surely presented
quite a different appearance.
Several times he had surveyed himself iri a piece of broken
mirror before venturing to ride Into the mining ca.mp, and he
felt sure that he would not be recognized.
"Anyhow," he had said to his men, "the men in the stagecoach and Young Wild West are the only ones I need to be
afraid of. I'll see to lt that Young Wild West don't get close
enough to me to know me, because the moment I set eyes on
him I'm going to shoot him. That's one reason why I wanted
to come here."
The villains tied their horses about fifty yards from the
shanty where they were to meet Brinker.
Then Jake proceeded to give them instructions,
"I want two or three of you to go up to the top of the hill
for me. The rest can stay right here behind the shanty. The
first thing I want to do is to go t o Dave's shanty. Maybe
he's there yet. There isn't any t elllng but what he might have
thought h e had better stay there. You come with me, Bill."
The man called Bill was one whom the leader thought he
could rely upon more than the others, and that !s why he happened to choose him now.
The two set out and were not long in reaching Brinker's
abode.
The disguised leader of the rqad agents tried the door and,
findin g it open. went inside.
It did not take him more than a minute to discover that his
brother was not there.
" He's over in the old store-room, Bill," he said. "We'll go
over there. It's getting pretty light now, and the first thing
we kn ow there'll ·be somebody stirring a;ound here besides the
watchman."
"All right," was the reply, so the two left the shanty and
proceec!ed straight to the old building which Brinker had
taken the money-box and tlie can of nitro-glycerlne to the
night before.
They were quite bold in doing this, for Bunco Jake was
nothing if not inclined to be that way.
He felt that even though it was getting quite light, the
wat chman would not suspect them of being thieves.
Reaching the old shanty. the vlllain tried the door, and
found that it yielded readlly.
Inside he went, followed by his companion.
If they had glanced behind t hem at that m omPnt they might
hav(' seen two or three fo r n.3 creeping around the other end
of the bullc!.ing.
They were the men who had been posted there to watch, and
already Jim Dart had notified Young Vllld West and Cheyenne
Cbarlle that the road agents had arrived.
Lying upon some old blankets In a corner of the shanty
was Brinker.
' He had been unable to get asleep until well along toward
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morning, but now he was snoring away just as if he was in
one of the softest beds that could be imagined.
·
The cracks between the boards the shanty was constructed
of admitted light for the two men to see him.
·
Bunco Jake stepped softly to him, and then taking him by
the arm, gave it a shake.
Brinker gave a start, and then sat bolt upright.
"'What's the matter'l" he cried, excitedly.
"Easy, Dave. It's me."
At first the aroused man did not recognize his villainous
brother, so complete was the disguise.
''Gracious!" he exclaimed, when he did so. "Is it really
you, Jake?"
"I reckon it ts/' was the reply. "Where's that money?"
"Right over here under this lllanket," and Brinker stepped
to the corner where he had hidden the two tin boxes.
"All right. I'll get them. But wait a minute. Did you find
any dynamite?"
"I thought maybe that woulcl be better," and Brinker pointed
to the can of nitro-glycerine, which sat upon the floor a few
feet aw·a.y.
"All right, that will do. Won't take much to set that off. I
r ecko.n I can do it w!th a rifle shot. You just take charge of
that, and l'll get the money-boxes."
·
The two men had closed the shanty door upon entering, and
just as Bunco Jake stepped over and threw aside the blanket,
disclosing the two money boxes, the door suddenly opened.
Bill, as he was called, happened to be looking that way, and
when he saw two forms hurriedly enter the building, he gave
a cry of warning.
·
As might be supposed. the two who entered so suddenly were
Young Wild West and the government detective.
'
"Hands up!" called out the young deadshot, as he leveled a
r evolver at the astounded road agent.
BriukH was holding the can of nitro-g!ycerlne in his hands
at the time, and he stood there as if he had suddenly been
turned to stone.
Bunco Jalrn gave vent to an angry snarl, and pulled a gun.
But Young Wild West was too qnick for him.
Crack!
As the report rang out the revolver dropped from the road
a gent's hand.
"Sunender!" the boy cried, for even though he would not
have recognized him under any other circumstances, he knew
that it must be tl!e man he was after in disguise.
'l'he detective dl(l not wait for Jake to cbey, but sprang
upon him, and in the twinkling of an eye snapped a pair -o f
haridcnH's on his wrists.
"We've got him all right, " Gregory said, smiling delightedly.
"Now then. I'll take. charge of tha,t money. I guess the jig is
up, Mr. Bunco jake. In the name of the United States Government, I arrest you for robbing the mails. You are my
prisoner."
It was hardly necessary to tell the villain that he was a
prisoner. since be had been handcuffed.
But even if he was handcufied he was not ready to give up.
He uttered a snarl like that of a wild beast, and made an
attt:mpt to floe from the bt;ilding.
But Wild c!E:verl.y tr!1r;ied him, and he went sprawling upon
tho floor.
The buy had been keeping a watch upon the other two at the
same time, but momentarily he failed to do this, and the vlllain called Bill sprang toward him in an attempt to knock the
revolver from his hand.
Then it was that the detective showe(j. his watchfulnesa.
He was rlght on hand, and with a quick blow he sent the
fellow sprawling upon the floor.
All this time Drinker 11.ad stood still, the can of dangerous
!!xplosive stiil in his hands.
·
"Put that down," Wild sai.d, when he saw that Gregory had
the other man n.t his mercy. "Do it gently, too, Mr. Brinker.
I am glad to say that Cheyenne Charlie has won the wager he
mado with you."
Then as if he had suddenly become crazed with desperation,
Brinkei- raised the can aloft, and called out dramatically:
"Get out of here, or I'll blow you to pl.eces and go with you."
"Look out, Wild!" Gregory cried, excitedly. "The fellow
will certainly do it."
"Get out of here!" shouted Brinker, moving toward them
and threa.tening to hurl the can at them.
'file det edive quickly seized the two boxes, and handing one
of them to Wild, began working toward the door, at the sa.me
t!mt-i keeping his revolver turned upon the villains.
Wild knew it would be dangerous to plaY, with the desperate man Ju.st then.

He dccidC'd to use persuasive 'tactics.
"Brinker,'.' he said, levf11ing his revolver squarely at tbe can
the man was holding r.bove his head, "put that down gently or
I'll explode it for you. You know what wiil happen then."
"I won't," came the reply. "Get out of here."
"Come on outside with it, then. Do as I tell you."
The young deadshot was in a sort of plight. If he shot the
man th0 can of nitro-glycerlne would be exploded as it' fell
to the t}oor.
"Come on, Gregory," he said, suddenly, and, money-box in
hand, he made a bolt from the shanty.
The detective was close at his heels.
The young deadshot and the detective were not an instant
too soon.
-...
They lrn,d barely started to run when there came a terrific
explosion, and the shanty was blown into kindling-wood.
'l'he detective fell.
Men came running from all directions, and one of the first
to reach the spot was Cheyenne Charlie.
Wild had not been injured a particle, but the detective in
stumbling had .slightly injured his elbow and knee.
Fortunately for the two the falling debris did not Jnjure
them, and with the smoke blowing away from the ruins, the
scene certainly looked awesome.
.
The deadly nitro-glycerine had done its work sure and well,
no doubt blowing the three inmates of the £]ianty to pi,'ces.
"Too bad, Gregory," Wild said, after he had helped the <'letectlve to his feet. "We couldn't get Bunce Jake alive, after
all."
Jim Dart rame running up the hill. followed by two of the
men who ha.d been on the watch with him.
'l'hey began explaining to.. the crowd that quickly gathered
what had happened, as far a,s thc,y understood, for when they
saw Wild and the detective with the two money-boxes, they
k nevr that they were safe, anyhow.
It fell to the lot of Wild and the detective to make a fu ll
explanation of the affair. and in a. little while they were able
to do so. since it was difficult to keep the excited men still.
Soon fifty or more men were sea1·ching among the ruins of
tho shanty.
'l'hen after the debris had been- cleared away the bodies were
found.
The villain called Bill had literally been blown to pie~e:;!,
but Bunco Jake and Brinker were all there, so to speak,
though portions of their bodies had been mutilated somewhat.
Half an hour latH the young deadshot was the center of
an admiring throng in front of the hotel.
All sorts of questions were asked him concerning what had
happened, and finding that there was no other way out of it,
he stepped upon a barrel and, holding up hie hand, said:
"Gentl emen . if you
promise not to interrupt me I'll tell
you all abo:it it in a,bout five minutes."
"Go ah ead, go ahead.•· came the n!ply.
Then in his cool and easy way the young deadshot briefly
relat;,d how it was that he and Gregory had been able to
round up the rol\d a.gents so neatly.
Havii1g finished his little speech, the young doadshot attempted to go into the hotel to join the girls.
But the miners would not let him do this, .and the first
thing he knew he had been sefaed and was borne about upon
the shoulders or a couple of them.
Cheer after cheer went up, and then the detective fell in
for his share of it.
He, too. was picked up and borne about, while the excitement kept increasing.
But it subsided after a while, and when they were again
able to be by themselves, Young Wild West and the government detective shook hands.
"It's all right, Wild," Gregory said. '"l'hat reward is due,
and I rather think that the best way to settle it is for us to
split it, You know that even though I am a salaried man, t
am entitled to a reward when it is offered if I earn it."
"All right, Gregory. Just as you say. We will divide It,
then."
This they did later on, when everything was settled.
Young Wild West and his friends rema.inecl a couple of days
at Bedford, and then they returned to Silver City, where they
meant to stop a While before setting out again on a trip In
search of excitement and adventure.
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD WEST
CAUGHT ON THE CLIFFS; OR, ARIETTA'S DESPERATE]
CLIMB."
.
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CURRENT NEWS
When the Civil War ended Karl Ryberg, a m ember of
Company 0, 198th Regiment, Pennsylvania Infantry,
came to Acme, N. C., and for forty years lived in a little
hovel. Each morning during that time he unfurled a
small United States fiag on a pole he erected on his home,
and with the setting of the sun he folded the flag and took
it indoors. When he died at Acme recently the flag was
l>uriC'd with him.

half feet. In forty minutes his pen travels a !urlong, and
in fiYe hours and a third a mile. We make, on an average,
sixteen curves or turns of the pen for each word written.
Writing thirty words in a minute, we must make eight
curves to each second; in an hour, 28,800; in five hours,
144,000, and in 300 days, working only five hours each
clay, we make not less than 43,200,000 curves and turns of
the pen. The man who makes but 1,000,000 strokes of the
pen a month has done nothing remarkable; there are those
who make four times that number. Here we haYe in the
aggregate a mark 800 miles long, to be traced on paper by
each writer in a year. In making each letter of the ordinary alphabet, we make from three to seven strokes of the
pen-on an average three and a half to four.

While m en were sink ing a well for artesian water on
the ranch of George Brownfield, near Eathcn, Wyo., and
at about 100 feet down, the drill struck gold-bearing
quartz. Gold ag large as grains of wheat and in strings
the size of a mr.teh was found in the quartz brought up by
the drill. The ore is estimni.cd to assay $33 to the
Luba Jace, the fourteen-year-old daughter of Paµl Jace,
ton. There is much excitement in the vicinity over the
of No. 406 Black avenue, New York City, was re:,cned
find aml a shaft is being sunk and claims staked out.
from a band of gypsies at Detroit, l\fich., recently, after a
A French imentor has adapted the microphone to the battle in which a squad of police were forced to use their
discovery of undcrgro1rnd water. One end of a tube is revolwrs in order to subdue the baud. 'l'he girl was kidinserted in the grolind, the upper end being attached to naped from her parents in Youngstown, Ohio, nine months
the microphone. The sound of flowing or dropping water ago. A brother and sister have trailed her all over the
is conveyed to the car from grnat depths. In the Marne United States since then. Recently they located the lmnd
Valley, France, two springs were recently discovered with in Detroit and went to the gypsy colony and rkman<lcil the
this apparatus at a depth of about fifty feet below the child. 'rhe gypsies refused to give lier np, and a fight
started in which the sister's hair -ivas almost pulled ont
surface of the ground.
and her clothi11g torn from her. At this point the police
arrived and the entire ba~d attacked them. Afi.er using
The German aviator Rei chelt carried a woman passenger their clubs, the police drew their rcvohr ra and cowe(l
the
with him on a flight at Dresden. At a height of 200 feet gypsiea with a few shots. The rescner1 g irl and her brother
tho motor exploded and the monoplane shot blazing to the and sister were taken to Central Station, ,rhcre they asked
earth. The woman wa5 clean when extricated. Reichelt to be protected until the uext train left for New
York.
died at a hospital. On several previous occasions Reichelt The girl stated that she had been forced to wed a gypsy
had narrow escapes from death. Once, in 1913, with a boy of her own age.
·
pa<1senger aboard, when a.t a height of G,000 feet, his motor
stopped and he had to plane downward through a heavy
A stone engraved with 9hinose cbaruc1crs so 0ld that
fog in the darkness. H e landed on a house, crushing the they cannot be deciphered by mO(lern
Chinese is owned by
roof, but escaped injury.
Urs. G. W. Drolette, of Evansville, Intl. She has had the
writing photographed and a print sent to Prof. Nicholas
Butler, of Columbia University, an authority on ancient
Chinese. Mrs. Drolette obtaincLl the stone at N anking,
China, a year ago, when the troops of the Chinese Republic stormed the ancient capital of China in supp:;-essing a
rebellion. The wall about the city wns demolished. l t
had stood for more than two thousand years. In searching the ruins Mrs. D:rolette found one stoae which hall
been over a gateway, the face of which was co,'ered with
Chinese writing. This was the only engraved stone known
to have been found. When :Mrs. Drolotte returned to
America to visit her brother, Arthur Ointura, a physician
of EvansviJlo, she brought the stone, which weighs twentyfive pounds, as hand baggage. She c3.rricd it more than
11,000 rnilefl. The husband of :Hrs . Droktte, who was
formerly in the United States CoJJ snfor Service, is now in
business in Hongkong. Their son is in school in EvansA rapid penman can write thirty wordi:; in a minute. ville. i\1:r. and Mrs. Drolette were born and reared in that
'l'o do this he must draw his pen through sixteen u.nd a city.
.Joseph Knrmanto's goat became as mad as a l\iarch
hare recently at the Karmanto home, No. 514 East Fourth
street, KanRas City. It had been a docile gout until then,
but when it butted over Angelo Karmanto, six years old,
knocked down a couple of fences and terrorized the neighborhood, Karmanto tlcciclod to apply an "old country"
remedy and cut off hal f of the goat's ears. That dicl noL
have the effect of quieting the goal, so he cut oil the rest
of the ears. Neighbors notified. the police departmeul,
and a patrolman killen the goat and arrested Karmanto,
charging him with cruelty to animals. Karmanto was
tried in the North Side Court and fineu $25. He protested, ,;aying that was the only way to treat a crazy goat.
They always cut the ears off in the old country, he
declared.
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The Enchan ted Emerald
~

OR - -

THE MYSTERIES OF AN UNl(NOWN LAND
~y "PAWNEE JACK''
(A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER XII. (Continued.)
·' Oh, I know a good thing when I see it," was the reply.
"I am quite sure that them people on the launch have no
use for me, an' that is why I picked np an' come after
yon."
"Well, you are on the right side, anyhow, for I have got
the Enchanted Emerald."
;'What I" gasped Unger.
"I mean it. I stole i.t from that boy who has been
able to get the best of me all along. N o.w, I guess we'll
see who will come out on top."
"Docs he know you haYe got the blamed thing?" and
the engineer backed away a little, showing that he was
really afraid of the magic stone of green.
"No. It may be hours before he finds it out."
"We11, where are you going with it?"
"I want to try and find people here. If I do, the first
thing I will do will be to rub the emerald and touch a
light to it. 'l'hen we will be all right."
"Maybe we will, im' maybe we won't," said Unger,
shaking his head. ''That blamed thing has nearly scared
me to death twice now, an' , the third time it may do it
for fair."
''Nonsense!" and Strange laughed liysterically, showing
that he, too, was 11ot so sanguine.
However, he said no more on the subject, but started
ahead through the tangled ma7.e of undergrowth .
'rhe two scoundrels plodded along for about ten minutes, and then they suddenly came to a broad, smooth
roa~way resembling macadam for all the world.
"Where in thunder does this road 'go to?" cried Unger.
"Ah! 1 See! Look, cap I '11 here's graveyard."
He pointed off to the left, and there, sure enough, was
·
what must certainly be a. cemetery.
Slabs ll.l.ld queer-shaped monuments reared themselves
on every hand as far back ·o.s the eye could reach.
The roarlway ran right into the place t'hrough a high
arched gateway, which was now closed, and the cemetery
itself was surrounded by a high stone wall that was·
crumbling in m:any places, showing that it was of the
ancient construction.
most
I
"Well, if there is a graveyard here there Jn,ust certainly be people living somewhere around," said Strange.
"I don't know," replied Unger. "People don't generally live in graveyards."
"No; but there has iOt to be some one livu:ig in order

a

to get the dead ones buried. Come on ! We will follow
this road 11way from the cemetery."
The two started along the smooth roadway it a sharp
walk. It was pretty near ,sunset now, and Strange felt
that they ought to meet some one before it got dark.
He did not feel like coming in contact with a strange
race of people after dark.
They had barely gone over u hundrell feet, when they
suddenly became aware of the fact that somebody was
approaching them from behind.
Strange raised his rifle and turned as quick as a flash.
A cry of rage and dismay escaped him the moment
he did so.
Lc·~s than a hundred feet from them stood Hal \Vharton and Jack Hamilton, each with a lcYelecl rifle.
"Hand over the Enchanted Emerald, Captain Strange,
or we will drop you dead in your tracks!" exclaimed Hal.
"Walk right up here, now!"
Defore the surpriscrl villains were able to make a move
in any direction the rumbling of wh eels was heard, and
the next moment a chariot drawn by four huge ostriches
came into view.
The dri,er was a queenly-looking girl, wearing a flowing crimson robe and a helmet that shone like gold in the
rays of the setting sun.
"Stand aside, base intruders!" she cried in a ringing
voice. "By coming here you have sought death, and it
shall be yours I"

CHAPTER XIII.
?+IEitRIT's CA PTUTlE AND ESC.\rE.

When Merrit sprang ashore from the launch he certainly thought that the two blacks who had gone after
wood had settled down for a quiet nap.
He pushed his way through the bushes in the direction
of the fallen tree, some of the branches of which he could
see sticking up.
The tree was not very far distant from the bank of the
lake, and the ancient-looking structure, which appeared to
be deserted, reared itself close on his left.
.Merrit pushed his way through, and soon was at the
trunk of the fallen tree.
The two axes the blacks had taken aahore with them
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were sticking in the tree, but they were nowhere to be
seen.
"It is queer where they can ·be,1' he muttered. "I wonder--"
Just what he wondcre d he did not say, for at that instant tbere was a rustle in the bushes that called his a.ttenti,m, and the w·x~ msiant four agile-looking men of
the mulatto type sudder..lv sprang upon him.
Merrit made a quick rnove to Jefend himself, and succeedeJ in firing one shot from his revolver, which took
no <:lffeet, however, and then he was struggling in the grasp
of thP. strangers, with a brawny hand pressed over his
mouth. so thnt he was unable to give the alarm to his
friends in the boat.
0

'l'hc mulattoes were powerful fellows, and they picked
him up as though he was a child, holding him powerless
mennwliile.
Into the bushes lhey glided for a Iew paces, and then
an opening in the ground was disclosed.
A broad, flat stone was sticking up in the form of an
open door, and Merrit noticed that there was a flight of
stone steps leading down into the hole.
Down "·ent the four strange men, taking their prisoner
with them, anc1 as soon as they were below the surface of
the ground the slab shut itself over the opening, and they
were in total darkness.
Merrit ha<l been through many thrilling incidents since
he started out on the oyster sloop to hunt up the mysterious schooner )'acht, but it is safe to say that at no
time dirl he foel more uneasy than he dicl at this moment.
lt had all happened so suddenly that he had not had
time to do_auy thmki.ng.
H c made a struggle to free himself when he found that
they were in darkness, but be only wasted his strength,
for the mulattoes held him with apparent ease.
SuJJcnly a rope was wonnd about the body of the captive, pimoning his arms to his sides. 'fben he wa.s placed
upon his feet on the leYel ground at the foot of the steps
and a light flashed up.
Merrit blinked like ::in owl for the space of a couple of
seconds; then he could sec things quite distinctly.
The light came from a curious looking lamp which one
of the yellow-skinned beings held in his band, and as
the captive looked around he found that he was in a narrow, straight pas.--;.,~-<:;e that extended as far as the rays of
light woulu per111it him to see.
His captors did not stop there any longer than it took
to get the light burning and to make the rope secure
a.b011t Merrit's body.
Then they pushed straight ahead, dragging him with
them.
"See here!" be exclaimed desperately. ''What does
this all mean? Let me go, won't you?"
The mulattoes answered something in a lingo that he
could not understand, shaking their heads in the negati-re as they did so.
For about a lmuclred yards, or probably not as far, they
dragged their prisoner along the passage, and they then
Juddenly came upon a stone door that was. aja.r.

The foremost of the four quickly swung this open wide,
ancl then Merrit was lrnstlcd into what appenred to be a
big cellar of somo kind.
'l'he place was pretty well lighted, and almost the first
objects he beheld were the forms of the two blacks who
had been sent ashore after the wood.
.
· They .were standing upright and bound to two pillars
near the center of the cellar.
There were more of the pillars, and in a very short space
of time l\ferrit wao fr<ed likewise.
'l'hcn the four mulattoes left the place by the same way
they came in, leaving the door ajar.
·
"Is that you, Misser ·Merrit?" asked one of the blacks
in a frightened tone.
"Yes, Jimbo, it is me, or all that is left or me. I came
ashore to look for you, when those four Yellow•faced fellows jumped on me and made me a pris~ner. I fired at
them, but in my excitement I missed. lt sccm5 that we
al'e in a deuce of a box, and I am migbty sorry I CYer
came here.''
"So we sorry," answered Jimbo and lam in the same
breath. "We be killed for sure now!"
"Oh, we ain't dead yet," retorted Merrit, with a hopeful ring in his voice. "I suppose I have been· in won;e
boxes than this, if I wonld only stop to think."
'l'he blacks shook their heads. '!'hey were very badly
frightened. It Wll.S something more than their thick skulle
could understand.
The longer they remained the more terrified they became, and finally the follow lam we11t into a fit.
This was about ten minutes after the four mulattoes le:ft
the cellar.
M:errit tried to assure lhc other, and finally appeased
him somewhat.
"There is no use in giYing way to fear,'' he said. "What
we want to clo is to keep up courage, if we expect to get
out of this."
"Dat's so," assented Jimbo, rolling hie eyes at the frothing mouth of his friend and companion. ''\Vake up, dere,
Iam, an' hear what Misser Merrit say."
But Jam was unconscious, and therefore could not hear
him.
Five minutes more passed, and then the four mulattoes
came back.
They shut the door after them, and then proceeded to
untie the prisoners from the pillars.
Inm was the last to be loosened, and he £ell to the
ground like a log.
"See here," exclaimed Merrit, "can't any of you fellows understand English? You look as though you could."
There WM no reply, the yellow-visaged men not ' even
noticing him.
They seemed to be nQt a little puzzled over the conqition of the unconscious black, and while they were bencJing over him it occurred to Merrit that the rope around
his .body was comparatively loose, aa it had been dra'llt'll
tight after he had been removed from the pillar.
He quickly made a test of it, and found that he could
easily get his hands free.
(To be continued)
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ITEMS OF INTERES1..
OAUGR"T AFTER EIGHT YEARS.
For almost, eight years John Sullivan, parole violator
:from the Joliet State Prison, Ill., has wandered from city
to city as a vagrant, serving short terms in many jails.
He was arrested in Oregon and identified by his photograph by Detective Pat Moloney. Illinois authorities have
been hunting him since l\,fay 22, 1906.
Moloney and Detective Swennes came upon Sullivan at
Third and Stark streets, Portland, Oreg., and took him
into custody as a vagrant. At headquarters Moloney identified him.
"I'd just as soon go back," said Sullivan. "I've. been in
every jail in the United States, I guess, and I might as
well take up my permanent abode at Joliet, where I know
most o-f the boys."
Sullivan was sent to prison for a definite term from
Chicago on Feb. 26, }903, for burglary, and in 1906 be
was paroled. On his first opportunity he disappeared.
The Joliet authorities were notified immediately and an
agent was sent :for him.

.,

The smoke clouds are produced by br, resin or petroleum, according to the abundance oi tbe particular product in the locality where · it happens to be needed.
'l'he success of the system is said to depend entirely on
the promptitude of its application, in which case results
are immediate. Vats of tar, or whatver the substance to
be used may be, must be at hand at the various points
necessary, and immediately upon a significant fall in tcrnpc.ra.ture the laborers must be instructed to produce the
cloud by the application of slowly kindling fire to the substance at hand.
A system has been perfected for n~e over large areas by
which one man can fire a line of vats. 'l'he explosion is
produced by means of a wire.

VALUE OF TEMPERANCE IN BASEBALL.
The val~1e of temperance cannot be better shown than by
a study of the careers or baseball players in the major
leagues. An examination of the records for the past ten
years reveals that the athletes wbo a.bstained from the use
of intoxicants are the men who lasted longest in the game,
AMUNDSEN NEEDS $200,000.
were the most :famous and were the most successful from a·
Private reports from Christiania, received at Washing~ financial viewpoint. In order to make a comp:uiso1?, a
ton, are to the effect that Capt. Roald Amundsen, the baseball expert has examined the records of th\rty pl.ayers
Norwegian explorer, must have $200,000 before he can who were total abstainers a11d o.f 1.hirty others whom he
equip his proposed polar expedition. Explorers and scien- knew to be thjnk:crs-not necessarily drunlrnrds, but men
tists here express the belief tbat it will be practicully im- who were "moderate" drinkers. He began with the year
possible to raise the required sum .
1904, whe11 the sixty pl ayers selected were all in the major
'I'hc reports from Christiania said that Capt. Amunc1-, leagues. :Four years later, in l 908, only nine of the drinks~n's ship, the ~ram, after completing rep~irs ~t Monte-j il1g, while twenty-one of the. abstainers ~VCTC still playing.
video, would sail for Norway, the plan bemg for her to lu 1909 only four of tl1e drinkers remamed, eompared to
leave there and pass i11rough the .Pa.nama Qanal to the sixteen of the abstainers. This year, ten years later, only
Pacific coast early in 1V15, provided that $200,000 could two of the drinkers, of whom one bas quit drinking, rebe raised before that time.
ma.in, while eight of the non-drinkers are major league.rs.
'l'he National Geographic Society recently decided to Other statistics bring out the point even better. Of the
appropriate $20,000 for the Amundsen expedition. Ac- thirty drinkers eight are "down and out," five are living,
cording to the announced plans, the expedition is sched- but have all they can do to get along, three are pr0sperous,
uled to leave the Paci.fie coast next year to explore the and two of them are playing yet, nine are dead and five are
vast polar tract between Northern Canada, Alaska and unaccounted for. Of the thirty non-drinkers only one is
Asia., including the North Pole. It is expected that the ''down antl out," nine have to work har<l for their living,
voyage would require at least four years in the polar ice. si,::tecn arc prosperous, two arc dead and only two arc unaccounted for. 'l'he cause of the deaths of all the player:1
who ai·e not living could not be ascertained, but it was
SMOKE CLOUDS 'l'O PREVEN'I' FROST.
learned that of the two non-drinkers who died one suc'l'he :first thought would be, when mention is made of cumbed to appendicitis and the other to pneumonia. 0£
making artificial clouds, that the purpose for such things the drinkers, four died from kidney diseases, one from
would be to secure shade, but that is not the idea at all- consumption, one from suicide, one in an accident and two
artificial clouds are made as a preventive against frost.
died mysteriously. In a similar manner it may be shown
'l'his idea has really been taken up and successful ex- that the temperate players in virtually every case were the
periments ·made in the cold mountainous regions of famous athletes and also the men who were popular among
Europ~, where people depcncl entirely upon certain crops the fans-the real baseball enthusiasts, not the "sports''
and where :mclden frosts are very likely to occur.
who think a player must be a "good fellow." The time of
The clouds arc not made of vaporized water, of course, the "good fellow" in athleticti is past. Christie Mathewbut of smoke. However, it is such dense smoke and hangs son., Napoleon Lajoie, Eddie Plank and Hans Wagner are
BO thickly over the territory where it is produced that it sufficient evidence to prove it, even without the use of the
has every appearance of clouds.
oRccompanying figures.
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TOM SMITH'S TROUBLES
--OR-

A GOOD BOY W~ITtf A BAD NAME
By DICK ELLISON
_(A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER X I. ( Continued.)
''Well, suppose you are with others, what then? You
That very day he met her on 'the street, and she smiled know how the people m Arden will talk."
and extended her hand to him.
"Yes; it's the worst place for gossip I ever heard of.
He shook it warmly, while with the other hand he You'd better leave it at the house, and I'll call for it, for
lif!ef} lns hat like a courtier.
I'm going to v.isit your mother every week, if I can. I'm
"'l'orn, l've been out to see your mother," she said to not ashamed of the man who saved my life, but at the
him.
same Lime I don't want to give the gossips anything to
"Yes, ,:,he told me about it, and I was ever so sorry I talk about."
\\' l.!~H·t at home."
"Yes, that's right, and if they saw my photograph in
·'So was I; but, reillly, J think you have treated rne your possession they would not only talk but sing and
ralh e:r i:;habbil_y in not letbng me have your photograph. shout."
.c\.uy other · young man woul<l have rushed to the artist's
"Indeed, they would!" she laughed.
":But, 'l'om, you ine going to live down all the bad
studio to have his pidme taken within twenty-four hours
aHcr a lacly askod him for one."
things they arc saying about you. They've got so now
'·Miss Bmily, you must let me explain. The truth is I that they won't say a word agaillst you in my presence.
l:U\'C!ll·t been able to have one taken, but I have been saving It is only the ok1 men and ihc okl women who are doing
up for that eYer since I received thut bouquet 01 flowers the talking now, for all the young p,,ople n.re your friends,
from you. I maae np my mind that I would have a goocl ancl you haven't u better one than I am, unless it is your
one 1.iikcu or none at all , so you must wait. I have yours, mother."
arn1 i,: .. a beauty, just like the original. It is the last thing
"'l'hank you . I believe I've lhe best mother in the
I s;.·c ni:;hts IJeforc I go to becl, aml the .first thing I look world.''
at \'tl!e1, I get L1p mornings, for it stands on my mantel in
"You are right. And she says she has tbe best boy in
1:i_v Lechoom."
the world, anrl I believe her_."
IJc was so fra1:k in l1is expressions tl1at Emily blushecl
She was as fJ,"ank as he was, anLl wbat she said made
in spite of herseH, yet was highly pleased at his houeSt ex- him feel so good that he didn't c·are a snap for the opinion
pr-cs,;1011.
of mankind.
·'Auel tlmt isu't all.'' he added. "I could not begin to
4- fow clays after his meeting with :Hiss Fallon, Tom
tell _you how ma11y times I've dream CL1 of you. I've taken picked/ up a lall_y's purse as he wu~ running bis newspaper
you out oi the river a do·r.en times in my dreams, and J route, looked into it, found about .fifteen dollars in money,
clo11't know how rnany dugs I've killed for you in the ~ame a diamond ring worth about a hundred and fifty dollars,
way."
severa l cards ancl a note writkn by a young man to the
She laughed heartily, and remarked:
owner of the purse.
''1"1·e bi•cn 11rei.lming, too, Tom, for how could I do otlierOf comse he rcu(11.hc note to fin<l out to whom the purse
wise? Bnt for you I woulcl have been drowned, anu. my belonged.
pct 1rould have been torn to pieces. I\·e go( yom baby • 'J'hc 1,ote was aclcl rcsscd to the yom1g lady's giYen name,
picture, arnl 1 carry it in my pocket a 11 the time. I have and the writer only signed his initials.
it with me now. :i\1other hasn't eYcr seen it, but I take it
F,,ery liae in the note breathed ardent love.
out and look v.t it many ti.mes every day and look at the
There were ahout a dozen line~, and i.n ead1 one was a
smiling, chubby, 11ttle foe,;; in fact, it's my doll.''
pet ni.lmc for the girl.
"By George,. but he is mashed!'' he laughed to himself.
"Grea·t Scott! Do you still play with dolls?" he asked,
his eyes twinkling.
"~ had licard that they were engaged, but, of- course, didn't
"Well, that's the only doll I have now, and I think it's know. lier father is one of the worst enemies I have.
a beauty; but you must have another oue taken just a.~ He never speaks to rne, but I've heard of many sarcastic
ooon ae you can. You must carry one in your pocket for things he has said about me. After supper I'll go over to
t her home and give it to bin-."
me, and give it to me when we meet.''
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He hurried on and delivered his paper.;, after ,which he . "Alex," she said, "I don:t believ.e that Tom is as bad
.
as they paint him."
went home and told his mother what he had found.
"fle is bad eneugh," w·as-- t.he reply. ~'He is quarrelShe examineq_ the pu_rse .and its. ·qontents. ,'J-cl?/,~ · l ,,?
Of course she wouldn't have been a true t'hi.ught~r. 'iof so!111e, and atw1,1,y1 eager to g~! J nto i( ~g4_(with somebody."
· "Well, there' are a grea1 many good people wh? ha~e
.,..
t ·.
Eve had she not read th~ note. ·
"Ycs, it belongs to Ethel Caswell," she remarked, s~ll;;l, very hasty tempers, but this, shows that he certamly lS
.
· honest."
·· ·
you must take it to her at once."
. About seven o'clock in the · evening be ra11i t,;1e ,do?r~ , "Yes, i.t does loot that way; ye,t I'y-e he~rd ncople say
that' ·he•would steal if he had a chance. ·Tbey--so.y he took
· ,.i:' · '<>: ": \
bell of the Caswell residence. · , : : ·
.
- . Ethel herself came fu the ·a oor. . ' She was v~ify mur.ldbit- · ·M;~. Oweni eggs fro~ her basket."
"Now, Alex, you know that a man §wore he saw a dog
.
prised, for she was expecting her lover,
eating those eggs out of her basket."
Without greeting him she looked at him inquiringly.
"Yes, I've heard that, too, but one never knows what to
"Miss Caswell, haven't you lost your purse?" he asked.
.
believe in Arden."
She gave a start, arid said:
''Well, I, for one, won't believe anything bad about him
''Why, yes. H'ave Y?U found it.r
"Yes_; I picked it up on EUis Street late this after- after this, for he could have kept the money and sent the
ring lo New York, or somewhere el se to be solcl. But,
'• ·
·
·
noon."
"Oh, I'm so glad! Please give it to me,'' and she oh, my; I can't. help wondering if he reacl that note you
sent me· yester<lay.; for it was ' in the · purse/'
.. . . . ,.:
reached out·her hand-<for it.
.,
";3ay~ is that sq_?:,:
• "Will you please tell me what was in it,. Miss ,Caswell?"
'~es; .i t was such ·a sw(:et o;ne that ,I burned the envelope
''Yes; there was a diamond ring and fif_teen dopa'q; in
and put the noie in my purse·, " ,
.
~oney."
"Of course he ·· read it; th en, aiid his mother did, too,
Hearing her talking with somebody a.t the door, her
now I guess they'll be laughing at us all over town.
and
mother put in an appearance.
"Mother," ·she ·exclaimed, "Tom l~as found my 'Jllll'Se." I'll wage~ that he copied it, and probably it will get into
the papers. What the deuce makes you so careless with
Just then Tom placecl_ the purs.e .m h~r hand.
,
Uer mother snat~hecl it, opened 1t quickly, counted th e your purse, anyway?"
"A-lex, J wasn't ~<ti;elcss, and I don't care if he did cdpy
:, · •.
..
money, found the rmg, and remarlj:ed:
"Yes, the ring and the money, are here . ., You arc l't1cky · it, so ·there!" arii the pretty miss began pouting.
The truth is the ~ote was so full of silly gush that the
to get it back."
"Very .lucky," returned Tom. "~ bacl bo~ foun_<l it. young man actu~l1y turned pale at the · idea of copies of
Perhaps if one oi your good~-good _ki~.cl had p_1cketi it up it circulating around the town. He knew that he '!oul_d
you woulcl never· haYe seen 1t agam, and with that he never hear theJast of it; that his friends would remte 1t
to him, and whistle it at him.
turned and started clown the steps.
Ethel didn't ca:r:e if the note clid go into circulation.
mhel followed him, and said:
"Tom, I'm ever so much obliged to you. \yon't you let It was not her writing, and she really enjoyed the position
of being the object of such gus h and admiration; but not
me show you hov.: I appreciate it?" . .
"Yes, simply say that l r~tur.nc~ 1t to you . just as l :JO with young Clay.
0£ cour:se, being a girl with a large " dot," he had to
' ·
found it."
She caught him by the hand with both hers and.. shook kiss her till she ceased pou ting, and lef t the hous'3 rather
earl y, in the hope of finding young- Smit~1 and offering him
it warmly.
hush money, to say nothing about the contents of the
, " Of comse I wjl]," she said.
~ Mrs. Caswell was standing at the door looking on! but note.
see him until the next mornin g and then he
H d'dn't
gave ltim no word of thanks, and when E thel went inside
1
• '
he lieanl the door slam with considerable vigor as her said~
y

•

••

,
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•

•

•

..

•

,

"S;y, Smith, I want to see you a moment."
"All right; look at me," was Tom's reply. "I'm not
running away from you as you did from me once upon a
·
time."
He winced at tbe hi t, but thought it best to ignore it.
" I wanted to see you abont that purse you found yesterday. 'rhere was a note in it from me to the young lady.
Of course you reacl it to find out who it belonged to?"
"Yes," said Tom. "I had to."
"Now, look here, Tom, business is business. It will be
CIIAPTER XII.
five dollars in your pocket if you'll swear not to say any. · ANOTHER MISUNDE:r.ST.ANDING.
thing about what was- in that note, for it would be morti''Well, I re~lly wouldn't have , tho~ght ,it of him," re- fying to the yo1;1ng lady."
marked you:qg Clay when Ethel Caswell tolcl h.im what had
brought 'Tom Smith to .the · door of her residepce;
{To be continued)

.
.,
mother shut it.
As he passed out o~ the gate he met Ethel s lover cornmg
in.
'rhe latter seemed to be v.ery much surprised, and actu(Illy stopped, turned and gaied after him until he disap·
peared in the gloom of the night. .
He was no ot·h er than Alex Clay, one, of the two young
men ·who was trying to send him to p-rison by. charging
him with assault and battery. ,
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Contracts for two colliers to supply the Panama Canal
coal depots and to be held in reserve for the navy if
needed have been awarded to the Maryland Steel Company, of Sparrows Point, Md. Each collier will have a
capacity of 12,000 tons and will cost $987,500.
The authorities have succeeded in arresting a wild' man
who has terrorized the settlers in Western Ontario, Canada, for many weeks. He was caught as he was slipping
into a shack in which he lived. Officers were compelled to
fight over twenty-six miles of road in a.n effort to get him
in the jail and then to repeat the performance when he
escaped and returned to his hut.

New York
oJ' fa1·rns and cottages ha re been blotteu out _and the high~
rnatb from BriYe and Lanteuil, France, hav.c been <let
strayed for more than half a mile. Heavy rumblings indicate tltat the nrn.ss is gainin,g impetus and the inhabilauts are fleeing from their homes.

A gigantic sunfish which was caught off the California
coast by D. H. Barton has been added to the American
Museum of Natural History, at New York. In addition
to !Jeing a monster of its species, it was so old that on it.a
back there were wrinkles, composed of folds of skin wbic_l_1
Jlad grown together, leaving the surface of the ski-9- quite
~mooth. The fish was 10 feet long and 1,1 feet high, but
wa .:; not weighed. Howe,Ter, it is estimated that it weighed
Kicholas Detoul, the oldest merch:mt in Montgomery a ton.
and a 5oldier in the French army more than sixty years
ogo, shot and killed himself in Danvrne, Mo., where he
Hen Kevis, the liighest 111ouutaitJ in Scotland, was for
had recently moved. He was eighty-J'our :vears old. About nrnn)' years the site of one of the most famous meteorotwo years ago Detoul had a carpenter here make for him logical observations in the world, and the discontinuance
a walnut coffin, which he kept under his counter. He took of this institution, as a result of the withdrawal of governpleasure in showing the coffin to customers. Detoul tried ment support, was regarded by meteorologists as a serious
to kill himself a number of times, saying he was too old calamity. Now it is reported that the site of t he obser vaA wid ow survirns.
tory is to be occupied by a tourist hotel, connected with
th~ base o.f the mountain by a railroad . As, even without
A large section of a mountain has become detached by thr. railway, Ben Nevis is dimbed by sqme 15,000 people
seismic disturbances and is slowly sliding down tbe valley, every year, it is safe 1:o say that the commercial undertak, weeping over everything in its path. Already a numqer ing will be more prosperous than was the scientific one.
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GOOH CUUREN'l1 NEWS AH.rl'.lCLES

weeks old, in a becl in their room. About the time they
began the evening meal, Mrn. Quarles hc::rnl the bnby
scream, aud l"tmnill£ into the room she beheld a big coon
crouching over thr. baby. 'l'he mother then screamed and
the father rushed into the room. As soon as Mr. Quarles
Etnrte(l toward tlte unwelcome visitor he showecl fight.
; He turned upon M:r. Quarles. Mr. Quarles seized the
. nearest weapon, a broom, and started in to make a clean
1
sweep. At the end of the first round the broom handle
: \Yas broken and the coon was groggy. l\Ir. Quarles followed up hi~ advantage and ;finally killed tlie beast, wbid1
weighed fifteen pounds. In the meantime Mrs. Quarles
had picked up the baby, which the coon was just about to
claw when the scrap began, and the little one c2capcd unhurt. It is believed that the coon was a wild one ,Yhieh
had strayed into the city.

HlUNS A~B CllUC!(Ll~S

The yate, one of Australia's numerous hard woods, seems
Tom-She's as sweet as sugar. Dick--Adultera ted
to be the-strongest known timber, with a11 average tensile
strength of 24,000 pounds to the sqnare inch and a m.n.xi- sugar? 'l'om-N o; why? Dick-I thought it must be,
mum as higb as 35,000, about equal to cast and wrought she has sueh a sandy c\)mplexion.
ll'Oll,

Languid Leary-Don't you wish ye had an automoA new raee of lunatics is fast developing. 'I'hey are the bile, l'ete? Perambulating Pete-Rather have a horse.
''automaniacs," who, riding in th'eir automobiles, are in- Siecrin' 'em's too n11.1ch like work.
different regarding the rights of pedestrians, and run
'l'he Gullible One ( in department store )--What makes
down everybody and everything in their way in their
you
think he is a :floor-wa.lker? The Cheerful Idiotattempts to make speed records.
Why, he has. got on pe_destria11 shoes.
Finding $6,800 in gold at a time when a mortgage was
about to fall due was the gooc1 fortune of Ralph Chesney,
Foote Lighte-Was that London melodrama r~;i.listic?
a Ford County farmer, living thirteen miles southwest of Sue B-rettc-It wa.s, indeed! Why, the people on the
J:etrnore, Kan. A pioneer merchant of Jetmore, who stage seemed to be in a fog nearly all the time.
brought the news, says Uhesney was riding over his pasture
when he saw something glittering beneath a roek, ancl
The New Pastor-I'm very glad tq have your husban~1's
overturning the stone, fo1md forty pounds of gold nug- gooc1 opnuon. Sister Harclshell--Oh, he's quite satisgets. The gold is supposed to have been buried by pros- fied. He says: "What can we expect at such a salary ?1'
pectors who were attacked by Indians while returning
•
from the Colorado gol~ fields in 1865. Only one of them
1Iamma-Why, Susie, you've oJi'erecl your bntterscotd1
escaped, it is said, and he died after reaching Pawnee to everybody but your little brother. Why didn't you hand
Rock, where he told his story.
it to him? Susie (with innocent candor)-Becau se,
marnma, little brother always takes it.
The several members of the family had been telling
w!;iat they would c1o if they owned the world. Mother
He:____'rherc, dear, after toiling and planning for years,
would abolish poverty. :H'ather would provide absolute jus- we have at last been able to buy this beautiful home, and
tice for all. Sister Sarah wo1,1ld give every woman the you ought to be perfectly happy. She-But I'm not. He
vote. Finally the views of ten-year-old Johnny were -What's the matter? She-I know we shall never be
sought. "vVbat 'ud I do if I owned the world?" said he, able to sell it.
looking up from a geography he had been studying.
"Well, I'll tell you what I'd do. First I'd get old Atlas
Flowery Fields-Willie, hev )'ou noticed any signs of
to sign up two baseball teams among his brothers and decay about me lately? Weary
Willie-No, no, comrade!
cousins; then I'd lay out a diamond on · the desert of .Jfor frum it. Flowery
Fields-Well, den, I wonder what
Sahara, put the Rocky Mountains around it for a fence, dat . lady over dere could hev meant
by askin' me w'y I
give the players the moon for a ball an<l the North Pole didn't work fer a livin' ?"
for a bat, and, say, maybe I wouldn't sit on top of Pike's
Peak and eee some ball game!"
"Look, Nettie, here are two kinds of preserves," said
a mother to her small daughter, "yet they are so much
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Quarles, who live at the home of alike you can scarcely tell the difference." After looking
,Judge Shelnutt, 361 SL Emanuel street, Mobile, went to at them critica1ly for a moment the little one asked:
supper~the other evening, leaving their baby, five or six ''\Yell, mamma, which kind is different?"
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THE WRECKERS.
By Kit Clyde

We, that is, the little schooner Venture, nine guns, was
tender to the Frolic, a.nd we received orders when lying
m the harbor of HavUJJa, to sail for the Bahamas and
destroy all false beacons we could find .
As it was a dangerous duty, a picked crew of officers
ancl men were sent, and we sailed quietly at night, with a
Heaven bless us from all on board the Frolic.
I ha<l always admired George May greatly, for .when I
first entered the service he was a passed midshipman on
the cruise to China with me, and I had also felt for him
profoundest sympathy, knowing that t.he deepest sorrow
had fallen upon him, and that his whole life we.s embittered
was evident, for thongh ever the gentleman to all with
whom he came in conta1.;t, he never mingled in society, and
seemed to ' prefer brooding over his sorrows to joining his
s]1ipmntes around the me~s table.
'l'he night we sailed from Havana on the Ventme he
'
called me to him and told me that he
had requested to' be
sent on the service he was then going upon, and the one
r.im of bis life wa:, to accomplish it, for thereby he satiated
a rcv0nge tl1at h:1<l been in his heart for .five years.
In surprise I asked him what motive had he for reven"'e
0
that he could satisfy by a cruise among the Bahamas?
He walkcrl llp and clown the cabin for some Lime in
silence, anc1 turning upon me with his sad face as white as
marble told me tl e story of his embittered life, and how
fii·e years before he had obtained leave of absence to get
married.
As his wife was to return auc1 live with liis parents while
he 1v:i., 0:1 the China station, to which lie had been ordered,
they all, liis mother, father, little sister, wifo and himself,
took passage in a vessal bound for New Orleans, but which
was to touch at several West Indian ports.
Kot .five leagues from the Hole-in-the-Wall off Abaco
they were e:a11glit in a tornado, and yet th; good shi1;
beha vecl so nobly they folt no fear; but, alas, the villainous
wreckers, by a false ligl1t, kuown to sailors as the Death
Be:?.con, lured them to destruction, the vessel's captain, cleeei\'ed in tlic gale, running for it, believing it the British
Light.
May was on deck at the time, acting as a ,olunteer
officer to the captain, and when the ship struck he was
lmrlecl into the sea.
A bold, untiring swimmer, he was able to live in the
mau waters, but was swept miles away, u..nd at daylight
was thrown upon a sandy islanu, more dcau than alive.
A little rest revive<l him, and finding that he would die
there, he knew there was but one thing for him to do, and
that ,vas to swim from island to island in the chain, until
he came to the one oil which the ship cha1rnel ran, and
there he stood a chance to catch a vessel passing.
·
ln <lcspair at the loss of all lie loved by oue fell Llow,
for he felt that the ship had instantly gone to pieces, he
was tempted to give up a.nd die; but a thought of revenge
ar1imatcu him, and he made the desperate swim, arriving
the following day at a key-head near the channel, halfstarved and utterly broken clown with his herculean exer~

1

tions; had he not been inspired with a desire to avenge his
loved on~s, he said he could never have made the trip.
The next day a fruit schooner passed, and May swam
out and hailing it was taken on board, where he was at
once taken ill, but he rallied, and returning to his native
land reported the loss of the ship and himself as the only
survivor, and, um.ble ·to get his orders changed, sa.iled for
China upon the same vessel that I did.
But all the time he was absent he was planning t.o get
ordered to West Indian waters, and succeeded so well that
he was sent in command of the Venture to hunt down the
·wreckers who had lured the noble ship to destruction.
Arriving ' in these waters, we sought a secure hiding
place among the islands, housed our topmasts, and made
our cruises in the boats, with muffled oa.rs at night-, always
on the alert to catch some wrecking craft, or discover a
folse beacon.
At length we made the discovery of a large light, so
placed as to appear to a vessel sailing south by southwest,
u..nd from a given point, to be the English, or British light,
though not visible from that beacon.
Aud also we noticed that this new beacon was ncrnr
visiLle except upon stormy nights.
'l'hi13 was important in the extreme, and taking the
exact bearings one night when it blew a gale, tho next
when the sea was calm, we started out in our boat.a, taking
soundings as wo went, and after a three-league pull, beard
the sound of breakers ahead.
Cautiously advancing, we soon discerned a long line of
foam, only here and there broken, and I volunteered to attempt to pull a boat through; but :May would not let me
take the risk, and alone went in the gig.
'l'o our delight we saw him pass safely through, and in
half an hour he returned and told us to follow.
It was a break in the · reef, and though not more than
fifty feet wide, hi:>.9- a depth of thirty feet.
Beyond this WM a basin, and further on another roef,
with another opening like the fl.rot, and pa.q.ging safely
through this we <',ame into deep water beyond, surrounding a large island presenting a l1igh, rocky cliff, on the
c!munel si<lc, and here we knew the false beacon was
placed.
\Yholly satisfieLl with our discon!ry, we returned the way
,rn had come; but had not proceeded .l'or when we saw a
lugger coming clown the cha1mel.
Lying low in our boats she· passed without seeing us,
and, to our joy, we saw her run into tho very break in the
reef which we had just gone through.
As it was nearly daylight we pulled rapidly back to the
schooner, and t"hen we raised anchor and set sail for the
island upon which, we now lrnew, the wreckers dwelt.
Following the chart we had made, anu under easy sail,
we stoocl boldly in through the breaks in the reefs, and
dropped anchor under the very cliff upon which we had
seen the l>euth Ben.con a few ::iights befo re.
With three-fourths of our crew we set off in the boats,
rouncled a rocky point, ancl came up011 a small basin or
harbor, in which we 1:;aw the lugger at anchor close in
shore, and a srna.ll sloop and two lifeboats beached upon
the sand.
Upon the lugger were several men, who uttered yells of
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fright at sight of us, and springiIJg overboard swam
rapidly for the shore.
We gave clrnsc, landed, anJ clrnrgc<l up through a rocky
pass and grove of palm leaves, into the interior, when we
were met by n score of scattering' sltots.
But jfo.v ,ronld n·ot liaYc s!oppod for a Tcgiment, and'
on we rnsbcd with wild clicer.r, n11cl surrounded a couple
of small cabins, in which "·c were perfectly sure the
wreckers had taken refuge.
"Back or ·r will kill i.be prisoners," cried a loud voice
within; but it did 11ot check us, and <lashing the door in,
May and myself sprang ac:mss the threshold, I receiving
a pistol wonml in my arm, and two men falling dead bel;incl me.

and rare, roam at will amid surroundings that have been
made to resemble their native haunts. Birds of every
species disport together in the water, zebras and giraffes
graze in herds, wild goats wander .on the artificial hills.
From these homelike quarters came the inhabitants of
Olympia's Wonder Zoo.
No bars or feitces sep'a rate the animals. Indeed, to
th~ visitor there appears to be nothing to prevent them
consorting with one another, the water-filled ditches which
keep them apart being_ so cleverly constructed that they
are only seen by the ammals.
. One . o_f Hagenbeck'.s rec~rds is the disposal of_ twel_ve
guaffes m a month, rncludmg two sold to a movmg p1cture company. Giraffes are particularly delicate, and
There were sel'en men in the cabin, a villainous-lookiug two of them are worth anything from $5,000 to $12,500.
After they are captured, wild animals nearly all sufset of Spaniar<ls, and they crieu for quarter, all but one
fer
from melancholia, an<l, strangely enough, the goTilla
man, who stood nt bay in the corner.
is
more
sensitiYe than mod. One of these animals ·proved
Rushing upon him, :M:ay disarmed him, and in an h1stnut
the men were all bound, the leader, who had refused to so sociable when caught that he played with the native
boys. Directly he was shipped for Stellingen, however,
surrender, saying sullenly:
he began to pine. Civilization frightened him. When
"Well, I suppo~e you'll get your epaulets for capturing
he found that people starecl at him, he would shut his
· the Wreckers of the Death Beacon."
eyes and cover his head with a. blanket. He was turned
"I would gire up an admiral's commission to take you,
loose with two natives in the woods where there was noay, my life I'd give to see you hanged," stcrnl~ replied
May, ns he turned to enter the second cabin, when he body t-0 worry him, but he refused to cat and drink, a.nd
started back with a cry I ne\·er heard come from a man's became almost a skeleton.
On the· other hand, elephants, tigers and lions grow
lips before or since.
to like their new life. W1ien they joi11 a c.ircus they
The cau.;L· d it was at seeing a young woman coming listen eagerly for the music that indicates to them that
toward him, her :nrns · outstretched, his name upon her
their performance is due. The monkeys realize that they
lips.
are showing off before an audience, and they like nothing
"Edith, my wi l'i : '."
better than applause. In response to encouragement from
It ,ms all he eonld say, and he fell fol'warJ in n faint. spectators, they will attempt all manner of tricks that
lfo found hi.s s:stcr, too; for five years they had been they have not been taught.
pelcl prisoners 011 .the island., and though the wreckers hud
The kind heart and long memory of an elephant is
i).ever treated them cruelly, they had refused to allow them proverbial.
Carl Hagenbcck's son, Loreuz, bought an eletheir liberty ut any ransom.
phant from an African native who was torturing it. Two
:May's parents had both been lost the night of the wreck, y&.irs ·later he happened to be inspecting a New York
but the yom1g ladies had been in their stateroom, and that zoo, and found the animal there. Jumbo instantly recpart 0£ the ship had been wedged on the reef and did not ognized him, and trumpeted with affection.
go to pieces, and there the wreckers found them the fol''You must love wild animals if you are going to deal
lowini day; but the remainder of those on board the illwith them successfully," says Mr. Hagenbeck. '"Perfated vessel went to a watery grave when she s.t ruck.
haps the most unfortunate experience we have had at
The two fair captives had been given one of the cabins
Stellingen was when one of our favorite lions killed a
to live in, and had been made comfortable, but were
keeper.
This man had the wrong sort of disposition for
watched continually by the five wreckers and their wives
the
job.
He didn't love the animals. One day when
who dwelt on the island, and attended to the Death Beacon,
pa1ily
intoxicated,
and wishing to show off before some
and also gathered the booty from wrecked vessels.
friends, he sauntered into the large open space where the
We took the whole gang, destroyed the Death Beacon,
lion was kept.
and several other false lights, and sailed for_ Havana,
"The friendly old lion held out his paw in play; and
where we delivered up the prisoners, and had the satisfacin
return the keeper vicio11Sly hit the animal . on the nose
tion of attending the execution 9f Pedro Gome and his
with
his club. Another lion woulcl haYe gone for the man
band.
there and then, and made a meal of him, hut this old fellow merely · grabbed him hy the chest and proceeded to
A NOVEL CLBARING HOUSE.
earry him about the place as though he were a piece of
Few people know that there is a clearing house for wild wood.
animals, a place V:;here circus or menagerie proprietors can
"The man's eries and struggles gradually infuriated
apply when they wish to obtain a few lions or a score of the lion, and finally it had to be shot, the man succumb10rillas. Carl Hagenbeck's gardens at Stellingen, G~r- ing two days later. A 16-year-old boy had charge of the
JD&IJ.Y, are really a zoological salesroom.
. lion, so all the blame must be attached to the man who
, In these remarkable garcle.na wild auiroala, ferociowi aggravated it."
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NEWS OF THE DAY

American Samoa, with its naval station in Pago Pago,
is the last outlying possession to be brought within communication by radio. 'rhe Germans are preparing a high
power raclio stalioll on the neighboring island of Apia, and
the Navy Department has recently sent the material for
the installalio11 of a station on our own possessions. 'rhe
work is one of consideraule difficulty, as all the machinery
must be caniccl by native .labor up the side of an almost
perpendicular diH. It is not exped ecl to make this one of
the chain of high power statiolls by which the department
will bo able to communi cate wit h its ships in all parts of
tb1? wol'ld. Tlic proposed station will be only powerful'
enongli to c:omrnunica te with Suva 1?iji, from which point
t•
there is cable communication with ,America
and Asia.
Chewing gum is ma cle from chicle, the sap of the ·chicle
tree (Ac!tras sapoCa), which grows wild in M.exico. 'l'hc
trees are usnally found in groups and g1;0w from forty to
fifiy fr.et high. A tree twenty-five years old will yielcl
from twenty to twenty-fire pounde or gum annually. rrhe
trees are tapped throughout the rainy season by a V-shapecl
incision eucircl ing the tree. As· it flows out, the sap is
milk white, hut it soon becomes yellow and thickens to the
consistenry of treacle. It is boiled and kneaded till the
water is drircn out of it, when it should be light gray in
color. According to the Mexican y~ar book, about 1,300,000 pounds a.re exportccl annually to British Honduras,
:::bout 1,000,00IJ pounds to Cauacla, about 3,750,000
pound s to the United States and only a few hundrecl
pouuds. to other couutries.
'l'he success of the operalion per.formecl several weeks
ago at the Ba ltimore E ye, Ear a1:<l Throat Hospital, in
which the comca of a pig's eye was gn1.i:ted on the blind
eye of David Kane, six rnontlu; old, is uow practically assurctl. Dr. Floyd Whitham, the yonng surgeon who pcrforme<l the ope ration, refuses Lo m«kc ' any stateme11t wit h
reference to it., but it is learned that the optic on whi ch
the pig's cornea was grafted is still clear, and, it is said,
there is e,cry r eason to belieYc that it will remain clear.
T hree Jays aHer the operation it was seen that the pig's
corn ea had gntl'.ted itself on the chilcl's eyeball with remarkable rapidity. It is said .tha.t as the child .grows the
grafted cornea, taken from a living animal, will grow with
ihe rest of the eyeball, ancl that it will be practically impossible to tell in after years that an operation was ever
performed on the infant's eye.
Charles Smith, an architect of Denver, Col., will attempt to raise the lost Titanic, recover the bodies from its
hold and again fit the ship for sea. He hopes to be able
to carry ont the scheme this year. One of the most difficult features of the attempt will be finding the great liner.
After locating it, Smith intends to lower a submarine boat,
carrying seven persons, by means of a steel cable. T he
submari11e will be attached to a ship on the surface, and

communication is t o be had by means of a telephone and
electric-signal bells. 'l'he submarine is to be operated by
electrici ty, furnished through cables from t he ship above,
and is to be especially constructed so aa to withstand tho
terrific pressure, which is estimated to be almost fo rty tons
a square foot. As the submarine is lowered powerful electric magnets will be attached to its prow. Light steel
cables are to be attached to the magnets, the other end of
which will be wound around steam winches on scows on
the surface.
Confined
in .a tower of a windmill, while the whirling
·
sails cut oil: his only mea.ns of egress, Edwin P ike, a
farmer of Harmony, Mc., was deprived .. of food and water
for three days and nights. P ike, completely exhausted,
was releasecl only when the wind died down. In telling his
story. Pike said that several types of windmills having
failed to give him satisfaction, he decided to make his own.
He had ·:finjshed the mill and entered the crank. chamber
through an entrance between two of the sa_ils to oil the
machinery when the wind arose and set the mill in action,
making it impossible for him to leave without risk of ser ious injury. Would-be rescuers were powerless to aicl him,
for he had neglected to provide any means for shutting off
the machinery. For three days the breeze averaged more
than thirty miles an hour, driving the mill with such
velocity that communication with Pike was impossiule. '

Few trees in the United States have a wider commercial
range than the beech, and its uses are increasing all the
time. ln this country beech is the favorit e material fo r
wooden shoes, the manufacture or which has reached considerable proportions, a~cording to the Department of
Agriculture. Shoes made of beech, the denartment says,
cost from GO to 75 centB a pair and are good for two years.
'l'hcy are worn by those who have to work in cold or wet
places, such as tanneries, breweries and liver y stables and
by workmen in steel mills and glass factories who must .
w:-d k ciu hot grates or floors. A large number of farmers .
am using shoes made of beech. One feature ·of the beech
that makes lt vnluable is the fact that it does not absorb
water like other woods. T he Department of Agricult ure's
bulletin on the use of beeeh is interesting because it shows
that the wood is put to a much wider range of uses than
the average ·person would be· likely to suspect. Beech
enters int0 hundreds of articles from hobby-horse rockers
to butchers' blocks. We walk on beech floors, eat off beech
picnic plates, carry heecl\ baskets, pla,y with beech toys,
sit on beech chairs. and in do?.ens of other ways use articles
made of beech ah~ost every cl_ay qf our lives. Its freedom
from taste fits the wood especially fol'- articles which come
in contact with foodstuffs, and beech meat boards, skewers,
Jard t ubs, butter boxes, sugar hogsheads, refrigeraton,
dishes, spoons an d scoops are ·widely used.
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
A 111:ATHE:M:ATIOAL GENIUS.
Cambridge University is about to receive a noyel student. He is Mr. Ra.manujarn, an Indian mathematical
genius, discovered by the Indian Government. ,
lfamanujmn, although a genius, lacks training, and
most of his solutions are reached by a flash of inspiration.
He cannot demonstrate scientiiically how he obtained
them.
Re will not read for a degree, as his general education
is said to be we.ak, and it is desired that he should devote
all his time to the development of his wonderful gifts.
Re will enter the university as an advanced studeut and
remain there for two: years.

BUZZER IN CHURCH LOBBY.
A. buzzer has been placed in the lobby of Pilgrim Cougregal~onal Church, Union and Kensington avenues, St.
Louis, by order of tl1e pastor, the Rev. Dr. S. H. Woodrow.
Its pnrpo,!e is l.o put a stop to the buzzing of human voices
in the lobby, whid1 clisturbs members of the congregation
in "the eaTly part of the service.
·
Wires com1cct the buzzer with . a. button on the pulpit.
A mo1Mnt before the beginning of the service, the· pastor
will pui:li the button, and this will serve as notification to
those in the wstibulc that the time for chatting is over
&.ud that their presence in the pews is desired.
Dr. Woodrow, in cs.plaining the innovation to his congregation, spoke tact.f1VlY but earnestly of his desire to
have every one in p1ace' at the begining o.f the service. He
said there had been complaints .from persons sitting at the
rear that they were disturbed by the laughing and talking
of those in the lobby.
AEROPLANES FOR WAR.
"Very soon we shall have aeroplanes with transparent
wings and of considerable weight-carrying ca.pa bilities,
vriLh a speed of 100 miles," says Lieut.-Col. F. H. Sykes,
of the Royal Flying Corps, in a lecture to the Aeronautical
Society, at the Unitecl Service Institution.
"Witl1 such machines," he added, "the flanks of even
modern armies would be easily turned, vital arteries of
supply in tl1eir rear would be readily gained, and the w·ortls
'overland' and 'oversea' would mean little. It appeals very
much to the im11.gination to think of a squadron of- almost
i~visible and l,ilent aeroplanes launohed to raid some. vital
part of au enemy's organization. Such a squadron, if
armored, inight perhaps s~fely fly low over parked ammunition and snpply wagons. ! am convinced that .land
fighting and sea fighting eventually will wait on aerial
fighting.
"The greatest improvement in military aviation in the
last twelve rnonths has been in general air worthiness and
in climbing :ibiJ ity. Progress still is required in material
design nnd other matters, and a little too much trust in
Providenr.e still is aeked f.or."

Col. Sykes said that the manmuvres of British military
airmen in 't!1e last year demon:sti:ated t\1at very little that
goes on upon the ground·, oscapas the observation of a skypilot. Very little was missed. Transport and: gunp disguised as traveling shrubbery was not generallJ di..j'ficult
for the aviator to "spoi.''
Capt. Watcrlow said that in the last British aviation
manceuvres the aviators sent wireless messages which were
recei.-cd by the general, on the ground, seven minutes after
being dispatched, although the messn.ges had to pass
through the censors at the receiving office· and -be retransmitted by telephone. Also, wireless messages were received <Ill the airships.
GERMAN

ATHLBTES

AND

THE

OLYMPIC

GAivIE8.

rl'he Imperial Germap committee for Olympic sports
computes that there are approximately 3,000,000' athletes
actively training for the honor of nipresenting Germany
in the Berlin Olympics of 1916. A member of the committee, speaking to the Tribune, said: "We stake everything in a victory. For us the Olympic games represent
no selfish object. We' wiJl do our best, but to the mere
end of winning, for in triumphs we recog11ize chiefly the
impctn(l to the nation that a vaib itself of the benefits of
athletics and seeks recreation in healthy spoi'ts, so that the
corroding influences of modern life ·may, perhaps, be outweighed. Athletics, in a way, arc fortifying the German
race, aJJd iu that spirit W-0 decided to excel as far as lies in
our power. Germany plans to spend $400,000 in training
its athletes and expects a big popular subscription if necessary afterward to make up a deficit caused by . tl1e
expenses of the actual holding · of -the games. The only
deviation from the standardized contests planned is to gire
an opportunity to the German gymnasts whi.eh they did
not have at Lon'uon or Stockholm. The popularity of that
form of exercise in Germany is shown by the size of tile
national organization, which has 2,000,000 members. Om
other athletic.' organizations a.re also large. The Football
League has 160,000 members, the Athletic Union 120,000,
the Cyclist League 60,000 and the Tennis League 30,000.
A long fleries of elimination tests is planned throughout
the empire, including games in the army schools and colleges. As fast as the right men are discovered they will
be put· in charge of professional trainers for their special
branches and systematically developed. The programme3
of all ·athletic meetings in Germany until 1916 have been
formulated to single out winpers in the Olympks, so that
Germany will have a constantly growing number of speci14ists in every department of -athletics. ~ast year -foreign sporting· conditions were investigated in ·order to
adapt the best methods abroad. Finally, steps, were taken
to prevent athletics from degenerating into a mere exhibition of skill by a few acrobats. The leaders of the Olympic
committee want sports developed along lines to arouse the
interest of the masses and to goacl them on to fresli in<leJ;>endent work."
/
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BLACK-EYE JOXE.
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band

and suddenly oto.te tho.t you think you have
lived long enough and h a d better commit
suicide, at the ea1ne time plunging the dat;"ger
up to the, hllt Into your breo.st or •Ide, or you
ca.n preter d to stab a. !riend or acquaJntance.
Ot course your friend or yourse lt are not Jn~
jured In ti e least, but the d~cept1011 I• perfect
and will startle a.11 who aee ft.
,
Price, lOc., or 3 !or 25c. by mall, po1tpald.
lutcly
C, BKHR, l60 W. 62d St., New
Clq.

York

New and amusing joker. l'he
vlctl,rt Is told tc hold the tube
close to hts eye 10 as to exclude
nil light !rom the back, and then
to remove the tube .until picture•
ti.ppear Jn tho center. In trying
to locote the pictures he will re-

cetve the finest black-eye you ever
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We turnfsl). a small box of
blackening preparatf6n with each ,
tube, so the joke can be uued Indefinitely. Those not in the trick 1
w!ll be caught every time. Abso• I
hannteaa.
Price by mail 15c. each1
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out.

fu':iu ~~~n ll~ve cl~~°iJa~
,vlth one of the• e
novelties..
All
y Ou
, have to do is to place
ene on a chair seat
(hidden under a cushIon, tr possibl e ). Then
tell _your fri e nd to alt
down.
An unearthly
11hrlek from the little round drum will send
your victim up in the alr, the most puz,:;led
a.nd a11tonished mo r tal on e arth. Don' t mtsa
settin~ one ot these genuine In.ugh producers.
P 0 r!e ctly harmlcE~, and nev er misses doing its
work.
Price 20 cents ea.ch, by mail. post-pald
'WOJ:F'F NOVELTY CO,, 29 w·. 28th f.lt,, N. Y
___ "..··-~-·--- - - - -- - -- - - - -- - li'ABD 'l'llROUOH ·rHE HAT TRICK:
With th!o trick you bar•
q, +
row a bat, and appa.r(> +
ently above a card up
4
~~~':,~~ 1~"ur1::.: o n~
card or hat. Th" opera.Uon can be reversed,
the performer seem!n;i-Jy
pu1htng the card down
through the crown Into
tho hat a,:a!n. It ta a

rh

1

and Interest the clooeair~~~e~~~c~ntJ~t:~[j~ :
Is al:no•t lmpos•lble, It Is so simple that a
;:;~~te~~n learn how to perform it in a. few
Price 10 ce11ts c;ich, by mBII, post-paid
U. F. LANG, 1815 Centre St .. B'klyn, N . Y,
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POWDER,
Gee wbJz ! What tun
you cau have with
tbls stuir. Moisten the
tip of your finger, tap
It on tbe contents ol
the box, aud a little
b it wlll stick. Then
shake
bnnds
wlth
your frlehd, or di·op
u speck down ilia
h1ck, In a minute h~
wil! !eei us il be bad
the seven yenrs' !tcb.
It wiu wuk-,_ lliru scratch, rear, squirm and
make lUcc~. But It Is perfectly hurmleas, n~
IL ts wade from tbe ~cell• ot wild roses. The
laonil,le itch stops tu a fe-., b1lnntes, or ~an
be checked immediately by rubbiui: the spot
wltll a wet cloth. Wbi le It is working, you
will be apt to laugh your suspender buttuna
otl. The b,•st joke of ull.
l'r!ce 10 ceuts a
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BINGI~· le a little metal '

boL t.lt .!!>otk1 tve ry tnnocen
~u 1 18 supplied with o.n Ingenious
m e c h a n 1• m
which
•t..q.oti off o. han'l'}.leaa
I
i~~ ::ne\~!ej~gr:n(~~
than a. circus w!tll thl1
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new trick.
Place the
, -=
BINGO in or under
o.ny o.rtlcle &nd ft will go ocr when the ar·tJclo is opened or remo'Yed
It ca.n be ueod
a.a a tunny joke by being i,1ac.e:d tn a purse,
'- cigarotte box er between the leave• ot a
n1a.gaztno. &190, 11n'1er any movable article.
i such n• a boo!<. troy, dish, etc. The BINGO
I oan aleo be us'!d a.e a Bura:lar Alarm or a.a
: o. Theft Preve nter by being placed in a
drawer, money tllJ, under a door or window,
i ~ ~·;:.~~be~i"l~h~~~~cl~ ~~:it ~~u~1te~-pt~J'.ved
Prlco 1G cP.nts each, by mall, postpaid,
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TRICK PUZZLE PURSE.
The first attempt us.uo.11:, made
to open It, Js to pre!& down the
little knob in the center or the
purao, when a email needle runs
out an,i stabs them In the nnger, but doe• not open It, You
~~ft ~~e:;n!i1:e:gr~J>:~efi. eyes a nd st111 th ey
Price, 2~c. each by mail. postpaid.
Ir, F. LANG, 18LS Centre St., B'klyn; N. Y.

DUPLEX BICYCLE WIDS'..l'LE.
Thia Is a double whietle, pro•
ductng loud but very rich, harmonious sounds, euttr ely tll~or•
ent tro1n ordinary ~v hJstlea. It
Is just the thin&" for b!cycllots
or sportsmen, its peculiar do a 'ple
and re aonn.nt tones &t once attracting attention, It is an Imported w h I • t I ", h,mdsomel:,
nlckei p l nte d, o.nd will be found
a very use[ul and handy pocket
compa.nlou.
Price, IOc.; 3 tor
mall, poatpa.ff.Gc.; one dozen. 75c., (jdnt by
"i'OLF.'1,' NOVELTY CO .. 20 W, 26th St•• N. Y.

Learn to Play a Harmonica

Copyril(hted Sel!-tnstructlon Booltlet, lOe. Fine Concert Ha.rmonlca a.nd compieto lnstruotton Onttlt 1 86o~
Nootampe. PeterMunt!urd, Maritime Bldg. , New York

I

J~ANESE TWIBLJl:B.
A wonderful Imported papel
novelt:,.
By a almple m&nlpu•
latlon of tho wooden ha.nc!lea •
number of beautiful llirures cu
be pro4uced. It takea on aeTeral
c o m b I n a t I o n • o! malflllllcttnl
celora.
Price, Ho., poatpal4.

WOLFF NOVELTY ClO.,
t9 W. Htll 8*-, N. Y.
DIITATION FLIEII,
.Aboolutely true to Na.lure!
A.
danc!:, 1ca.rf-p!n and a rattlln&' sood
joke. It Is Impossible to do theae
pine · juetlce with a description. You
haTe to 1ee them to underata.nd how
ll!ellke the:, a.re. When people aee
them on you they want to bru1h
them off.
The:, wonder "wh:, that
llh 1Ucka to [O'!l" ao per1latent1y.

\1:i! ~!r1t':t"-n° ,: ;·~r.t~;~i
0

°;utla e~
oml1,ll'.lent tor a n ~ a neolttle, and
!h!.'":'ftd jalte eu Uloee who try to

.
Price, lie. b7 mall postpal4.
C. BEHR, 1110 W. 62d St., New York Clt7,

IIN.IJCl:I IN TIIJII OB.US
n•~~=~~'fA1n;'1~\"!J~

lar•• conea, ••Ch on•

n•a•l:, one lnoh In
height.
Upon llc-htin~ •n• et the1e conea

Ayvad's \Vater-Wings

by

& Mocking Bird Trlll.

Startle snct nmaze your frlend1ri, Imitate
the Tree Toad 's voice t• J)erfectlon and
war1-le o.nd trill the beautlful 10111' of the
ftlockina- Bird. Concealed hi the n1outh1
It cannot be aeen. Ueed by ata~c per•

Set of l for only 10 cent• or 12 fot .ZS cteau. pc;,n't mfo8 this.
MOUTHPUECR COMPANY, Dapt. X. Fronchtown. N. J.

Hth St., N. Y,

One·. Ul•a1

eat fun'i Tree To;d Mouthpiece

:.,';.,1!,tt.1::1::nt~~ ·t:

'l'RE FLU'l'OPHONE,-A new musical In•
•trument, producina:- the sweetest dulcet tone1
ot the flute. 'l'he upper part of the Instrument
la placed in the mouth, the lips ooverln&" the

a 4th ot J'ul,- exh!bl•
tlon of IINworkL S.arlta ft:, In eTUY dlrecllen, and u t .h e OOM b11rna down It throwl
out and la eun-ounded with what appe"ra te

1~:rn~n~ar::n.. :!:
~.:it:·~1~.1:a,ro":'rti:
lazily 1tretche1 out ln the &'ra.ua, which at
1111

la1t burn• to a1he1 llut Ul• anake remain.I

al

curloalty unbanned. They are net at all
~~~w;r.-,~P~~ J:h:ouc~~~eplal~~~ t~~e bJ~;'j~~! a~";r:~~~1
"" ea.s!ly as whl•tllnr,-. But little practice
01".~.::i:n:t':.1 ·~rt'..~. ~h!~ew8F~:;
required tu become a. flnlshed player. It
burn. An ordinary dust pan an...,er• the pur•
11
11

'?111.da entirely o! metal, and will la.st a liteUm e.
We send full instructions with each

t.bom, blow them up, nud prose wiet.ber t.b.e '1ro ' lnetrument.
Sill¥ 1nuks unrter tho 1JN1itt\~ lece.
I
Price 8 cents, by mail, postpaid.
.U. JJ. LANO, 18l5 Centre t;t,, Jl'k.17n, N, ~.
A. A. WAlU'ORD, 16 Jlart St.. Drookl,JJI., N. Y,

pose nicely.

Price of the 11:1: cones, packed In

;a:::e•:, f~~ ;Gc~:,"?n~o,:~ot~'ie~ ?6c~n;!nl ~
-1! poatp1Lld,
X. V. G.ALUGAN, "111 W, GGth St., lll', ~ - .->.
0

0

TJIE FIGRTil.O BOOSTERS.

T.&Mllm:NG CI0.11.11,.
Thia cla:ar fl made In
exact Imitation ot a a:oed
It 11 held l>y a rubl>er cord which. with th•
attached aa!et:, J)ln, 11
!utened en the Inside of
the lleeve. When offered
.
to a trfend, as It te about lo be taken, It will
&n.ta11t17 df1appear.
Price, l0e. each by mall, po1tpiu,I.
C. BEHR. lGO W. 62d St.. New York Cit:,<

•n•.

fe known only to the operator, who can cause

them to battle with en.ch other as often
and a.a long as desired. Independent or their
tlg-htlng proclivities they make very pretty
mantel orna.menta. Prlco tor the pa.Ir In a
1tr<1ng box, 10c.; S pain tor 25c. by ma.II,

THE JUMPING FROG.
Thi• little novelt:, create•
Its
a world ot laui:hter.
chlet ottra.ctlvene•• la tha.t
it tekee a few aecond.s before leaplni:- hlch In the air,
so that when set, very innocently along aide ot a.n unsuspecting per~on,
he I• suddenly atartled by the wonderful
activity or this !roa:. Price, Hie. each by ma.ii
:,oatpa.ld.
ll. F. LANG, 18111 Ceatre St., B'klTB, .N, Y.

J)Oltpald.

UOL.l' .I,' NOVJ,;L'J."l'. CO., 29 W, 26th St., N. li'..

H. I!'. LANG, 1Sl6 Centre St., ll'klyn,
EGGS OF 1""11:ARAOH'S SEr.PENT!'I.
and startlll
wondtn·rut
,J..

Serpen~
1~e e~
8~1!
ot them on a plate, touch ft
to tt with a common match, a.,
Instantly a large serpent, a yaj

~~o 1f:~:rui~~n!r:~e:.

LIGHT?\TNG TRICK BOX.
A startl!ng and pleasing- lllu•
alon ! "The waye of the world are
devtou1:' ea.ya Matthew Arnold,
but the wa.yo ot the Lll&"htnlnc

!~! ~fm"ftt:r::. pb:p:~1:a1~:;4!~~
0

MANY TOOL JU:Y BIN&.
Th• wonder ot the al'•- The &Teateat 1m&ll tool II\ the world, In thl1
little instrument you have in combina~
tion 11even uae!ul too ls e-mbra.ctng Key
Ring-, Pencil Sharpener, Nall Cutter
a.nd Cleaner, Wa.tch Opener, Cl&'ar
0
k"tate!ot :et~~~ b~~da
article, made or cutlery 1teel, tempered and hl&'hly nlokele4. Therefore
.
'
wlll catl"Y an edl'e the aame 11.1 any
piece ot cutler:,. Aa a useful tool, nothlnc
h&1 ever been ot!'ered to the public to equal It.
l'rlce, lGc., ma.lied, poetpa!d.
WOL.Fl,' NOVELTY CO., 29 "IV. 26th St., N. Y.

You t&ke off the lid
uncertain.
and show :,our friends tha.t It la
Replace the
full ot nice candy.
lld, when you ca.n eolem.nly assure
7our friends that :,ou can Instantly empty the
box tn their pre:.ence without opening tt; nn4.
ta.k ing off the lid ag-aln, aure enoul'h the candy
Or you oan chan&'• the
bae dl1appenred.
candy Into a. piece ot money by tollowtng the
direction• sent with each box. Thia le the
De.teat and beat cheap trlck ever invented.
f-'r1ce, only 10c.; 3 tor 26c., ma.Ued, po,tpaicl.
II. V. GALLIOAN, '19 W. 60tb St., N. Jt.

~;!~:.

or mdre In length, slowly u'
coils Itself from the burning eg
Ea.e h serpent asaumes a dlttere
poaltlon. One will appear to I
.
&'!!ding over the ground, w~
hea.d eroct, as though •PYl
danger; anoth er will coll Itself up, ns It p
paring !or the fatal spring upon It• vlcll
while another will stretch out lnzlly, app
I
ently enjoying !ta usual noonday na.p.
mediately after the egg stops burning, t
1erpent hardens, and may afterward be ke
as nn amusing curiosity. They are put up
wooden boxe•, tl\•elve eggs in a. box. PrJ
ec., 3 boxc1 for 20<',; 1 dozen boxes !or 60
sent l>Y mall, postpaid.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 \V, 2Gth St .. N.

DEAD SIIOT SQUffiT PISTOL.

NEW TEt-r-CENT FOUNTAIN PEN.
THE PEG JUIIO.>En.
A v e r :,

-61 #1%Y,J,iii¥:iliW/4jgPiJIWitt

etrect!Ye
pocket trick, ea1ll:,
to be performed by
any one. A miniature
paddle J• 1hown. Cen•
tra.l hnlea are drilled through It. A wooder.
peg la Inside or the upper hole. Show!na: now

~~t~!~~r: ~~ot!'ttfn"a-d~l;o:~t ptet! ~'::\;~~~~~
the upper hole, and appear In the middle one.
Then It jump1 to the lower hole, back to the
middle one, a.nd la.ally to t)le upper hole.
Doth 114ea of the paddle are repeatedly 1hown.
Price by mall, Ille.
C, BEIIB, 15t W. 62d St., New li'.ork Olt:,.

"Pharaoh' s

novelty!

•

'i,1;f.fe~:·

GOOD J.UCJt DA.."'lltS.
Orna mt1nta.l a.a well u,.s u4
tul . Malle o! highly nickel
bra.ss. IL Mids juet One
lar. When tilled ~t open•
l{ema.tns Jocke,1 u
,so l r.
Can be uacd ao
rofllled.
wa.tchche.rm. Money reft.t
Prl
ed I! not 1ntlslle<I.
10c. by ,mall.

A lull blooded pa.Ir ot
cocka.
g a. m e
fighting
These l!llpi.tlan l\gbte rs
have r e al feathera, yell ow
l<>n a.nd tlory red combs,
their movements when
tli;ht!ng are perter.tly natural and lifelike, and tho
secret o f their moven1ents

One of the moat .,.,,_.11ar a.nd myetlty!ns
It require• no Ink. All
you have to do la to dip It In water, and tt
will write tor an lndetln!te period. The 1ecret

f~e t~~c1!1:"td e~0oo!~~

Moreover. it 1a a good pen, flt !or practical uso,
and wtll never leak Ink Into your pocket, as a.
detective fountain pen mlarht do.
Price, 10c. each by ma.II,

It wa
lcnow
didn't
loaded.,. It loadl> eas11
with a. tull charge
i,.~ater, and taking n.Jm, pre8s the rubber buJ
at the butt or th e Pist o l, when a small strea,
'!'he bei
or water Is squirted Into his race.
thlni;- to do then Is to pocket your gun a11
run. Thore are "loads ot tun" 1n this wick
!!ti.le jolcer, which looks like a real revolY
trlg,rer, cock, chambers, barrel and all. Prl
4. tor 25c.; one dozen 60c, by m

WOLFF NOVJ1;LTY CO., H W. %8tb lit., N . Y.

H. F. LANO, 1815 Centre St., B'kl:rn, N.

pen1 on the ma.rket.

can only be learned by procuring one, and you
can make it ~ source of both pleasure and

0

k

It you shoot a m
wlth this ''l'un" he w

amusement by clalm!n_g to you r friends what
It can do and then dt'monatra.ttnc- the fact.

l

Look!

~~~rp~fa:

A CRAND

PREMIUM

One of these fine watches FREE to anyone sending ue.

One- I year's subscri1>tion at •

Two-6 months' subscriptions at
Four-3 mocths' subscriptions at .

f2.50
}.25 each
0.65 each

"Moving Picture Stories,"
"Happy Dayi,," ''"\Vild West ·weekly," "Fame and Fortune Weekly/' "The Liberty Boys of '76," "Secret
Service," ''"\Vork and Win," or "Pluck and Luck."

For either of the following:

-~-Premium

There ts onl1 ono cond!Uon-11end us the money ($2.50)
an4 we will 1end you the -watch, and any one of th~ abovo
Jubltcat1on1 for the period subacribed for.

.

D

',,,,

.

f th

Bnck

Watch

It Is Amerlcan-ma:~~!:~~slt~~lnd~nd set, a: will run from 30 to 36 hour~
with one winding. The movement Is the same size as an expensive rnllrontl timepiece,
This coupon when
abaolutel7 accurate, and each one Is guaranteed. The cases are mnde in Gold Plate,
properly ftlled out ',,
Pollahed Nickel, Gun-metal with Gilt center and plain Gun-metal.
and tonrarded wtth
subllCripUon prtce enThe deslp on the back case Is n tanc1 engraved scroll.
tltlu the bolder ~ PnDate.~~~~~--~

' ' ,,

'"-_

mJ um meaUoaed..

' '-,,,8 end

Name ..............................

',

',

A.ddresB ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••,
Olt1 •••••••••••• State ................. "-

'·

In Your Subscriptions Now to

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher
168 West 23d St., N. Y. City

"WV'EST
-. -LATESTISSUES-

592 Young Wild West Escaping Death; or, Arletta.a Fifty Mil•
Race.
176 Young Wild West's Big Round-Up; or, The Champion Roper ot th • 598 Young Wild West Lost on the De~ert; or, The Luck a Sanoi
B. B. Ranch.
Storm Brought.
ITT YouBg Wild WeBt'a Twelve Shots; or, Arletta and the Raiders. 119t Young Wild West and the Broken Gun; or, Arletta's Q11lck Wit.
•Ts Young Wild West and the Golden Image; or. Lured to the Va.Jley 11911 Young Wild West Fighting the Cowboy, ; or, The Doolll
ot the
of Death.
"Hurrah" Outfit.
179 Young Wild West Balking a Raid; or, Arletta•, Leap for Llbert7 1196 Young Wild West and the Death Dip; or, Arletta Baffl!ng the
1180 Young Wild West Huntlnc In the Blerru; or, Arlette. and the
Smelter Fiends.
Clanamon Bear.
1197 Young Wild West and " Tarantula Tom"; or, The Worst " Bad
1181 Y(\ung Wild West and Spider Bill; or, Tile Man With the Iron
Man" In Arizona.
Grip.
1198 Young Wild Weat and the Silent Six; or, Arletta's Round-Up In
1182 Young Wild West Saving the Block Honse; or, Arletta and the
a Cave.
Allles' Attack.
599 Young Wild West and "Broken Bow" ; or, The Siege ot the
Settlers.
1188 Young Wild West and the Redskin Traitor ; or, The Siege In the
600 Young Wild West Gathering Gold; or, Arletta'• Wonderful Find.
Band Hilla.
584 Youns Wild West Holding a Herd; or, Arletta'• Fiery Rae...
601 Young Wild West Bhowlnc His Skill; or, The Shoot-Up at "Show
185 Young Wild West and the Ten Cowpunchers; or, Besting a
Down."
Bad Bunch.
602 Young Wild West Among the Apache• ; or, Arletta and the Death
116 Young Wild West Caught In a Cavern; or, Arletta.'• Shot In
Pit.
the Dark.
603 Young Wild West and the Government Detective; or, Tracking a
'87 Young Wild West Dividing the Gold; or, Settllns a Claim DisTrlck7 Thief.
pute.
604 Young Wild Weat Caught on the Cllll'1; or, Arletta'• Desperate
HI Young Wild West After the Trail Thieves; or, .Arletta'& Round
r.11mb.

Up.

U9 Young Wild West and the Pawnee Paleface; or, The Old
Hunter'• Secret.
Yeuns Wild West Racing a Flood; or, .Arletta Shooting the
Rapids.
"1 Youns Wild Weat and "Pinto Peter"; or, The Msht at Buckhorn Ranch.

"O

J'or 11&1• b::r all new1dealen, or will be aeat to any udrea1 on receipt of pr1oe, I eenta per NPY, la moae::r or ~•tac• 1tamp1, lty

J'IU.llX TOUSEY, :Publisher,

181 Weit Ua St., New York.

IF YOU WANT ANY 'BACK NUM1JERJ'
of our weekllee ant cannot procure them from newlld.ealen, they can be obtained from thl1 office direct. Write out u,
Ill In 70ur Order and aen4 It to u1 with the price et the weeklies you want and we -wlll 1ent them to you Illy retunl mall
POST.A.Oil STAMPS TilllN THE SAKE AS KONJ!IY.

•
188 West 23d St., New Yerk.

J'UllX TOUSEY, Pultliall.er,

:B<><>~S
Ne. 1
NAPOLEON'I OBAOVLUJd A.ND
='::.!'o.nB~~-~~o:i~"l:: :~•.
almeat a11y kind et tlreama, to1Jether with
~ ceremonlH, and curloua 1Jame• et

•.:-."e~1..1~:0!1

Jfe. 1, HOW TO DO 1.'RICK.8.-Tbe 1Jre&t
N It t
t I I
f II
la•~ru!u=:.a~i
1d t''ho.:dlet:~~~~ ~':/ fr1!ta uof
tla.• 4&7, alao the meat popular mastoal lllu1leaa u performed by our lea.dins maslolan•;
every i, 0 y ahould obto.ln a copy of thla l>ook.
Ne. I. HOW TO FLIRT.-The a.rt• and
wllH et ftlrto.tlon are fully explained b)' thla
Uttle book. Beatdea the varioua methed• ot
~t.ndkerch1ef, fan, a leve, paraaol, wlnCow an4
llo.t flirtation, It contain• a full !lat of the
laacuo.se and aentlment ot flowera.

!f

~~~

I:»

uJ!•i,t~i.
c!>n~~:: t~~I tf:.~t:!~:s.:!
la tho art of do.nclns, etiquette In the bo.11l'OOm o.n4 at partlea, how to tlreH, a.nil full
•trectiona tor calllnc off In all popular 1qu&re

ETIQUJl:TTE,-lt tr a IJHO.t life aecret, 0.114
:~:u~ho.tTtv:r'l-a
te bow all
Ne. 1'. HOW TO MAJUll CANDY.-A complete ho.nd-book tor mo.kins o.11 kinda et

No. 30. HOW TO COO.IL-One of the m ..t
i'rt!!~f~~:. b~~~l~e~n
so.me, and oyatera; o.lao plH, puddlnlJO.
!~I r~~~~: • .ot putry, o.nd o. sro.nd collec-

ca~!:• li.e-'ifo'W' -rf>ru:l~o~::~r::-E1iji-li,~L
t th b I ht t
d
t
I bl
Utt!~• i, 0 0 ka e~er r/Jfve:• te
;10':,~d. v"iii~:ry~
~ody wlahea to know bow to become be&uttful, llioth male and. female.
Th• aecret 11
almple, and almoat coatleH.
No. 20. HOW TO ENTEBTAIN AN EVENING PA.RTY.-A cemplete compendium •f
aamea, aporta, card diver1len1, comlo reolt&Uona, etc., auitaltle tor parlor or drawlnaroom entertainment..
No 21. HOW TO HUNT AND FISB.-The

No. 11. HOW TO BECOHJC A IIPEAJlER,
-Centalnln1J fourteen llluatro.tlona, slvl as tit.•
different poaltlona requlalte to become a IJOetl
ipeaker, reader and eloouttontat. Al~o con~~~1!i~n~n~•i:;:.i~;~ &11 th• popular author• •t
Ne. H. HOW TO BEBAVE.-<:ontalllilll
the rulea and etiquette ot IJOOtl aoclety u4
the eo.aleat and moat approved method• et
a~pearlns to good a4vantaa• a.t parttea, b&lla.
the thet.tre, church, and tn the d.rawtns-rffm .
No. H. HOW TO PLAY GAHE8.-.A cemplete and uaeful little book, contalnlns th•

y:~~;1::: t.,••:r..

-0

°

'i':..

:::~~!tro~:·..~::

:'uo:1t1.~~'.r.pler\e o~':i~!.\~! ~~It
suna. huntln1J dos•. trapa, trapplnlJ o.nd flabIns, . tosether with deacrlptlon of IJ&me and
fl.ah.
tlo.ncea.
No, II. HOW TO DO SECOND SIGHT.No. 11. HOW TO MAKE LOVE.-A comHeller'• aecond •lsht explo.lned by hla former
plete IJUlcle to love, courtahlp and mo.rrla1J•,
ualato.nt. Fred Hunt, Jr. Explalnlns bow the
stvtnc aen1lble advice, rules and etiquette to
Ncret dtaloaue1 were carried on between the
ieNoo~·.•~v~()w TO BECOME AN ATHLETE.
rn:c~~~arh:nc~d~~e a~°l
itacei alao siY--Olvlns full lnatructlon tor the uH of dumbNo. 18, BOW TO EXPLAIN DREAMS,hlla, Indian cluba, po.rallel bara, horizontal
Thia little book sin• the explanation to a.II
ltar1 and varloua other methoda et developtus
ktnd1 et dream-. tosetber with lucky an4
a seod, lle&lthy muacle ; contalnlnlJ over alxty · unlucky claya.
llluatro.tlona.
No. H. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO
Ne. 7. HOW TO KEEP BfflDS.-HandGENTLEMlt:N.-Cotalnlns full direction• tor
aomel7 tlluatrated and. contalninar full lnatrucwrittns to sentlemen on all aubject1.
tlona tor tlle mo.na1Jement and tro.lnlntr ot the
No. ZII. HOW TO BECOME A GYMNAST.co.no.ry, mocklnsblrd, bobolink, blo.ckblrd, parConto.lnlns full lnatructlona !or' &II kinda of
ecuet. parrot, etc.
symnaattc aporti and athletic exerciae1. Em.No. t, BOW TO BECOME A VENTRILO- bro.clns thirty-five llluatratlona.
QUIBT.-Jiy Ho.rry Kennedy, Every lntelllNo. H. HOW TO ROW, SAIL AND BUll..D
sent boyhrea4lnlJ tdhla boctk of lna t ruct~on~ ~~: A BOAT.-Fully llluatrated. Full lnatruotlona
ma1ter t • art, an crea. • any amoun
&re stven in th1• little book. tocetber with intoN~~"i~~l!,~o~tr!;OdBOX.-Th• a.rt et Hit- atructlon• on awlmmlnlJ o.nd rldlns, companion
4efenae made easy. ContalnlnlJ over thirty oporta to boo.tln/J,
llluetratlona of cuarda, blowa, and the differNo. 17.. HOW TO BECITE AND BOOK OF
ent poaltlona of a IJOOd boxer. Every boJ'
RECITATIONS.-<:onto.lnlns the moat popular
1houJd oDtaln one ot theao uaetul and ln1truoaelectlon1 tn u••· compriainar Dutch dialect,
tlve booko. aa It will teach you how to bo:1
French dlo.lect, Yo.nkee and lrlah dialect
without an lnatru ctor.
piece•. torether with many standard readJncL
No. 11. HOW TO WRITE LOVE-LETTERS.
No. ZS. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES.Everyone 11 de•iroua ot knowins what hl1
..
full
-A mo.t Complet. llttl. b"ok. Cont lnln/J
t u t ure II!• w Ill b r In. forth • whether hap P 1nea1
direction• tor w,rlttnc love-letter•, and when
t• uae them, c-tvinc apecimen letter• tor or ml1er7, wealth or fovertt. You caa tell
J'Ouns and old
b7 a slance at thla Utt e boo ,
No. 12. HOW TO WBITE LETTERS TO
Ne. JIii, HOW TO BEOOJIJE AN INTENTOB.
J.,A.DIE8.-Glvlns complete inatructh>na t•r
-JC"Yery boy ahoul4 know how tnventlon1 orla·
'Jl'rltlnc Iettera to ladlea on o.11 aubjecta ; aloe
lno.tecL Thia book explo.ln• them a.II, slvlas
latter• ot tntroductlen, note1 and. re,ueat1.
example1 In electrlclt:r. bydrauUca, manetJfo. 11. HOW TO DO IT1 OB, BOOI
lllm, optlca, -p11eum.atloa. mech&aloa, eto.
rer sale by all µewsdealer-. or wlll be Hat te au1 addreH on re4'elpt of price, 10 eta. ••r cop7,
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-Contalnlns o.11 the leadlns conundrum.I et
the day, &mu1lns rid.dlea, curloua catche• ...,4
wlii!. •:tnf:ow TO BECOME YOUR OWN
DOOTOR.-A wonderful book, contalnlns uHtul and practical Information In the treatment
ot ordinary dtaea•e• and atlmentl comm.en t•
every famtly. Aboundtna In u1oful and effee1
tlv~o~ec~r• Ji<>..le¥oait_llfj ari~~8, POULTRY, PIGEONS AND BAJJBITB,-.A uH!ul
and lnatructlve book. Handaomely Uluat.&rted.
No. 48. HOW TO MAKE A.ND SET TRAPS.
-Includlns hint• on how to catch molea,
weaaela, otter, ro.ta, aqulrrela &nd blru. Alli•
bow to cure i1ktn1. Cop leualy tllu1tr&ted.
No. U. TH'.E BOYi OF NEW YORI END
MEN'S JOIE DOOK.-<:ontalnlng o. 1Jreat vo.riety ot the lateat joke• u1e4 by th• me1t
~~:~~!t..~lt~~~· th"f.0 :C:~~~~~l 'fi\~~!r8i:: 0 :
No. 42, THE BOYS OF NEW YORK
8TUlllP SPEAKER.- Contalnlng a varied ud
~:r.V::enli:~ :~udm~::-~ej:~~--Negro, Dutch an
No. "8. BOW TO BECOIIIE A MAGICIAN.
-<:ontalnlnlJ the sro.ndeat aHortment ot mas!cal lllualona ever placed before the pul,llo.
Al10 trick• with card,, tncantatlona. etc.
No. H.
HOW TO WRITE IN AN ALBUM.-A cra.nd collection of Album Verae1
aultable !or any time and occaalon; embractn ... Linea of Love Affection Sentiment, Humo·r, Reapect, o.nd' Condolen'c• ·, alao Ver•••\
Sultabl• tor Valentines and Wedding•.
No. 411. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK MINl!TREL GUIDE AND JOKE BOOK.-Som•thine new and very tnatructlve. Everf boy
ahould obto.ln thl• book, aa It contain* full
lnatrucUon1 for orcanlstns an amateur , pilaatrel troupe.
er a for 211 eta., In money or poatage ata~pa. 11W

168 West 23d St., New York.

